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Preface
Galois spaces, that is affine and projective spaces of dimension N ≥ 2 defined over
a finite (Galois) field Fq, are well known to be rich of nice geometric, combinatorial
and group theoretic properties that have also found wide and relevant applications
in several branches of Combinatorics, as well as in more practical areas, notably
Coding Theory and Cryptography.
The systematic study of Galois spaces was initiated in the late 1950’s by the pio-
neering work of B. Segre [59]. The trilogy [34, 36, 42] covers the general theory of
Galois spaces including the study of objects which are linked to linear codes. Typ-
ical such objects are plane arcs and their generalizations - especially caps and arcs
in higher dimensions - whose code theoretic counterparts are distinguished types of
error-correcting and covering linear codes. Their investigation has received a great
stimulus from Coding Theory, especially in the last decades; see the survey papers
[40, 41].
An important issue in this context is to ask for explicit constructions of small com-
plete arcs and small complete caps. A cap in a Galois space is a set of points no three
of which are collinear. A cap is complete if its secants (lines through two points of
the set) cover the whole space. An arc in a Galois space of dimension N is a set of
points no N + 1 of which lying on the same hyperplane. In analogy with caps, an
arc which is maximal with respect to set-theoretical inclusion is said to be complete.
Also, arcs coincide with caps in Galois planes. From these geometrical objects, there
arise linear codes which turn out to have very good covering properties, provided
that the size of the set is small with respect to the dimension N and the order q of
the ambient space.
For the size t(AG(N, q)) of the smallest complete caps in a Galois affine space
AG(N, q) of dimension N over Fq, the trivial lower bound is
(0.1)
√
2q
N−1
2 .
General constructions of complete caps whose size is close to this lower bound are
only known for q even and N odd, see [16, 19, 29, 52]. When N is even, complete
caps of size of the same order of magnitude as cqN/2, with c a constant independent
of q, are known to exist for both the odd and the even order case, see [16, 18, 28,
29, 31] (see also Section 2.2 and the references therein).
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Whereas, few constructions of small complete arcs in Galois spaces of dimension N >
2 are known. In [65, 66, 67], small complete arcs having many points in common
with the normal rational curve are investigated (see Section 4.2.3 for comparisons
with our results).
In this thesis, new infinite families of complete arcs and caps in higher dimensional
spaces are constructed from algebraic curves defined over a finite field. In most
cases, no smallest complete caps/arcs were previously known in the literature. Al-
though caps and arcs are rather combinatorial objects, constructions and proofs
sometimes heavily rely on concepts and results from Algebraic Geometry in positive
characteristic.
The thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 1 some preliminary notions and some of the material on algebraic curves
and function fields, which is relevant to the proofs of the original results of the thesis,
is summarized.
Chapter 2 surveys the state of the art of the research on small complete caps and
arcs, with particular emphasis on recent developments. The first section is devoted
to the general theory of caps in Galois spaces of dimension 2 and 3. In the plane case,
the theory is well developed and quite rich of constructions. Also, small complete
caps in three dimensional spaces are taken into account. The even order case was
substantially settled by Segre’s himself in 1959 [58], whereas the problem of con-
structing infinite families of complete caps of size close to the trivial lower bound
is still wide open for odd q’s. This explains why the problem of constructing finite
families has received some attention. An original construction will be the object of
Chapter 5. On the other hand, when the dimension is greater than 3, a number
of new results have appeared in the last decade, and new notions have emerged as
powerful tools in dealing with the covering problem, including that of a bicovering
arc. The chapter is focused on recursive constructions of complete caps which will
be used in the subsequent chapters.
Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, describe the original results of the thesis,
which are the objects of four publications [1, 2, 5, 54].
In Chapter 3, new infinite families of complete caps have been constructed in Galois
spaces of order q = ph, with p > 3. The method is based on some inductive
constructions presented in Chapter 2 and on bicovering properties of certain plane
arcs contained in singular cubic curves, previously investigated by T. Szo˝nyi in the
eighties. For most pairs (N, ph), with h > 8 and N ≡ 0 (mod 4), complete caps of
size at most 2pq(
N
2
− 1
8) in AG(N, ph) are described. Moreover, for suitable divisors m
of q+1 or q− 1, new complete plane caps of size roughtly q/m have been obtained,
provided that (m, 6) = 1 andm < 1
4
q1/4. When such a divisorm factors as a product
m1m2 with (m1, m2) = 1, new complete caps in AG(N, q) with less than
m1+m2
m
qN/2
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points have been obtained. On the one hand, these results significantly widen the
spectrum of prime powers q for which complete plane caps with approximately q3/4
points can be constructed. On the other hand, complete caps of size roughly q(
N
2
− 1
8
)
are obtained in Galois spaces of dimension N . For infinitely many q’s these turn
out to be the smallest complete caps constructed so far in AG(N, q), with N ≡ 0
(mod 4).
The following table summarizes a number of existence results for complete caps
constructed from plane cubic curves, including those obtained in this thesis.
Table 1. Small complete caps in Galois spaces from cubic curves
p N Size ≤ Conditions Ref.
m | q − 1
> 2 2 q−1m +m [3, 68, 69]
m ≤ 1C 4
√
q, C > 1
m | q + 1
> 3 2 q+1m +m m ≤ 1√6 4
√
q Thm. 3.63
(m, 6) = 1,(m, q+1m ) = 1
q = ph, h > 8
> 3 ≡4 0 2pβq7/8qN−22 Thm. 3.20
β =
logp q
8 − ⌊
⌈ logp q
4
⌉−1
2 ⌋
m | q − 1, s ≤ m/3
> 3 ≡4 0 s
(⌊
q−2√q+1
m
⌋
+ 31
)
q
N−2
2 [3]
m prime, 7 < m < 18
4
√
q
m1m2 | q − 1
> 3 ≡4 0 m1+m2m1m2 qN/2 m1m2 ≤ 13.5 4
√
q Thm. 3.42
(mi, 6) = 1,(m1,m2) = 1
m1m2 | q + 1
> 3 ≡4 0 (m1+m2m1m2 (q + 1) + 3)q
N−2
2 m1m2 ≤ 14 4
√
q Thm. 3.68
(mi, 6) = 1,(m1,m2) = 1
m prime, m | q2 − 1
> 3 ≡4 0 ∼ (m2+(3/2)m1m1m2 )qN/2 m1m2 = m+ 5 Sect. 3.4
m1 > 7 odd, m2 > 4
m ≤ 14 4
√
q
A final section is also devoted to applications to Coding Theory, and the close
relationship between linear codes with covering radius 2 and caps in Galois spaces
is explained in details.
In Chapter 4, complete arcs arising from elliptic curves embedded in Galois spaces of
higher dimensions are described. A key tool is the notion of a maximal k-independent
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subset of a finite group, which is of independent interest in additive combinatorics.
For most pairs (N, q), with q odd and large enough, and N less than 12
√
q, these arcs
are the smallest complete arcs in the projective Galois space PG(N, q) known in the
literature. These results are of particular interest in Coding Theory, since complete
arcs correspond to optimal codes (also known as MDS codes) whose covering radius
is the smallest achievable.
In Chapter 5 we present a construction of small complete caps in three-dimensional
affine spaces over finite fields of odd order from elliptic curves.
CHAPTER 1
Notation and Preliminaries
1.1. Algebraic function fields
In this section we recall some basic facts about the theory of function fields, exten-
sions of function fields and a particular type of Galois extensions of function fields,
namely Kummer extensions. For detailed proofs see [64]. We recall the definition
of an algebraic function field over an arbitrary field K.
Definition 1.1. An algebraic function field over K is an extension field F of K
such that F is a finite algebraic extension of K(x), with x ∈ F trascendental over K.
If F = K(x), then F is called the rational function field over K. The full constant
field of F (also called the field of constants of F ) is the finite extension K ′ of K,
consisting of the elements in F that are algebraic over K.
We can equivalently say that K is algebraically closed in F or that K is the full
constant field of F , that is K = K ′.
From now on, we assume that K is an algebraically closed field. Now, we recall
the definitions of valuation rings and places of a function field. Such definitions are
motivated by the case of a rational function field, whose valuation rings are a useful
tool in order to determine zeros and poles (with their multiplicity) of all the rational
functions f(x) ∈ K(x).
Definition 1.2. A valuation ring of F is a ringO ⊆ F with the following properties:
(1) K  O  F ,
(2) for every z ∈ F we have that z ∈ O or z−1 ∈ O.
The following proposition gives a useful characterization of the valuation rings of a
rational function field.
Proposition 1.3. Let K(x) be a rational function field over K and p(x) ∈ K(x)
be an irreducible monic polynomial; then the set
Op(x) :=
{
f(x)
g(x)
| f(x), g(x) ∈ K[x], p(x) ∤ g(x)
}
is a valuation ring of K(x). Moreover, if q(x) is another irreducible monic polyno-
mial, then Op(x) 6= Oq(x).
9
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Definition 1.4. Let A be a domain but not a field; A is said to be a discrete
valuation ring if it is a local, noetherian ring whose only maximal ideal is principal.
Proposition 1.5. [64, Proposition 1.1.5. and Theorem 1.1.6.] A valuation ring O
of a function field F is a discrete valuation ring, whose maximal ideal consists of
the non-invertible elements of O.
Definition 1.6. Let O be a valuation ring of F . A place of F is the maximal ideal
of O. A generator of a place γ, that is an element t ∈ γ such that γ = tO, is called
a local parameter for γ.
We denote by PF := {γ | γ is a place of F} the set of places of F .
As a consequence of Proposition 1.5, O is uniquely determined by γ, namely O =
{z ∈ F | z−1 /∈ γ}. Consequently Oγ := O is called the valuation ring of the place
γ.
Another equivalent description of the concept of a place is given in terms of discrete
valuations, that is a place of a function field can be associated with a discrete
valuation and conversely.
Proposition 1.7. Let t be a local parameter of γ. Then, every 0 6= x ∈ F has a
unique representation x = utn, where u ∈ Oγ \ γ and n ∈ Z.
Definition 1.8. A discrete valuation of F in γ is a function
vγ : F → Z ∪ {∞}
x 7→ vγ(x) :=
{
n x 6= 0
∞ x = 0 ,
where n is defined as in Proposition 1.7, with the following properties:
(1) vγ(xy) = vγ(x) + vγ(y), for all x, y ∈ F ,
(2) vγ(1/y) = −vγ(y), for all y ∈ F ,
(3) vγ(x + y) ≥ min{vγ(x), vγ(y)}, for all x, y ∈ F ; also, equality holds if
vγ(x) 6= vγ(y).
It makes sense to introduce the following terminology.
Definition 1.9. Let z ∈ F and let γ be a place of F . We say that γ is a zero of
z of order vγ(z) if vγ(z) > 0, alternatively that γ is a pole of z of order −vγ(z) if
vγ(z) < 0.
Theorem 1.10. For any place γ of F , we have
Oγ = {z ∈ F | vγ(z) ≥ 0},
γ = {z ∈ F | vγ(z) > 0},
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Oγ \ γ = {z ∈ F | vγ(z) = 0}.
An element x ∈ F is a local parameter for γ if and only if vγ(x) = 1.
Let F be a function field over K and let γ be a place of F .
Definition 1.11. The residue class map with respect to γ is the map
πγ : F → Fγ ∪ {∞}
x 7→ x(γ) :=
{
x+ γ if x ∈ Oγ
∞ if x ∈ F \ Oγ
(1.1)
where
i) Fγ := Oγ/γ is the quotient field of Oγ over γ itself, called the residue class
field of γ;
ii) an element x(γ) of Fγ is called the residue class field of x modulo γ;
Remark 1.12. By Definition 1.2 and Proposition 1.5, we know that K ( Oγ and
K ∩ γ = {0}, so the residue class map in (1.1) induces a canonical embedding of K
into Fγ. As K is an algebraically closed field, we can read an element z ∈ F as a
function:
z : PF → K ∪ {∞}
γ → z(γ)(1.2)
This is why the extension field F over K is called a function field. The elements of
K, interpreted as functions in the sense of (1.2), are constant functions.
The divisor group div(F ) of F is the free (additive) abelian group generated by PF .
For definitions and properties of divisors of a function field we refer to [64].
Definition 1.13. The genus of F is defined by
g := max{degA− ℓ(A) + 1 | A ∈ div(F )},
where degA is the degree of A and ℓ(A) is the dimension of the Riemann-Roch space
L(A) associated to A.
Now, we recall the definition and the main properties of extensions of function fields.
Definition 1.14. Let F be a function field over K. An algebraic function field F ′
over K is an algebraic extension of F if F ′ is an algebraic extension over F (or if F ′
is an extension field of F ). Moreover, F ′ is a finite algebraic extension of F if the
extension degree [F ′ : F ] is finite.
From now on, let F ′ be a finite algebraic extension of F and let γ′ and γ be two places
of F ′ and F respectively. Denote also by O′γ and Oγ, vγ and vγ′ their corresponding
valuation rings and discrete valuations.
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Definition 1.15. Under these assumptions:
i) the place γ′ is said to be lying over (or to be an extension of) γ, and we
write γ′|γ, if γ ⊆ γ′.
ii) the integer e(γ′|γ) := e ≥ 1, such that
vγ′(x) = e · vγ(x), for all x ∈ F,
is called the ramification index of γ′ over γ; moreover, the extension γ′ of
γ is ramified if e(γ′|γ) > 1, otherwise it is unramified if e(γ′|γ) = 1;
Remark 1.16. The place γ′ lies over γ when γ = γ′ ∩ F and Oγ = Oγ′ ∩ F ; this is
the reason why γ is also called the restriction of γ′ to F .
Proposition 1.17. [64, Proposition 3.1.7] For each place γ′ of F ′ there is exactly
one place γ of F , called the centre of γ′ such that γ′ is an extension of γ, namely
γ′ = γ ∩ F . Conversely, every place γ of F has at least one, but only finitely many
extensions γ′ of F ′.
Definition 1.15-ii) naturally extends to finite extensions of function fields.
Definition 1.18. According to whether e(γ′|γ) > 1 or e(γ′|γ) = 1, for every γ′
place of F ′ lying over a place γ of F and for every γ place of F , the algebraic
extension F ′ over F is said to be ramified or unramified.
Transitivity of ramification index holds, as it is shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 1.19. Let F ′′ be an algebraic extension of F ′. If γ′ ∈ PF ′ is an
extension of γ ∈ PF and γ′′ ∈ PF ′′ is an extension of γ′ ∈ PF , then
e(γ′′|γ) = e(γ′′|γ′) · e(γ′|γ).
Theorem 1.20. [64, Theorem 3.1.11] If γ1, . . . , γm are all the places of F
′ lying
over a place γ of F , then
m∑
i=1
ei = [F
′ : F ],
where ei denote the ramification indexes of γi over γ, for i = 1, . . . , m.
As a consequence of Theorem 1.20, the number of places of F ′ lying over a place of
F is less than or equal to the extension degree [F ′ : F ]; also, eγ′ ≤ [F ′ : F ] holds,
for every place γ′ lying over γ.
Definition 1.21. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.20, if [F ′ : F ] = n, then:
i) γ splits completely in F ′ if there are exactly n distinct places γi of F ′ lying
over γ, with eγi = 1, for i = 1, . . . , n;
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ii) alternatively, γ is totally ramified in F ′ if there is only one place γ′ of F ′
lying over γ with eγ′ = n.
For a field extension F of K, we denote by
Aut(F/K) = {σ : F → F | σ(a) = a, ∀ a ∈ K}
the group of automorphisms of F over K.
In general, if F is a finite extension, then |Aut(F/K)| ≤ [F : K]; also, F is said
to be a Galois extension if equality holds. In this case, we denote by Gal(F/K) :=
Aut(F/K) and say that it is the Galois group of F . A Galois extension F is said to
be cyclic if its Galois group is cyclic.
An extension F ′ of a function field F is said to be Galois if F ′ is a Galois extension
of finite degree over F . In addition, such an extension is said to be cyclic if F ′ is a
cyclic extension over F .
Next theorem collects the definition and some properties of a special type of Galois
extensions of a function field, that is Kummer extensions. An estimate of the genus
of such extensions, which will be useful for our results is also included.
Theorem 1.22 (Proposition 3.7.3 in [64]). Let F be a function field over K and let
m > 1 be an integer relatively prime to the characteristic of K. Suppose that u ∈ F
is an element satisfying
(1.3) u 6= ωe for all ω ∈ F and e | m, e > 1.
Let
F ′ = F (y) with ym = u,
then
i) F ′ is a cyclic Galois extension of F of degree m;
ii) for a place γ′ of F ′ lying over a place γ of F , we have
(1.4) e(γ′|γ) = m
rγ
, where rγ := (m, vγ(u)) > 0
is the greatest common divisor of m and vγ(u);
iii) if g (resp. g′) denotes the genus of F (resp. F ′) as a function field over K,
then
g′ = 1 +m(g − 1) + 1
2
∑
γ∈PF
(m− rγ) ,
where rγ is defined as in (1.4).
An extension such as F ′ in Theorem 1.22 is said to be a Kummer extension of F .
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1.2. Algebraic curves and function fields
Let q be an odd prime power, and let Fq denote the finite field with q elements.
Throughout this chapter, K will denote the algebraic closure of Fq. Also, by a curve
we will mean a projective, absolutely irreducible, algebraic curve defined over K.
It is well known that one can associate a rational function field K(C) over K to a
generic curve C, namely the field of the rational functions of C. Conversely, to a
function field F over K, one can associate a curve C, defined over K, such that K(C)
is K-isomorphic to F .
As a rule, a place γ of K(C) can be associated to a single point of C called the
center of γ, but not vice versa. A bijection between places of K(C) and points of
C holds provided that the curve C is non-singular. This corrispondence makes it
possible to translate definitions and results from the language of algebraic function
fields to the language of algebraic curves and vice versa. For example, the genus of
F as a function field coincides with the genus of C, it is possible to define divisors
of a non-singular curve as formal sums of points, and formulate the Riemann-Roch
Theorem with both the languages of algebraic curves and function fields.
Definition 1.23. A curve C is said to be defined over Fq if the ideal of C is generated
by polynomials with coefficients in Fq.
In this case, Fq(C) denotes the subfield of K(C) consisting of the rational functions
defined over Fq and it is a rational function field over Fq.
Definition 1.24. A place of K(C) is said to be Fq-rational if it is fixed by the
Frobenius map on K(C).
Proposition 1.25. [37, Theorem 8.29 and 8.31] The centre of an Fq-rational place
is an Fq-rational point of C; conversely, if P is a simple Fq-rational point of C, then
the only place centered at P is Fq-rational.
Here we report a Corollary of Theorem 1.22, which will be useful for our results.
Corollary 1.26. Let C be an irreducible plane curve of genus g defined over Fq.
Let u ∈ Fq(C) be a non-square in K(C). Then the Kummer extension K(C)(ω), with
ω2 = u, is the function field of some irreducible curve C′ defined over Fq of genus
g′ = 2g − 1 + M
2
,
where M is the number of places of K(C) with odd valuation of u.
The function field K(C)(ω) as in Corollary 1.26 is said to be a double cover of K(C)
and similarly the corresponding irreducible curve C′ defined over Fq is called a double
cover of C.
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Remark 1.27. Fix an affine coordinate system (X, Y, Z) in the three-dimensional
space over K. Under the assumptions of Corollary 1.26 note that, up to birational
equivalence, C′ is a component of the space curve with equation{
f(X, Y ) = 0
h(X, Y ) = Z2g(X, Y )
,
where C : f(X, Y ) = 0 and u = h/g ∈ Fq(C) are as in Corollary 1.26.
It is well known that every algebraic curve admits a non-singular model which is
birationally equivalent to an algebraic plane curve. Thus, the following proposition
give a useful tool to estimate the genus of a generic algebraic curve.
Proposition 1.28. Let C be an algebraic plane curve of genus g and degree n; then
(1.5) g ≤ 1
2
(n− 1)(n− 2)−
∑
P∈C
mP (mP − 1)
2
,
where mP is the multiplicity of C in P and equality holds if C has at most ordinary
singularities.
The integer at the right hand side of (1.5) in Proposition 1.28 is called the virtual
genus of the curve C.
A criterion due to Segre to prove the absolute irreducibility of an algebraic plane
curve is reported.
Proposition 1.29. [60][63, Lemma 8]If a projective plane curve C of degree δ has
a point Q and a tangent line ℓ at Q such that ℓ counts once among the tangents of
C, I(Q, C ∩ ℓ) = δ, and C has no linear component through Q, then C is absolutely
irreducible.
Finally we recall the Hasse–Weil bound, which will play a prominent role in our
proofs.
Theorem 1.30 (Hasse–Weil Bound). The number Nq of Fq-rational places of the
function field K(C) of a curve C defined over Fq with genus g satisfies
|Nq − (q + 1)| ≤ 2g√q.
1.3. Order and class of a place with respect to a plane model
Throughout this section, let C be an algebraic plane curve defined by the equation
f(X, Y ) = 0, where f(X, Y ) is an irreducible polynomial over K. Let K(C) be the
function field of C and let x¯ and y¯ denote the rational functions associated to the
affine coordinates X and Y , respectively. Then K(C) = K(x¯, y¯) with f(x¯, y¯) = 0.
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For brevity, let PC denote the set of all places of K(C) and let D be the subset of
Div(K(C)) given by
D := {div(ax¯+ by¯ + c) + E | a, b, c ∈ K, (a, b, c) 6= (0, 0, 0)},
where
E =
∑
γ∈PC
eγγ, with eγ = −min{vγ(x¯), vγ(y¯), vγ(1)} .
This set D is a linear series, which is usually called the linear series cut out by
the lines of P2(K). For basic definitions on linear series we refer to [37]. There is
a one-to-one correspondence between D and the set of all lines in P2(K): a line ℓ
with homogeneous equation aX0 + bX1 + cX2 = 0 corresponds the divisor D(ℓ) :=
div(ax¯+ by¯ + c) + E.
For a place γ with (D, γ) order sequence (0, j1(γ), j2(γ)), and for every line ℓ, we
have
(1.6) vγ(D(ℓ)) ∈ {0, j1(γ), j2(γ)}.
A line ℓ passes through the center of γ if and only if vγ(D(ℓ)) > 0; also, there exists
a unique line ℓ with vγ(D(ℓ)) = j2(γ), which is called the tangent line of the place γ.
The tangent line of a place γ is one of the tangent lines of C at the center of γ. The
integers j1(γ) and j2(γ)− j1(γ) are called the order and the class of γ, respectively.
A place with order equal to 1 is called a linear place of C.
Theorem 1.31. Let Q be a point of C and let ℓ be a line in P2(K). Then the sum∑
γ centered at Q
vγ(D(ℓ))
is equal to the intersection multiplicity I(Q, C ∩ ℓ) of C and ℓ at Q.
If ℓ is a line through Q which is not a tangent of C at Q, then vγ(D(ℓ)) coincides
with j1(γ) for each place γ centered at Q. Therefore, if Q is an m-fold point of C,
then the sum of the orders of the places centered at Q coincides with m. Also, the
number of places centered at Q is greater than or equal to the number of distinct
tangents at Q.
1.4. Classification of singular cubic curves with at least one rational
inflection
The plane curves to be considered throughout this section are absolutely irreducible
projective plane curves, i. e. curves of type F : F (X, Y, Z) = 0, where F (X, Y, Z)
is an irreducible cubic form, that is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 3 in
Fq[X, Y, Z], which does not factor in K[X, Y, Z].
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From Proposition 1.28, it follows that the genus of a cubic curve is always less than
or equal to 1; consequently, such curves can have at most one singularity. Also, this
singular point can have 2, 1 or 0 distinct rational tangents, (that is tangents whose
defining polynomials have coefficients in Fq), according to the type of the singularity.
Actually, three types of singularities are possible accordingly to the three different
types of non-degenerate singular cubics:
Type I – Cubics with a node: having two distinct rational tangents at the
singular point;
Type II – Cubics with a cusp: having two coincident rational tangents at
the singular point;
Type III – Cubics with an isolated double point: having two distinct non-
rational tangents at the singular point.
A non-singular point P ∈ F is a point of inflection if the tangent at P has triple
contact with the curve, [37, Section 1.3]. Thus in particular, the tangent line at an
inflection P of a cubic curve has no other point in common with the curve. These
conditions are expressed algebraically by the requirement that
F (X, Y, Z) = f(X, Y, Z) · g(X, Y, Z) + (aX + bY + cZ)3
where
i) f(X, Y, Z) is the linear form defining the tangent line at P ,
ii) g(X, Y, Z) is some form of degree 2,
iii) aX + bY + cZ is some linear form vanishing at P .
In general a cubic curve can also have no Fq-rational inflection points; however it
can be proved that it is always isomorphic over K, to another cubic containing at
least one inflection point. One of the inflection points is usually chosen to be the
neutral element of the abelian group that can be defined over the set
F(Fq) = {P ∈ PG(2, q) | F (P ) = 0 and P is simple}
of the non-singular rational points of the cubic. For main properties and definition
of the group structure on a cubic we refer to [11] or [36, Chapter 11].
Here we briefly report the classification of singular cubic curves with at least one
rational inflection, on finite fields Fq of characteristic greater than 3. From tables
11.3, 11.4 and 11.6 of [36, Chapter 11], there exists only one cubic for each type, up
to projective equivalence, as remarked in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.32. Let q = ph with p > 3 and let F be an irreducible singular cubic
with at least one rational inflection;
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• if F is of type I, then it has the following canonical form
F : XY Z − (X − Z)3 = 0;
• if F is of type II, then it has the following canonical form
F : Y Z2 −X3 = 0;
• if F is of type III, then it has the following canonical form
F : Y (X2 − β2Z2)− Z3 = 0,
where β ∈ Fq2 \ Fq is such that β2 ∈ Fq.
1.5. Covering density of quasi-perfect and MDS codes
Let Fq be the finite field with q elements. A q-ary linear code C of lenght n and
dimension k is a k-dimensional linear subspace of Fnq . The number of non-zero
positions in a vector v ∈ Fnq is called the Hamming weight ω(v) of v. For v1, v2 ∈ Fnq
the Hamming distance d(v1, v2) is the weight ω(v1 − v2). The minimum distance of
C is
d(C) := min{ω(x) | x ∈ C, x 6= 0}
and a q-ary linear code of lenght n, dimension k and minimum distance d is called
an [n, k, d]q-code. Such a code is said to be t-error correcting, where t is the integer
part of (d− 1)/2. The covering radius of C is the minimum integer R(C) such that
for any vector v ∈ Fnq there exists x ∈ C with d(v, x) ≤ R(C). An [n, k, d]q-code
with covering radius ρ is denoted by [n, k, d]qρ. Clearly, R(C) ≥ t holds and when
equality is attained the code C is said to be perfect. As there are only finitely
many classes of linear perfect codes, of particular interest are those codes C with
R(C) = t + 1, called quasi-perfect codes (see [9, 12, 13]).
Another relevant class of codes are the MDS (Maximum Distance Separable) codes,
that is codes meeting the Singleton Bound. A number of properties of an MDS code,
including its Hamming weight distribution, only depend on its length and dimension.
This is not the case for the covering radius. For an MDS code the covering radius
R(C) is either s or s − 1, s beeing the codimension of the code; see e.g. [20]. It is
worth noticing that when r = 4, MDS codes with covering radius 3 are quasi-perfect
codes.
One of the parameters characterizing the covering quality of an [n, k, d]qρ-code C is
its covering density µ(C), first introduced in [14] as the average number of codewords
at distance less than or equal to ρ from a vector in Fnq :
µ(C) =
Vq(n, ρ)
qn−k
,
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where
Vq(n, j) =
j∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
(q − 1)i
is the size of a sphere of radius j in Fnq . The covering density µ(C) is always greater
than or equal to 1, and equality holds precisely when C is perfect. Among codes
with the same codimension s and covering radius ρ, the shortest ones have the best
covering density. This motivates the following notation:
l(s, ρ, q)d is the the minimal length n for which there exists an [n, n− s, d]qρ-code
with given s, q, d and ρ.
The problem of estimating l(s, ρ, q)d has been broadly investigated (see the seminal
paper [10], as well as the recent survey [17] and the references therein).
In sections 3.5 and 4.3 we will determine some upper-bounds on l(s + 1, 2, q)4 and
l(s, s− 1, q)s+1, based on our geometrical results.
CHAPTER 2
Complete arcs and caps in Galois spaces
Let Σ = Σ(N, q) be a Galois space of dimension N , over the finite field with q
elements.
Definition 2.1. A k-arc of Σ is a set of k points no N + 1 of which are contained
in the same hyperplane. A k-cap of Σ is a set of k points no three of which are
collinear. A k-cap/k-arc is said to be complete if it is maximal with respect to set
theoretical inclusion, that is, if it is not contained in a (k + 1)-cap/(k + 1)-arc.
Clearly, a plane k-cap is a k-arc.
Definition 2.2. Let A be an arc and let C be a cap of Σ. A point P /∈ C is said to
be covered by C if it is collinear with two distinct points of C, while a point P /∈ A
is said to be covered by A if it is contained in a hyperplane generated by N points
of A.
2.1. Complete arcs and caps in Galois spaces of dimension 2 and 3
Since the seminal work by B. Segre, complete arcs in Galois planes have played a
prominent role in Finite Geometry. The theory of plane arcs is well developed and
quite rich of constructions (see [35, 40, 41, 69, 70] and the references therein, as
well as the monograph [36] for a deeper treatment).
The maximum value of k for a plane k-arc to exist is denoted by m(2, q), and a
plane k-arc with this number of points is said to be an oval or a hyperoval according
to whether q is odd or even. For arcs in PG(2, q) the main results are summarized
in the following table.
Table 1. Values of m(2, q)
q m(2, q)
q odd q + 1
q even q + 2
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A complete classification for ovals in PG(2, q) is known when q is odd; otherwise,
when q is even, there are a number of infinite families of hyperovals and there is as
yet no classification. In fact, from a classical result due to Segre, it is well known that
m(2, q)-arcs coincides with the rational points of a conic, when q is odd, while Bose
showed that, when q is even, a conic plus its nucleus is an m(2, q)-arc. A hyperoval
of this type is called regular and Segre [62] showed that every hyperoval is regular
for q = 2, 4, 8. Otherwise, for q = 2h, h ≥ 4, there exist irregular hyperovals, that
is hyperovals which are not the union of a conic plus its nucleus. Several infinite
classes of irregular hyperovals are known. For a detailed description we refer to [41].
In order to generalize his famous theorem to higher dimensions, Segre proved the
incompleteness of q-arcs of PG(2, q), q odd, that is a plane q-arc is always contained
or can be completed to an oval. A similar assertion for Galois planes of even order
was proved by Tallini. These results initiated the study of upper-bounds for the size
of non-oval and non-hyperoval complete arcs.
In fact, finding values of k for which a k-arc is always contained in an m(2, q)-arc is
equivalent to that of determining an upper bound for the second largest size m′(2, q)
of a complete arc which is not an oval nor a hyperoval. Consequently, any k-arc
with k > m′(2, q) is contained in an m(2, q)-arc.
The following table surveys the known results on this problem. In particular, for
q satisfying the conditions in the first column, the second column gives an upper
bound on m′(2, q), the third column indicates when this upper bound is sharp, the
fourth column contains the references for such results.
Table 2. Upper bounds for m′(2, q)
q m′(2, q) Sharp Ref.
(1) q = p2e, ≤ q −√q/4 + 25/16 [73]
p > 2, e ≥ 1
(2) q = p2e+1, ≤ q −√pq/4 [76]
p > 2, e ≥ 1 +29p/16 + 1
(3) q prime, q > 2 ≤ 44q/45 + 8/9 [74]
(4) q = ph, p ≥ 5 ≤ q −√q/2 + 5 [37]
(5) q = ph, p ≥ 3 ≤ q −√q/2 + 3 [38, 39]
q ≥ 232, q 6= 55, 36,
h even for p = 3
(6) q = 22e, e > 1 = q −√q + 1 [8, 25, 44]
(7) q = 22e+1, e ≥ 1 ≤ q − 2√q + 2 q = 8 [76]
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The sharpness of (6) was shown independently by Boros and Szo˝nyi [8], Fisher,
Hirschfeld and Thas [25], and Kestenband [44]. Details of the constructions can
also be found in [69].
Another natural question is about the uniqueness of a complete arc contaning a
given k-arc. That the arcs considered in (6) are unique follows from Hirschfeld [36,
Section 8.7], Lisonek, Chao and Kaneta. Also, the following result holds.
Theorem 2.3. For q = p2e, q > 4, a complete (q −√q + 1)-arc exists in PG(2, q)
and it is projectively unique for q = 9, 16, 25.
Conjecture 2.4. m′(2, q) = q −√q + 1 for q = p2e, q > 9.
Better results for q = 22e, with e > 2 are obtained by Hirschfeld and Korchma´ros.
Theorem 2.5. [37] A complete arc of PG(2, q) has size either q+2, q−√q+1 or
at most q − 2√q + 6. For q = 16, the list of sizes of complete arcs in PG(2, q) is
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18.
General lower and upper bounds on the smallest size t(2, q) of a complete arc in
PG(2, q) are given in the following table. The trivial lower bound is obtained by
Segre in [57], whereas an improvement on the lower bound is obtained by Blokhuis
[7], Ball [4] and Polverino [55], for q = p, p2 and p3 respectively. The upper bound of
Kim and Vu [46] is obtained via the probabilistic method, and d and c are absolute
constants.
Table 3. Lower and upper bounds for t(2, q)
q t(2, q) Ref.
q >
√
2q + 1 [57]
q = ph, p prime, h = 1, 2, 3 >
√
3q + 1/2 [7, 4, 55]
q ≤ d√q logc q [46]
A remarkable idea in order to obtain complete plane arcs is that of properly choosing
some algebraically parametrized subsets of points contained in conic or cubic curves,
in such a way that they are arcs. Then, to prove the completeness of such arcs, a
typical method due to Segre [60] and Lombardo Radice [48] (see also [70]), is
applied.
Let X be a conic or a cubic curve and let S be a subset of X which is also an arc.
Write S in an algebraically parametrized form; i.e. consider rational functions over
Fq, say u(T ), v(T ), in such a way that
(2.1) S = {(u(t), v(t)) | t ∈ A},
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where A can be either Fq or F
∗
q. In the case of cubic curves, this can be easily done
when X is singular.
Method 1
For a point P = (a, b) off X :
C1) Construct an algebraic curve
(2.2) CP : fP (X, Y ) = 0,
defined over Fq, where
fP (X, Y ) =

 a b 1u(X) v(X) 1
u(Y ) v(Y ) 1


As u(X) and u(Y ) are rational functions describing the first coordinate of
two distinct points in S, such a curve clearly describes the collinearity of
two distinct points of S with P .
C2) Show that CP is absolutely irreducible or has at least an absolutely irre-
ducible component defined over Fq; also, compute an upper bound g¯ for the
genus of CP (or of its irreducible Fq-rational component).
C3) Apply the Hasse–Weil bound (see Theorem 1.30). Then, if q is large enough
with respect to g¯, the existence of a suitable Fq-rational affine point (x0, y0)
of CP is guaranteed. This is sufficient to deduce the collinearity between P
and the points (u(x0), v(x0)) and (u(y0), v(y0)) of S.
C4) It is possible that for a few points P the curve CP is reducible and does not
admit an Fq-rational component. In this case, P may not be covered by the
secants of S. In order to obtain the completeness, it is necessary to extend
the arc S with some of such points.
Whereas, some extrapoints on X (Fq) need to be added to S in order to obtain a
complete arc. In this context, the notion of a maximal 3-independent subset, which
will be given in Section 2.4, is relevant.
To conclude this section, we recall some results about complete caps in PG(3, q).
In PG(3, q), the trivial lower bound (0.1) on the size of a complete cap reads
√
2q
and, if q is even, it is substantially sharp. In fact, the existence of a complete cap
of size 3q + 2 was showed by Segre [58]. Also, Segre’s construction was generalized
by Pambianco and Storme [51], who obtained complete caps of size 2q + n for
each n such that there exists a complete arc with n points in PG(2, q) (see also
[15]). When q is odd, the size of the smallest complete caps are known for q ≤ 5
and, for generic values of q, the smallest known complete caps have size of the
same order of magnitude as q2. In particular, infinite families of complete caps
of size approximately q2/2 [34] and q2/3 [21, 22] sharing many points with an
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elliptic quadric have been obtained by generalizing the classical method by Segre
and Lombardo Radice. Segre’s construction for q even consists of three conics, plus
two points. In 1998, Pellegrino tried to extend this idea to the odd order case; see
[53]. He claimed that it is possible to choose s conics with
(
s−1
2
) ≤ q+1
4
in such a way
that their union, together with few extra points, is a complete cap of size less than
or equal to
√
q
2
q + 2. A major gap in Pellegrino’s completeness proof has recently
emerged; see [6]. Nonetheless, his idea turned out to be useful to construct small
complete caps by computer.
Theorem 2.6. [6] Assume that 19 ≤ q ≤ 30000, q odd. Then there exists a complete
cap in AG(3, q) with size at most aq(q + 1) + 2, where
aq =


4 if19 ≤ q ≤ 37,
5 if41 ≤ q ≤ 121,
6 if127 ≤ q ≤ 509,
7 if521 ≤ q ≤ 2347,
8 if2351 ≤ q ≤ 5227,
9 if5231 ≤ q ≤ 29989,
with the only exceptions of q = 10531, 18493, 18973, 23677, 24077, 24121, 25163, 25639,
26227, 28643, where aq = 10.
It is worth noticing that for q ≤ 97, smaller complete caps were obtained in [15, 50],
while for 100 < q < 350, smaller complete caps which turn out to be the smallest
complete caps known in literature, were obtained from elliptic curves in Chapter 5.
2.2. Recursive constructions for complete caps
Since the theory of caps in small dimensional spaces is well developed and quite
rich of constructions, to obtain complete caps in higher dimension a natural idea
is to try to use some kind of lifting methods. We recall two well-known recursive
constructions for caps in affine spaces.
• Blow-up construction
For a positive integer r, fix a basis of Fqr as a linear space over Fq. Let
πs :AG(s, q
r)→ AG(rs, q)
(x1, . . . , xr) 7→ (x11, . . . , xs1, . . . , x1r , . . . , xsr)
be the identification of AG(s, qr) with AG(rs, q), which maps every coor-
dinate xj ∈ Fqr into its expansion x1j , . . . , xsj with respect to the fixed basis
of Fqr over Fq.
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Proposition 2.7. If C is a cap in AG(s, qr), then πs(C) is a cap in AG(rs, q),
called the blow-up of C.
• Product construction
For two positive integers r, s, let
πr,s :AG(r, q)× AG(s, q)→ AG(r + s, q)
((x1, . . . , xr), (y1, . . . , ys)) 7→ (x1, . . . , xr, y1, . . . , ys)
be the identification of AG(r, q)× AG(s, q) with AG(r + s, q).
Proposition 2.8. If C1 is a cap in AG(r, q) and C2 is a cap in AG(r + s, q), then
πr,s(C1 × C2) is a cap in AG(r + s, q).
Now, let P(q) = {(a, a2) | a ∈ Fq} be the complete cap in AG(2, q) consisting
of the Fq-rational points of the parabola. Recursive contructions applied to such a
point-set, give interesting results on the sizes of the smallest complete caps in Galois
spaces of higher dimensions. Here we report such constructions both in the even
and in the odd order case.
First, we assume that q is even.
Theorem 2.9. [52] Let q be even. Then the blow-up of P(qr) is a complete cap of
size qr in AG(2r, q).
Theorem 2.10. [16] Let q be even. Then the product of the blow-up of P(qr) by
any complete cap of size k in AG(s, q) is a complete cap of size kqr in AG(2r+s, q).
By Theorem 2.10 for s = 1, a complete cap of size 2qr in AG(2r+1, q) is obtained, as
the product of the blow-up of P(qr) by the trivial cap of the line AG(1, q), consisting
of two points {0, 1}. This implies that, when the dimension N = 2r + s is odd, the
trivial lower bound (0.1) is substantially sharp, otherwise we get un upper bound of
the order of q
N
2 on t(N, q) by Theorem 2.9, with N = 2r.
In [52], it was also proved that
(2.3) t(N, q) ≤
{
q
N
2 + sN,q, N even,
(2 + 1)q
N−1
2 + sN,q, N odd,
where
sN,q := 3
(
q⌊
N−2
2
⌋ + q⌊
N−2
2
⌋−1 + . . .+ q
)
+ 2.
For about a decade, (2.3) was the best known upper bound on t(N, q), for q > 2
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and N > 3, with the exception of few small values of both N and q. Inequality (2.3)
was improved in [29]:
(2.4) t(N, q) ≤
{
1
2
q
N
2 + sN,q, N even,
(2 + 1
2
)q
N−1
2 + sN,q, N odd,
where sN,q is previously defined.
Better upper bounds were obtained for specific values of q ≤ 215, see [31]. Also in
[31] it was proved that
t(N, q) ≤ 1
3
q
N
2 +
5
3
q
(N−2)
2 + sN,q − 2 q ≥ 28 square, N ≥ 4 even.
From now on, we assume that q is odd.
Theorem 2.11. [18] Let q be odd. Then the blow-up of P(qr) is a complete cap in
AG(2r, q) if and only if r is odd.
By theorem 2.11, for q odd and the dimension N ≡ 2 (mod 4), we get un upper
bound of the order of q
N
2 on t(N, q).
In the following table we survey the more recent upper bounds for t(N, q), for large
values of q, with the respective references.
Table 4. Upper bounds for t(N, q)
N q t(N, q) Ref.
even even
> 4 ≥ 32 ≤ 1
2
q
N
2 + 5
6
sN,q +
1
3
[16]
≥ 26 square ≤ 1
3
q
N
2 + sN,q +
2
3
odd even
> 5 ≥ 32 ≤ (2 + 1
2
)
q
N−1
2 + 5
6
sN,q +
1
3
[16]
≥ 26 square ≤ (2 + 1
3
)
q
N−1
2 + sN,q +
2
3
≡4 2 odd, ≥ 5 ≤ qN/2 + t
(
N
2
− 1, q) [18]
A natural question to ask in order to obtain small complete caps in spaces of odd
order and dimension N 6≡ 2 (mod 4), is whether the product of the blow-up of
P(qr), r odd, and a complete arc in AG(2, q) is complete. In this context the notion
of a bicovering and almost bicovering arc is useful.
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2.3. Small complete caps from bicovering and almost bicovering arcs
According to Segre [61], given three pairwise distinct points P, P1, P2 on a line ℓ in
AG(2, q), P is external or internal to the segment P1P2 depending on whether
(x− x1)(x− x2) is a non-zero square in Fq or not,
where x, x1 and x2 are the coordinates of P, P1 and P2 with respect to any affine
frame of ℓ. Definition 13 in [61] extends as follows.
Definition 2.12. Let A be a complete arc in AG(2, q). A point P ∈ AG(2, q)\A is
regular (pseudo-regular) with respect to A if it is external (internal) to any segment
P1P2, with P1, P2 ∈ A collinear with P . A point P ∈ AG(2, q) \A is bicovered by A
if it is neither regular nor pseudo-regular.
If every point P ∈ AG(2, q) \A is bicovered by A, then A is said to be a bicovering
arc. If there exists precisely one point Q ∈ AG(2, q) \ A which is not bicovered by
A, then A is said to be almost bicovering and Q is called the center of A.
For an arc A in AG(2, q) and an odd integer r, let
CA = {(α, α2, u, v) | α ∈ Fqr , (u, v) ∈ A} ⊆ AG(2r + 2, q)
denote the product of the blow-up of P(qr) and A. As noticed in [28], the set CA is
a cap whose completeness in AG(2r + 2, q) depends on the bicovering properties of
A in AG(2, q).
The following results from [28] are a key tool in our construction.
Proposition 2.13. [28, Proposition 4.2] Let q be odd, and let A be a bicovering
k-arc in AG(2, q); then CA is a complete cap in AG(2r+ 2, q) of size kq
r, for every
odd integer r.
By a slight modification of the product construction it is possible to obtain complete
caps from almost bicovering arcs. For an element c ∈ Fq, let
Pc(q) = {(a, a2 − c) | a ∈ Fq} ⊆ AG(2, q).
For a point (x0, y0) ∈ AG(2, q), let
C(c,x0,y0) = {(α, α2 − c, x0, y0) | α ∈ Fqr}
be the product of the blow-up of Pc(qr) and the trivial cap of AG(2, q) consisting of
the simple point (x0, y0).
Proposition 2.14. [28, Proposition 4.3] Let q be odd and let c be a non square in
Fq. Also, let A be an almost bicovering k-arc admitting exactly one regular point
(x0, y0). Then
C = CA ∪ C(c,x0,y0)
is a complete cap in AG(2r + 2, q) of size (k + 1)qr, for every odd integer r.
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Proposition 2.15. [28, Proposition 4.4] Let q be odd and let c be a non-zero square
in Fq. Also, let A be an almost bicovering k-arc admitting exactly one pseudo-regular
point (x0, y0). Then
C = CA ∪ C(c,x0,y0)
is a complete cap in AG(2r + 2, q) of size (k + 1)qr, for every odd integer r.
We summarize Propositions 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15 in the next theorem.
Theorem 2.16. [28, Proposition 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4] Let q be odd and let c be a non
square in Fq.
i) If A is a bicovering k-arc, then CA is a complete cap in AG(2r + 2, q) of
size k · qr, for every odd integer r;
i) If A is an almost bicovering k-arc with center Q = (x0, y0), then either
C = CA ∪ {(α, α2 − c, x0, y0) | α ∈ Fqr}
or
C = CA ∪ {(α, α2 − c2, x0, y0) | α ∈ Fqr}
is a complete cap in AG(2r + 2, q) of size (k + 1)qr, for every odd integer
r, according to whether Q is a regular or a pseudo-regular point.
Remark 2.17. Since r is an odd integer, the dimension N = 2r + 2 of the affine
spaces in which the complete caps of Theorem 2.16 are contained, is congruent to
zero modulo 4.
By Theorem 2.16, bicovering and almost bicovering plane arcs are a powerful tool
to construct small complete caps in AG(N, q), with q odd and N ≡ 0 (mod 4).
However, to establish whether a complete arc is bicovering or almost bicovering can
be a difficult task. From previous results by B. Segre [61] if the arc A consists of
the affine points of an ellipse or a hyperbola C, it is almost bicovering, provided that
q > 13. Note that, by appling Theorem 2.16 to these type of almost bicovering arcs,
an upper bound of q
N
2 for t(N, q) is obtained when the dimension N is congruent
to zero modulo 4. In particular, such a bound is attained when the arc A is a
hyperbola. Smaller complete arcs A in AG(2, q) can be obtained by choosing some
points on C and adding few extra-points (see e.g. [45, 59, 72]); in this case a point
Q ∈ C \ A can hardly be bicovered, as there are few secants of A through Q. No
such problem arises when complete arcs contained in cubic curves are considered.
In Sections 3.1.3, 3.2.2 and 3.3.4, we deal with the problem of determine bicovering
and almost bicovering arcs contained in singular cubics. A remarkable idea in order
to obtain such arcs consists of a generalization of the method due to Segre [60] and
Lombardo Radice [48] (see also in Section 2.1), which is shown below.
Let X be a cubic curve and let S be the arc (2.1) contained in X .
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Method 2
For a point P = (a, b) off X and a non-zero element c ∈ Fq:
BC1) Construct a space curve
(2.5) YP,c :
{
fP (X, Y ) = 0
(a− u(X))(a− u(Y )) = cZ2 .
where fP (X, Y ) = 0 is the plane curve of Method 1 and u(X) and u(Y ) are
rational functions describing the first coordinate of two distinct points in
S.
BC2) Apply C2)-C3) of Method 1 to YP,c.
If q is large enough with respect to g¯, the existence of a suitable Fq-rational
affine point (x0, y0, z0) of YP,c is guaranteed. This is sufficient to deduce the
collinearity between P and the points
P1,c = (u(x0), v(x0)) P2,c = (u(y0), v(y0))
of S. Also, according to whether c is a non-zero square in Fq or not, the
point P will be external or internal to the segment P1,cP2,c.
In order to bicover the points in X (Fq), the notion of a maximal-3-independent
subset of an abelian group is essential. As we will see in the next sections, it is
possible to extend the arc S to an arc contained in X (Fq) of size less than 2|S|, and
covering all the points in X (Fq). However, in order to such points being bicovered, it
seems that larger arcs are needed. As it turned out, a suitable choice is the union of
some cosets of a subgroup K of X (Fq), corresponding to a maximal 3-independent
subset of the factor group X (Fq)/K.
2.4. Maximal 3-independent subsets of abelian groups
In this section we introduce the notion of a maximal 3-independent subset of an
abelian group, which will be an essential tool to obtain complete and bicovering
arcs contained in cubic curves.
Definition 2.18. Let G be an abelian group. A subset X of G is said to be maximal
3-independent if
(1) x1 + x2 + x3 6= 0 for all x1, x2, x3 ∈ X ;
(2) for any y ∈ G\X , there exist x1, x2 ∈ X with y+x1+x2 = 0. Furthermore,
X is said to be good if x1 6= x2 can be assumed.
We recall the following results from [71, 78].
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Theorem 2.19 (Theorem 1 in [71]). Let G be an elementary abelian p-group of
order q = pr, with r ≥ 2 and p a prime greater than 3. Then there exists a maximal
3-independent subset X of G of size{
2pr/2 − 3 if r is even,
p
r−1
2 + p
r+1
2 − 3 if r is odd;
Proof. We distinguish two cases according to whether r is an even or odd
integer.
• r = 2n, with n ≥ 1;
Let q′ = pn and fix a basis of Fq as a linear space over Fq′ ; then G is
isomorphic to Fq′ × Fq′ . For any γ ∈ Fq′ , γ 6= 0, put
X1 = {(γ, ν) | ν 6= −2γ, ν ∈ Fq′}
X2 = {(ξ, γ) | ξ 6= −2γ, ξ ∈ Fq′}
and consider X = X1 ∪ X2. We shall prove that X is a maximal 3-
independent subset of G up to isomorphisms.
In order to verify (1) of Definition 2.18 it suffices to consider the follow-
ing two cases:
(1a) x1, x2, x3 ∈ X1,
(1b) x1, x2 ∈ X1, x3 ∈ X2,
the proofs of the other cases being analogous. In the former case, if xi =
(γ, νi), for i = 1, 2, 3, then x1 + x2 + x3 = (3γ, ν1 + ν2 + ν3) 6= (0, 0) as
p > 3 by assumption; in the latter case, if xi = (γ, νi), for i = 1, 2 and
x3 = (ξ3, γ), then x1+ x2+ x3 = (2γ+ ξ3, ν1+ ν2+ γ) 6= (0, 0) as ξ3 6= −2γ.
To prove (2) of Definition 2.18 we take y = (ξ, ν) ∈ G \X and consider
the cases:
(2a) (ξ, ν) = (−2γ, γ) or (ξ, ν) = (γ,−2γ),
(2b) ξ 6= γ 6= ν.
In the former case, if xi = (γ, νi), for i = 1, 2, then y + x1 + x2 = (0, γ +
ν1 + ν2) = (0, 0) if and only if the equation −γ = ν1 + ν2 admits a solution
in Fq with νi 6= −2γ, for i = 1, 2, but this is trivial for q ≥ 4. In the latter
case, if x1 = (−γ − ξ, γ) and x2 = (γ,−γ − ν), then y + x1 + x2 = (0, 0).
Also, as X1 ∩X2 = {(γ, γ) | γ ∈ Fq′}, then
|X| = |X1|+ |X2| − 1 = 2(pn − 1)− 1 = 2pn − 3
and the assertion holds as r = 2n.
• r = 2n + 1, with n ≥ 1;
Let q′ = pn; in this case G is isomorphic to Fq′ ×Fpq′ . For any γ1 ∈ Fq′ and
γ2 ∈ Fpq′ , with γi 6= 0, for i = 1, 2, let
X1 = {(γ1, ν) | ν 6= −2γ2, ν ∈ Fpq′}
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X2 = {(ξ, γ2) | ξ 6= −2γ1, ν ∈ Fq′}
and consider X = X1 ∪ X2. The proof of the first case shows that X satisfies the
properties (1)–(2) of Definition 2.18 and |X| ≤ |X1| + |X2| − 1 = pn + pn+1 − 3 so
the assertion on the size of X follows as r = 2n + 1. 
In a similar way, an explicit construction of good maximal 3-independent subsets
was provided by Szo˝nyi, for direct products of abelian groups of order at least 4.
Theorem 2.20. [68, Example 1.2] Let G = A× B be an abelian group with A and
B not-elementary 3-abelian. Choose two elements a ∈ A, b ∈ B and consider the
sets (see also Figure 1)
T1 = {(a, x) | x 6= −2b, b ∈ B}, T2 = {(y, b) | y 6= −2a, a ∈ A}.
Figure 1. Maximal 3-independent subset in G = A×B
A
B
T2
T1
Then, the set T = T1∪T2 is a maximal 3-independent subset of G of size |A|+|B|−3.
Proposition 2.21 (Lemma 1 in [78]). Let f : G1 → G2 be a surjective homomor-
phism of finite abelian groups. Let X be a maximal 3-independent subset of G2. Then
f−1(X ) is a maximal 3-independent subset of G1. Also, if |G1| ≥ |G2| · s(G1), where
s(G1) = {x ∈ G1 | 2x = 0}, then f−1(X) is good.
2.5. Some results on bicovering plane arcs from elliptic curves
To conclude this chapter, we recall some results about arcs in AG(2, q), arising from
elliptic curves.
In particular, arcs arising from cosets of the abelian group G = (E(Fq),⊕) of the set
of Fq-rational points of a non-singular cubic curve E defined over Fq, were introduced
by Voloch in [78], and were the main ingredient of some constructions of small
complete arcs due to Szo˝nyi [68, 69]. Recently, Giulietti and Anbar deal with the
investigation of the bicovering properties of such arcs (see [3]). Here we state some
of their results, which will be relevant to our proofs.
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Theorem 2.22. Let q = ph, with p > 3 and G = Zm × K, for m > 3 a prime
divisor of q−1, with 7 < m < 1
8
4
√
q. Assume that the finite group of order m admits
a maximal 3-independent subset of size s. Then there exists a bicovering k-arc in
AG(2, q) with
s ·
⌊
q − 2√q + 1
m
⌋
≤ k ≤ s ·
(⌊
q − 2√q + 1
m
⌋
+ 31
)
,
consisting of the union of s cosets of a subgroup of index m of the abelian group of
the Fq-rational points of an elliptic curve.
It has been shown in [78] that if m > 7 is a prime, then there always exists a
maximal 3-independent subset of size s ≤ (m + 1)/3 in the finite group of order
m. Then, bicovering k- arcs in AG(2, q) of size k ≤ q/3 are obtained, under the
assumptions of Theorem 2.22. Also, by applying Theorem 2.16 to the bicovering
arcs of Theorem 2.22, small complete caps attaining the correspondent bound of
Table 1 in the Preface, are obtained in affine spaces of dimension N ≡ 0 (mod 4).
The following result is a consequence of Theorem 4 in [3].
Proposition 2.23. Let S be a non-trivial coset of K in G defined as in Theorem
2.22, and let P be a point in S. Assume that the j-invariant of E is different from
0. If m divides q − 1 and
(2.6) m ≤
4
√
q
8
,
then every point in PG(2, q) \ E(Fq) is collinear with two points in S \ {P}.
Remark 2.24. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4 in [3], condition (2.6) can be
relaxed to m ≤ 4
√
q
4
.
Remark 2.25. Proposition 2.23 was previously stated in [78] in a more general
form. However, the proof given in [78] contains a gap which has not been filled yet;
see [3, Remark 4].
Also, for q ≤ 127 some computational results were presented in [23].
Theorem 2.26. [23] There exists a bicovering arc in AG(2, q) of size nq contained
in an elliptic curve defined over Fq, with (q, nq) as follows:
q 67 73 81 83 89 97 101 103 107 109 113 121 127
nq 42 45 49 50 54 55 61 60 63 65 66 71 74
Also, there exists an almost bicovering arc in AG(2, 53) of size 34 contained in an
elliptic curve.
CHAPTER 3
Small complete caps from singular cubics
Although the theory of complete arcs contained in plane cubic curves was well es-
tablished in the late 80’s, such structures are the base for some recent constructions
of complete caps in higher dimension, which are the object of this chapter. Our
constructions rely on the bicovering properties of certain plane arcs contained in
cubic curves. In particular, we examine irreducible singular cubics with at least
one rational inflection (see Section 1.4 for the classification). Section 3.1 is devoted
to cubics with an Fq-rational cusp, Section 3.2 is about cubics with an Fq-rational
node, and finally Section 3.3 deals with cubics with an isolated double point. Also,
a construction by Szo˝nyi of complete arcs contained in cuspidal cubics [71] is gener-
alized in the former section, while new complete plane arcs are obtained in the last
section.
Throughout this chapter we assume that the characteristic of Fq is p > 3 and let K
be the algebraic closure of Fq. Let X be an irreducible singular plane cubic curve
defined over Fq and let G be the set of its non-singular rational points. It is a
classical result from algebraic geometry that it is possible to define a group law ⊕
on G in such a way that three distinct points in G are collinear if and only if their
sum is the neutral element. This provides arcs contained in G in a rather easy way.
Proposition 3.1. Let K be a subgroup of G of index m with (3, m) = 1, and let Q
be a point in G \K. Then the coset S = K ⊕Q is an arc.
Proof. By the previous assertion, three distinct points in S are collinear if and
only if 3Q = 0 in the factor group G/K, i.e. 3Q ∈ K. Taking into account that
(3, m) = 1, this implies Q ∈ K, a contradiction. 
In order to investigate the covering and the bicovering properties of S, a useful
tool is the algebraic method due to Segre and Lombardo Radice (see Section 2.1),
together with its generalization (see Section 2.3).
To apply the aforementioned methods, it would be useful to write the arc S in an
algebraically parametrized form, where the rational functions describing the coor-
dinates of the points of S are defined over Fq; in fact, such methods require that
the algebraic curves CP and YP,c defined as in (2.2) and (2.5), to test if a point P
off X is covered or bicovered by two points in S, are defined over Fq. This can be
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easily done when X is a singular cubic with a cusp or with a node, by using explicit
isomorphisms of the group (G,⊕) with (Fq,+) or (F∗q, ·). Otherwise, when X is the
cubic with an isolated double point, the standard parametrization of the points of
S, arising from the natural isomorphism between (G,⊕) and the subgroup of order
q + 1 of the multiplicative group of Fq2 , involves rational functions defined over Fq2
but not over Fq. Consequently, a straightforward application of the methods is not
possible in this case. A key point to overcome such a difficulty was to find a curve
which is birationally equivalent to CP , but is defined over Fq (see Section 3.3.2).
Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are organized as follows. The first paragraphs are devoted
to the proofs of the absolute irreducibility of the algebraic curves CP and YP,c (or
at least of one of their component); then complete and bicovering plane arcs are
obtained, by using the aforementioned methods in order to cover or bicover the
points outside the cubics and by enlarging S in a proper way in order to cover or
bicover also the points in X . Finally, small complete caps are obtained by applying
Theorem 2.16 to the bicovering and almost bicovering arcs of the previous sections.
3.1. Cuspidal case
3.1.1. A family of curves defined over Fq. Throughout this section q = p
h
for some prime p > 3, and h′ is an integer with 1 ≤ h′ < h. Let M be an additive
subgroup of Fq of order σ = p
h′; also, let
LM(X) =
∏
m∈M
(X −m) ∈ Fq[X ].
Then LM is a linearized polynomial, that is, there exist β0, . . . , βh′−1 ∈ Fq, with
β0 6= 0, such that
LM(X) = X
σ +
h′−1∑
i=0
βiX
pi;
see for example [47, Theorem 3.52]. Let η : Fq → Fq be the additive homomorphism
defined by η(a) = LM(a) for any a ∈ Fq. Clearly, Ker(η) coincides with M , and
Im(η) is an additive subgroup of Fq of index σ.
For a, b ∈ Fq with a 6= b3, let P = (b, a) ∈ AG(2, q) and let t be an element of
Fq \ Im(η). A crucial role for the investigation of the bicovering properties of a coset
of index σ in the abelian group associated to a singular cuspidal cubic is played by
the curve
(3.1) CP : fa,b,t,M(X, Y ) = 0,
where
(3.2)
fa,b,t,M(X, Y ) = a+ (LM (X) + t)(LM (Y ) + t)
2 + (LM(X) + t)
2(LM(Y ) + t)+
−b((LM (X) + t)2 + (LM(X) + t)(LM(Y ) + t) + (LM(Y ) + t)2).
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Denote by Mb,t and M
′
b,t the sets of the roots of the polynomials b−LM(X)− t and
LM (X) + 2t + b ∈ Fq[X ] respectively.
Remark 3.2. As the formal derivatives of the polynomials b − LM(X) − t and
LM (X) + 2t + b are equal to
(b− LM (X)− t)′ = −σxσ−1 −
h′−1∑
i=1
βip
iXp
i−1 − β0 = −β0 6= 0,
(LM(X) + 2t+ b)
′ = σxσ−1 +
h′−1∑
i=1
βip
iXp
i−1 + β0 = β0 6= 0,
the sizes of Mb,t and M
′
b,t are equal to σ.
Lemma 3.3. The curve CP satisfies the following properties:
i) the ideal points of CP are the ideal points of the axes, together with the ideal
point of the line X + Y = 0;
ii) the ideal points of CP are ordinary singularities of CP of multiplicity σ;
iii) the tangent lines at the ideal point X∞ of the X-axis are the lines ℓXd of
equation Y = d, with d ∈Mb,t; similarly, the tangent lines at the ideal point
Y∞ of the Y -axis are the lines ℓYd of equation X = d, with d ∈ Mb,t; also,
the tangent lines at the ideal point R∞ of the line X + Y = 0 are the lines
ℓRe of equation X + Y = e, with e ∈M ′b,t;
iv) for each d ∈Mb,t and for each e ∈M ′b,t, we have that
I(X∞, CP ∩ ℓXd ) = I(Y∞, CP ∩ ℓYd ) = I(R∞, CP ∩ ℓRe ) = 3σ.
Proof. The sum of the monomials of highest degree in fa,b,t,M(X, Y ) is
XσY σ(Xσ + Y σ) = XσY σ(X + Y )σ,
which proves i) and that the multiplicity of each ideal point of CP is at most σ.
Also, it is easily seen that the lines ℓXd of affine equation Y = d, with d ∈Mb,t have
no affine point in common with CP , thus they are the tangent lines to CP at X∞. In
fact, by intersecting ℓXd with CP we get
fa,b,t,M(X, d) = a + (LM(X) + t)b
2 + (LM(X) + t)
2b− (LM(X) + t)2b+
−(LM (X) + t)b2 − b3 = a− b3,
which is different from 0 by the previous assumptions on a, b ∈ Fq. As CP is left
invariant by the transformation X 7→ Y , Y 7→ X , the lines ℓYd of affine equation
X = d, with d ∈Mb,t are the tangent lines to CP at Y∞.
In a similar way it can be proved that the lines ℓRe of affine equation X + Y = e,
where e ∈M ′b,t are the tangent lines at R∞; in fact, for A(X) = LM (X)+ t, we have
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LM (e−X) + t = −A(X)− b and
fa,b,t,M(X, e−X) = a + A(X)(A(X) + b)2 − A(X)2(A(X) + b)+
−bA(X)2 + bA(X)(A(X) + b)− b(A(X) + b)2 =
= a+ A(X)(A(X) + b)[(A(X) + b)− A(X) + b]− bA(X)2 − b(A(X) + b)2 =
= a + 2bA(X)(A(X) + b)− bA(X)2 − b(A(X) + b)2 =
= a− b(A(X)− (A(X) + b))2 = a− b3 6= 0,
by the previous assumptions on a, b ∈ Fq. Therefore, iii) and iv) are proved and
this, together with Remark 3.2, implies ii). 
The absolute irreducibility of the curve CP is proved in the proposition below, by
using Segre’s irreducibility criterion (see Proposition 1.29). Also, an estimate of the
genus of the curve is given.
Proposition 3.4 (Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 in [71]). The curve CP is absolutely
irreducible of genus less than or equal to 3σ2 − 3σ + 1.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, Segre’s irreducibility criterion is met by C = CP , Q =
X∞ and a generic tangent line ℓ = ℓXd at X∞. Thus CP is an absolutely irreducible
curve. Taking into account ii) of Lemma 3.3, the curve CP has three distinct ordinary
singularities of multiplicity σ. Then its virtual genus is at most
1
2
(3σ − 1)(3σ − 2)− 31
2
σ(σ − 1) = 3σ2 − 3σ + 1.
The assertion then follows, as the virtual genus is an upper bound for the actual
genus of a plane curve (see Proposition 1.28). 
Now, let K(CP ) be the function field of CP (see Section 1.2) and let x¯ and y¯ denote
the rational functions of K(CP ) associated to the affine coordinates X and Y , re-
spectively. Clearly K(CP ) = K(x¯, y¯) and fa,b,t,M(x¯, y¯) = 0 holds. By ii) of Lemma
3.3, there are precisely σ linear places of K(x¯, y¯) centered at each ideal point of CP .
Lemma 3.5. Let γX1 , . . . , γ
X
σ be the σ linear places of K(x¯, y¯) centered at X∞ with
tangents ℓXd of equation Y = d, with d ∈ Mb,t. Then, for each d ∈ Mb,t, there is an
index id such that
vγXid
(y¯ − d) = 2σ, vγXid (x¯− d) = −1;
for any other 1 ≤ i ≤ σ, i 6= id
vγXi (y¯ − d) = 0, vγXi (x¯− d) = −1.
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Proof. We keep the notation of Section 1.3. For the sake of simplicity, let
γ := γXi be a linear place centered at X∞ with tangent ℓ
X
dγ
. Then for every d ∈Mb,t
(3.3) vγ(y¯ − dγ) + eγ = j2(γ),
(3.4) vγ (y¯ − d) + eγ = 1, for d 6= dγ
(3.5) vγ(x¯− d) + eγ = 0,
hold. From here one can easily deduce that vγ (y¯ − d) = 0. In fact, if vγ (y¯ − d) > 0,
then vγ(y¯ − dγ) = 0 and hence eγ = j2(γ) > 1 implies vγ (y¯ − d) < 0 by (3.4), a
contradiction; on the other hand, if vγ (y¯ − d) < 0, then vγ (y¯ − dγ) = vγ(y¯ − d);
hence j2(γ) = 1 a contradiction. Consequently, from (3.4) it follows that eγ = 1;
then vγ(x¯− d) = −1 is obtained from (3.5). It follows that, for each d ∈Mb,t, there
is an index id such that for all i 6= id
vγXi (y¯ − d) = 0, vγXi (x¯− d) = −1 vγXid (x¯− d) = −1
hold. By Theorem 1.31, together with iv) of Proposition 3.3, we have that
σ∑
i=1
vγXi (y¯ − d) + σ = 3σ,
which implies vγXid
(y¯ − d) = 2σ from the assertions above. 
As CP is left invariant by the transformation X 7→ Y , Y 7→ X , the following lemma
is obtained at once.
Lemma 3.6. Let γY1 , . . . , γ
Y
σ be the σ linear places of K(x¯, y¯) centered at Y∞ with
tangents ℓYd of equation X = d, with d ∈ Mb,t. Then, for each d ∈ Mb,t, there is an
index jd such that
vγYjd
(x¯− d) = 2σ, vγYjd (y¯ − d) = −1;
for any other 1 ≤ j ≤ σ, j 6= jd
vγYj (x¯− d) = 0, vγYj (y¯ − d) = −1.
In the three-dimensional space over Fq, fix an affine coordinate system (X, Y, Z) and
for any c ∈ Fq, c 6= 0 let YP,c be the curve defined by
(3.6) YP,c :
{
fa,b,t,M(X, Y ) = 0
c(b− LM(X)− t)(b− LM(Y )− t) = Z2 .
The existence of a suitable Fq-rational point of YP,c will guarantee that P is bicovered
by the arc comprising the points of a coset of index σ in the abelian group of the
non-singular Fq-rational points of a cuspidal cubic; see Section 3.1.3. Here we prove
the existence of an absolutely irreducible component of the curve YP,c, in order to
apply the Hasse–Weil bound to guarantee the existence of such a point.
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The following lemma plays a key role in this section.
Lemma 3.7. For any non-zero element c ∈ Fq, the rational function
α = c(b− LM (x¯)− t)(b− LM (y¯)− t)
is not a square in K(x¯, y¯).
Proof. By the definition of Mb,t, note that α can be written as
α = c
∏
d∈Mb,t
(x¯− d)(y¯ − d).
Therefore, for any place γXi centered at X∞ we have
vγXi (α) =
∑
d∈Mb,t
(
vγXi (y¯ − d) + vγXi (x¯− d)
)
= 2σ +
∑
d∈Mb,t
−1 = σ,
by Lemma 3.5. Similarly vγYi (α) = σ holds for each i = 1, . . . , σ by Lemma 3.6.
Note that σ is an odd integer, as p > 3 is assumed. This implies that α cannot be
a square in K(x¯, y¯), which proves the assertion. 
Proposition 3.8. Let a, b ∈ Fq be such that a 6= b3. For each c ∈ Fq, c 6= 0, the
space curve YP,c has an irreducible component defined over Fq with genus less than
or equal to 6σ2 − 5σ + 1.
Proof. The hypothesis of Corollary 1.26 are satisfied by the curve CP and by
the rational function α, defined as in Lemma 3.7. Consequently, ω2 = α defines a
Kummer extension of K(x¯, y¯) which is the function field of some irreducible curve.
Such a curve is contained in YP,c as well, by Remark 1.27. Thus, the first part of
the assertion is proved.
By iii) and iv) of Lemma 3.3, the only places of K(x¯, y¯) that can be either a zero or
a pole of α are those centered at ideal points of CP . If γ is a place centered at the
ideal point of the line with equation X + Y = 0 then
vγ(α) =
∑
d∈Mb,t
(
vγ(y¯ − d) + vγ(x¯− d)
)
= −2σ.
On the other hand, in the proof of Lemma 3.7 it is shown that the valuation of α
at any place centered at X∞ or Y∞ is equal to σ. Therefore, the number of places
of K(x¯, y¯) such that the valuation of α is odd is equal to 2σ. Then the assertion on
the genus follows from Corollary 1.26 together with Proposition 3.4. 
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3.1.2. A generalization of Szo˝nyi’s construction of complete plane arcs.
If X is singular with a cusp, we can assume that the affine equation of X is Y = X3,
(see Proposition 1.32 in Section 1.4). As Y∞ = (0, 1, 0) is the singular point of X , the
group G coincides with the set of the Fq-rational affine points of X . If the neutral
element of G is chosen to be the affine point (0, 0), then the group G is isomorphic
to Fq via the map φ : (Fq,+)→ (G,⊕), φ(v) = (v, v3).
Remark 3.9. It is easy to see that three distinct points (vi, v
3
i ) in G, (i = 1, 2, 3)
are collinear if and only if the sum v1 + v2 + v3 of their first coordinates vi is equal
to zero. In fact, by imposing the collinearity condition
det

 v1 v31 1v2 v32 1
v3 v
3
3 1

 = 0,
this is equivalent to
(v1 − v2)[−v33 + v3(v21 + v1v2 + v22)− v1v2(v1 + v2)] = 0.
After some computation and as vi 6= vj for i, j = 1, 2, 3, i 6= j, we get
(v1 + v2 + v3)[v3(v1 + v2 − v3)− v1v2] = 0
and the required condition is proven.
Let η be defined as in Section 3.1.1, then Im(η) is an additive subgroup of Fq of
index σ. Let K = {(v, v3) | v ∈ Im(η)} be the corresponding subgroup of G and let
Q = (t, t3) be a point in G \K. Then the coset of K in G, defined as
(3.7) Kt = K ⊕Q = {(v, v3) | v ∈ Im(η) + t},
or equivalently
(3.8) Kt = {(LM(x) + t, (LM(x) + t)3) | x ∈ Fq},
is an arc by Proposition 3.1.
For a point P = (b, a) in AG(2, q) \ X , let fa,b,t,M(X, Y ) be as in (3.2).
Arguing as in the proof of [71, Lemma 3 and Theorem 2], the following results can
be easily obtained.
Proposition 3.10. The point P is collinear with two distinct points in Kt if and
only if there exist x, y ∈ Fq with LM(x) 6= LM(y) such that fa,b,t,M(x, y) = 0.
Proof. Two distinct points P1 = (v1, v
3
1), P2 = (v2, v
3
2) in X are collinear with
P if and only if
det

 v1 v31 1v2 v32 1
b a 1

 = 0.
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Then, as P1 6= P2 and
det

 v1 v31 1v2 v32 1
b a 1

 = (v1v32 − v2v31)− a(v1 − v2) + b(v31 − v32) =
= (v1 − v2)[−a + b(v21 + v1v2 + v22)− v1v2(v2 + v1)],
the collinearity condition is equivalent to
(3.9) −a + b(v21 + v1v2 + v22)− v1v2(v2 + v1) = 0.
When P1, P2 are elements of Kt, both v1 = LM (x) + t and v2 = LM(y) + t hold for
some x, y ∈ Fq, by (3.8). Then the assertion follows, as (3.9) is exactly fa,b,t,M(x, y) =
0. 
Proposition 3.11. If
(3.10) q + 1− (6σ2 − 6σ + 2)√q ≥ 3σ2 + 3σ + 1,
then P is collinear with two distinct points of Kt.
Proof. Let K(x¯, y¯) be the function field of CP , so that fa,b,t,M(x¯, y¯) = 0 holds.
Let E be the set of places γ of K(x¯, y¯) for which at least one of the following holds:
(1) γ is a pole of either x¯ or y¯;
(2) LM(x¯)(γ) = LM (y¯)(γ).
We are going to show that the size of E is at most 3σ2 + 3σ. Poles of x¯ or y¯ in
K(x¯, y¯) are places centered at ideal points of CP . By Be´zout’s Theorem their number
is at most 3σ. Also, it is easily seen that the number of places of K(x¯, y¯) such that
(2) holds is 3σ2. Our assumption on q and σ, together with the Hasse–Weil bound,
ensures the existence of at least 3σ2 + 3σ + 1 Fq-rational places of K(x¯, y¯); hence,
there exists at least one Fq-rational place γ of K(x¯, y¯) not in E. Let
x = x¯(γ), y = y¯(γ).
be the images of x¯ and y¯ by the residue class map with respect to γ (see Definition
1.11 in Section 1.1). Note that (x, y) is an Fq-rational affine point of the curve CP .
Therefore, by Proposition 3.10, P is collinear with two distinct points
P1 = (LM (x) + t, (LM(x) + t)
3), P2 = (LM(y) + t, (LM(y) + t)
3) ∈ Kt.
This proves the assertion. 
In order to cover the points on X , union of distinct cosets need to be considered.
By applying the construction of Theorem 2.19 to the additive subgroup Fq/Im(η)
of (Fq,+) of order σ, the following extension of Theorem 3 in [71] can be obtained.
Note that (3.10) holds when
√
q ≥ 3σ2 − 3σ + 1 +
√
9σ4 − 18σ3 + 18σ2 − 3σ + 1,
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which is implied by q ≥ 36σ4.
Theorem 3.12. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime. For an integer h′ with 1 < h′ < h,
let σ = ph
′
and let Fq/Im(η) be the additive subgroup of Fq of order σ. Assume that
q ≥ 36σ4 and let T be a maximal 3-independent subset of Fq/Im(η). Then
A =
⋃
t∈T
Kt
is a complete k-arc in AG(2, q) with
k =


(2
√
σ − 3) q
σ
, if h′ is even,
(
√
σ/p+
√
σp− 3) q
σ
, if h′ is odd.
Proof. As Fq/Im(η) is isomorphic to G/K, by applying Proposition 2.21 to
the canonical projection π : G→ G/K, the set A is a good maximal 3-indipendent
subset of G. Taking into account Definition 2.18 and Remark 3.9, stating that
three distinct points (vi, v
3
i , 1) in G, (i = 1, 2, 3) are collinear if and only if the sum
v1 + v2 + v3 of their first coordinates vi is equal to zero, the set A is an arc by (1)
of Definition 2.18. Also, A is complete, as it covers all the points in G \ A by (2)
of Definition 2.18 and the points off X are covered too, as (3.10) in Proposition
3.11 holds for q ≥ 36σ4. The assertions on the cardinality of A directly follow from
Theorem 2.19 and |Kt| = |Im(η)| = q/σ. 
Corollary 3.13. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime and h > 8. Let vh be the integer
in {1, . . . , 8} such that vh ≡ h (mod 8), and let th be the integer in {1, . . . , 4} such
that th ≡ h (mod 4). Assume that pth > 36. Then there exists a complete k-arc in
AG(2, q) with
k < 2ph−⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋ ≤ 2p vh8 q7/8 ≤ 2pq7/8.
Proof. Let h′ =
⌈
h
4
⌉− 1, and let σ = ph′ . Note that h > 8 implies h′ > 1, and
that th = 4−4⌈h/4⌉+h holds for any positive integer h. Therefore, p4−4⌈h/4⌉+h > 36.
Whence, q = ph > 36p4(⌈h/4⌉−1) = 36σ4. By Theorem 3.12, there exists a complete
k-arc in AG(2, q) with
k =


(
2p
1
2
(⌈h4⌉−1) − 3)ph−⌈h4⌉+1, if ⌈h
4
⌉− 1 is even,
(
p
1
2
(⌈h4⌉−2) + p 12⌈h4⌉ − 3)ph−⌈h4⌉+1, if ⌈h
4
⌉− 1 is odd.
Note that k < 2ph−⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋ holds. It is easily seen by straightforward computa-
tion that ph−⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋ ≤ p 78h+ vh8 , whence the assertion. 
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3.1.3. Bicovering arcs from cuspidal cubics. As in Section 3.1.2, let X
be the singular cubic with a cusp, having canonical equation Y = X3. Let Kt
denote the arc defined by (3.7) for t in Fq \ Im(η). In order to prove that any point
P = (b, a) ∈ AG(2, q) \X is bicovered by Kt, it is necessary to require the existence
of an Fq-rational affine point (x˜, y˜, z˜) of the curve YP,c defined as in (3.6) such that
LM (x˜) 6= LM (y˜); then, taking into account Proposition 3.10, by fa,b,t,M(x˜, y˜) = 0
the point P is collinear with
P1,c = (LM (x˜) + t, (LM(x˜) + t)
3), P2,c = (LM (y˜) + t, (LM(y˜) + t)
3) ∈ Kt.
Also, if c is a square in Fq, then P is external to P1,cP2,c; on the other hand, if c is
not a square, then P is internal to P1,cP2,c.
Proposition 3.14. If
(3.11) q + 1− 2(6σ2 − 5σ + 1)√q ≥ 6σ2 + 6σ + 1,
then every point P in AG(2, q) off X is bicovered by Kt.
Proof. Fix a non-zero element c in Fq and let YP,c be as in (3.6). Let
K(CP )(z¯) = K(x¯, y¯, z¯) be the function field of YP,c, so that
(3.12)
{
fa,b,t,M(x¯, y¯) = 0
c(b− LM(x¯)− t)(b− LM(y¯)− t) = z¯2 .
Let E be the set of places γ of K(x¯, y¯, z¯) for which at least one of the following holds:
(1) γ is a pole of either x¯ or y¯;
(2) LM(x¯)(γ) = LM (y¯)(γ);
(3) γ is either a zero or a pole of z¯.
We are going to show that the size of E is at most 6(σ2 + σ). This follows from
the proof of Proposition 3.11 together with the fact that K(x¯, y¯, z¯) is a double cover
of K(x¯, y¯). Also, note that zeros and poles of z¯ are places of K(x¯, y¯, z¯) lying over
zeros and poles of α = c(b − LM (x¯) − t)(b − LM (y¯) − t) in K(x¯, y¯). By the proof
of Proposition 3.8, zeros and poles of α are places centered at ideal points of CP .
These places have already been considered in (1).
Our assumption on q and σ, together with the Hasse–Weil bound, ensures the exis-
tence of at least 6σ2 + 6σ + 1 Fq-rational places of K(x¯, y¯, z¯); hence, there exists at
least one Fq-rational place γc of K(x¯, y¯, z¯) not in E. Let
x˜ = x¯(γc), y˜ = y¯(γc), z˜ = z¯(γc)
be the image of x¯, y¯, and z¯ by the residue class map with respect to γc (see Definition
1.11 in Section 1.1). As (3.12) holds in K(x¯, y¯, z¯), the point Pc = (x˜, y˜, z˜) is an affine
point of YP,c. Therefore, by Proposition 3.10, P is collinear with two distinct points
P1,c = (LM (x˜) + t, (LM(x˜) + t)
3), P2,c = (LM (y˜) + t, (LM(y˜) + t)
3) ∈ Kt.
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If c is chosen to be a square, then P is external to P1,cP2,c; on the other hand, if c
is not a square, then P is internal to P1,cP2,c. This proves the assertion. 
As σ > 2 the cosetKt cannot bicover all the Fq-rational affine points in X . Therefore,
the union A of distinct cosets of K as defined in Theorem 3.12 need to be considered.
Remark 3.15. Let t1 and t2 be two distinct elements in Fq. If P1, P2, P3 are collinear
points in X with P1 ∈ Kt1 and P2 ∈ Kt2, then P3 ∈ K−(t1+t2).
Proof. Let Pi = (ui, u
3
i ), i = 1, 2, 3 be distinct affine points of X . Recall that
collinearity of P1, P2, P3 is equivalent to u1+u2+ u3 = 0. If P1 ∈ Kt1 and P2 ∈ Kt2 ,
then u1 = LM(x1) + t1 and u2 = LM(x2) + t2 for some x1, x2 ∈ Fq. Therefore,
u3 = −u1 − u2 = LM(−(x1 + x2))− (t1 + t2),
which shows that P3 ∈ K−(t1+t2). 
Proposition 3.16. Let Kt1, Kt2 be cosets of K such that Kt1∪Kt2 is an arc. Let P0
be an Fq-rational affine point of X \ {(0, 0)} not belonging to Kt1 ∪Kt2 but collinear
with a point of Kt1 and a point of Kt2. If (3.11) holds, then P0 is bicovered by
Kt1 ∪Kt2.
Proof. Let P0 = (u0, u
3
0) be a point of X \ A with u0 6= 0, and let t ∈ Fq be
such that P0 ∈ Kt. By Theorem 3.12 there exist t1, t2 ∈ T such that P0 is collinear
with P1 ∈ Kt1 and P2 ∈ Kt2 . Note that Remark 3.15 yields that for each point
P1 = (v, v
3) ∈ Kt1 , the point P2 = (−u0 − v, (−u0− v)3) must belong to Kt2 , where
t2 = −(t1 + t), since P2 is a point of X collinear with P0 and P1. We are going to
show that P0 is bicovered by Kt1 ∪ Kt2 . That is, P0 is external to P1P2 for some
choice of v, and internal to P1P2 for some other. Let S be the set of non-zero squares
in Fq and N be the set of non-squares in Fq. We need to prove the existence of an
element v ∈ Fq, v = LM(x) + t1 for some x ∈ Fq, such that
(u0 − v)(u0 − (−u0 − v)) = (u0 − v)(2u0 + v) ∈ S,
and of an element v˜ ∈ Fq, v˜ = LM(x˜) + t1 for some x˜ ∈ Fq, such that
(u0 − v˜)(u0 − (−u0 − v˜)) = (u0 − v˜)(2u0 + v˜) ∈ N.
Let x¯ be a trascendental element over K. To this end, for a non-zero element c in
Fq we need to investigate whether the following rational function
β(x¯) =
1
c
(u0 − LM(x¯)− t1)(2u0 + LM(x¯) + t1)
is a non-square in K(x¯). Let a be a root of 2u0+LM(X)+t1 in K. Let γa be the only
place of K(x¯) such that x¯(γa) = a. As 2u0 + LM (X) + t1 is a separable polynomial,
we have vγa(2u0 + LM(x¯) + t1) = 1. Also, u0 6= 0, together with p > 3, implies that
γa is not a zero nor a pole of (u0 − LM (x¯) − t1). Then vγa(β(x¯)) = 1. This proves
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that β(x¯) is not a square in K(x¯). Then Proposition 1.26 applies to cβ(x¯) for each
c ∈ Fq. By the argument above it is easy to deduce that vγ(β(x¯)) = 1 for any place
γ such that x¯(γ) is a root of (u0−LM (X)− t1)(LM(X)+ t1). The valuation of β(x¯)
at the only pole of x¯ in K(x¯) is 2σ. For any other place of K(x¯), the valuation of
β(x¯) is equal to 0. Then the genus of the Kummer extension K(x¯, z¯) of K(x¯) with
z¯2 = cβ(x¯) is σ − 1.
Our assumption on q, together with the Hasse–Weil bound, yield the existence of
an Fq-rational place γc of K(x¯, z¯) which is not a zero nor a pole of z¯. Let x˜ = x¯(γc),
z˜ = z¯(γc). Therefore, P0 is collinear with two distinct points
P1,c = (LM (x˜) + t1, (LM(x˜) + t1)
3) ∈ Kt1
and
P2,c = (−u0 − LM(x˜)− t1, (−u0 − LM(x˜)− t1)3) ∈ Kt2 .
If c is chosen to be a square, then P0 is external to P1,cP2,c; on the other hand, if c
is not a square, then P0 is internal to P1,cP2,c. 
Remark 3.17. The point (0, 0) is either external or internal to all the secants of
Kt1 ∪Kt2 containing it, according to whether q ≡ 1 (mod 4) or q ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Proof. If P0 = (0, 0), then for any v we have that (u0−v)(u0−(−u0−v)) = −v2
belongs to S if −1 is a square in Fq, and is an element of N if −1 is not a square
in Fq. By the discussion in the proof of Proposition 3.16, it follows that the point
(0, 0) is either external or internal to all the secants of A containing it, according to
whether q ≡ 1 (mod 4) or q ≡ 3 (mod 4). 
Now, it is easy to deduce that the complete arcs constructed in Section 3.1.2 are
almost bicovering, provided that (3.11) holds, which is clearly implied by q ≥ 144σ4.
Theorem 3.18. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime. For an integer h′ with 1 < h′ < h,
let σ = ph
′
and let Fq/Im(η) be the additive subgroup of Fq of order σ. Assume that
q ≥ 144σ4 and let T be a maximal 3-independent subset of Fq/Im(η). Then
A =
⋃
Kt∈T
Kt
is an almost bicovering k-arc in AG(2, q) with
k =


(2
√
σ − 3) q
σ
, if h′ is even,
(
√
σ/p+
√
σp− 3) q
σ
, if h′ is odd.
The center of A is Q = (0, 0), which is either external or internal to all the secants
of A containing it, according to whether q ≡ 1 (mod 4) or q ≡ 3 (mod 4).
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Proof. The set A is a complete arc in AG(2, q) of size k by Theorem 3.12.
Proposition 3.14 yields that any point off X is bicovered by A. The assertion for
the points on X follows from Proposition 3.16 and Remark 3.17. 
An analogous result to that of Corollary 3.13 holds.
Corollary 3.19. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime and h > 8. Let vh be the integer in
{1, . . . , 8} such that vh ≡ h (mod 8), and let th be the integer in {1, . . . , 4} such that
th ≡ h (mod 4). Assume that pth > 144. Then there exists an almost bicovering
k-arc in AG(2, q) with
k < 2ph−⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋ ≤ 2p vh8 q7/8 ≤ 2pq7/8.
Proof. Let h′ =
⌈
h
4
⌉ − 1, and let σ = ph′. Note that h′ > 1, and that th =
4− 4⌈h/4⌉+ h. Therefore, p4−4⌈h/4⌉+h > 144 holds. Whence,
q = ph > 144p4(⌈h/4⌉−1) = 144σ4.
By Theorem 3.18, there exists an almost bicovering k-arc in AG(2, q) with
k =


(
2p
1
2
(⌈h4⌉−1) − 3)ph−⌈h4⌉+1, if ⌈h
4
⌉− 1 is even,
(
p
1
2
(⌈h4⌉−2) + p 12⌈h4⌉ − 3)ph−⌈h4⌉+1, if ⌈h
4
⌉− 1 is odd.
Note that k < 2ph−⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋ holds. It is easily seen by straightforward computa-
tion that ph−⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋ ≤ p 78h+ vh8 , whence the assertion. 
3.1.4. Small complete caps from cuspidal cubics. We use Corollary 3.19,
together with Theorem 2.16 in Section 2.3 in order to construct small complete caps
in affine Galois spaces AG(N, q), where N ≡ 0 (mod 4). The following theorem
holds.
Theorem 3.20. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime, h > 8. Let vh be the integer in
{1, . . . , 8} such that vh ≡ h (mod 8), and let th be the integer in {1, . . . , 4} such
that th ≡ h (mod 4). Assume that pth > 144. Then there exists a complete k-cap in
AG(N, q) with
(3.13) k <
(
2ph−⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋
)
q
N−2
2 ≤ 2p vh8 qN2 − 18 ≤ 2pqN2 − 18 .
Proof. Let q′ = q(N−2)/2 and let A be as in Theorem 3.18. If q ≡ 1 (mod 4),
then by Proposition 2.16, together with Theorem 3.18, the set
C = CA ∪ {(α, α2 − c, x0, y0) | α ∈ Fq′}
defined as in Theorem 2.16 is a complete cap in AG(N, q). If q ≡ 3 (mod 4), the
same holds for
C = CA ∪ {(α, α2 − c2, x0, y0) | α ∈ Fq′}
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Note that the size of C is less than 2ph−⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋q(N−2)/2, by Corollary 3.19. Also,
ph−⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋ ≤ p 78h+ vh8 holds. Whence, (3.13) follows. 
3.2. Nodal case
3.2.1. A family of curves defined over Fq. Throughout this section q = p
h
for some prime p > 3, and m is a proper divisor of q − 1 with (m, 6) = 1. Also, t
is a non-zero element in Fq which is not an m-th power in Fq. For a, b ∈ Fq with
ab 6= (a − 1)3, let P = (a, b) ∈ AG(2, q). A crucial role for the investigation of the
bicovering properties of a coset of index m in the abelian group of the non-singular
Fq-rational points of a nodal cubic is played by the curve
(3.14) CP : fa,b,t,m(X, Y ) = 0,
where
(3.15)
fa,b,t,m(X, Y ) = a(t
3X2mY m + t3XmY 2m − 3t2XmY m + 1)
−bt2XmY m − t4X2mY 2m + 3t2XmY m − tXm − tY m.
In [68, 69] it is claimed without proof that CP is absolutely irreducible of genus
less than or equal to some absolute constant times m2. The proof does not seem to
be straightforward. In particular, Segre’s criterion (see Proposition 1.29) cannot be
applied. Actually, for a3 = −1 and b = 1− (a− 1)3, the polynomial fa,b,t,m(X, Y ) is
reducible; in fact,
fa,b,t,m(X, Y ) = −(a2 + t2XmY m − atY m)(a2 + t2XmY m − atXm).
The first result of this section is the existence of an absolutely irreducible component
of CP defined over Fq. We distinguish a number of cases.
3.2.1.1. a3 = −1 and b = 1− (a−1)3. If both a3 = −1 and b = 1− (a−1)3 hold,
then the component of CP with equation a2 + t2XmY m− atXm = 0 is a generalized
Fermat curve over Fq (see [24]). As proved in [24], such component is absolutely
irreducible with genus less than m2.
Proposition 3.21. Assume that a3 = −1 and b = 1 − (a − 1)3. Then the curve
CP has an irreducible Fq-rational component of genus less than m2, with equation
a2 + t2XmY m − atXm = 0.
3.2.1.2. a 6= 0 and either a3 6= −1 or b 6= 1− (a− 1)3.
Lemma 3.22. The plane quartic curve QP : gP (X, Y ) = 0 with
gP (X, Y ) = a(t
3X2Y + t3XY 2 − 3t2XY + 1)− bt2XY
−t4X2Y 2 + 3t2XY − tX − tY
is absolutely irreducible.
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Proof. A plane quartic curve can admit irreducible components defined over Fq
having at most degree 2. Here we prove that this cannot happen, thus the assertion.
Let X∞ and Y∞ be the ideal points of the X-axis and the Y -axis, respectively. It is
straightforward to check that X∞ and Y∞ are the only ideal points of QP , and that
they are both ordinary double points. The tangent lines of QP at X∞ are Y = 0
and Y = a/t; similarly, X = 0 and X = a/t are the tangent lines at Y∞.
It is straightforward to check that none of such lines is a component of QP , as
neither X −a/t and Y −a/t nor X and Y divide gP (X, Y ). In fact, X−a/t divides
gP (X, Y ) if and only if gP (a/t, Y ) = 0 and
gP (a/t, Y ) = a(ta
2Y + t2aY 2 − 3taY + 1)− btaY − t2a2Y 2 + 3taY − a− tY =
= tY (a3 − 1)− 3taY (a− 1)− btaY = tY (a− 1)[(a2 + a + 1)− 3a]− btaY =
= tY (a− 1)3 − tY ab 6= 0,
as ab 6= (a − 1)3 by assumptions. As QP is left invariant by the transformation
X 7→ Y , Y 7→ X , also Y − a/t does not divide gP (X, Y ). Neither X nor Y divide
gP (X, Y ), as it is not possible that gP (0, Y ) = a − tY and gP (X, 0) = a − tX
are components of gP (X, Y ) by the previous assertions. Hence, QP has no linear
component.
Assume now that QP splits into two irreducible conics, say C1 and C2. Without loss
of generality we can assume that X = 0 and X = a/t are the tangents of C1 and C2
at Y∞, respectively.
We first consider the case where Y = 0 is the tangent of C1 at X∞ and Y = a/t is
the tangent of C2 at X∞. Then C1 : XY + ǫ = 0 and C2 : (X − a/t)(Y − a/t) + ǫ¯ = 0
for some ǫ, ǫ¯ ∈ K∗. So for some ρ ∈ K∗
ρgP (X, Y ) = (XY + ǫ)((X − a/t)(Y − a/t) + ǫ¯).
By comparing coefficients we obtain

−ρt4 = 1
−ρt = −ǫa
t
ρa = ǫa
2
t2
+ ǫǫ¯
⇒
{
1
t3
= −ǫa
t
− a
t4
= ǫa
2
t2
+ ǫǫ¯
⇒ ǫǫ¯ = 0,
which is impossible.
We now assume that Y = a/t is the tangent of C1 at X∞ and Y = 0 is the tangent
of C2 at X∞. Then C1 : X
(
Y − a
t
)
+ ǫ = 0 and C2 :
(
X − a
t
)
Y + ǫ¯ = 0 for some
ǫ, ǫ¯, ρ ∈ K∗. So
ρgP (X, Y ) =
(
X
(
Y − a
t
)
+ ǫ
)((
X − a
t
)
Y + ǫ¯
)
.
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By comparing coefficients we have

−ρt4 = 1
ρat3 = −a
t
ρ (3t2 − 3at2 − bt2) = a2
t2
+ ǫ+ ǫ¯
−ρt = −ǫa
t
−ρt = −ǫ¯a
t
ρa = ǫǫ¯
⇒


ρ = − 1
t4
3a+ b− 3 = a2 + ǫ¯t2 + ǫt2
1
t3
= −ǫa
t
1
t3
= −ǫ¯a
t
− a
t4
= ǫǫ¯
⇒


ǫt2 = ǫ¯t2 = −1/a
− a
t4
= 1
a2t4
3a+ b− 3 = a2 − 1
a
− 1
a
⇒
{
a3 = −1
ab = (a− 1)3 − 1 ,
which implies that both a3 = −1 and b = 1− (a− 1)3 hold, a contradiction. 
Let u¯ and z¯ denote the rational functions of K(QP ) associated to the affine coordi-
nates X and Y , respectively. Clearly K(QP ) = K(u¯, z¯) and gP (u¯, z¯) = 0 holds in
K(u¯, z¯), that is
(3.16) a(t3u¯2z¯ + t3u¯z¯2 − 3t2u¯z¯ + 1)− bt2u¯z¯ − t4u¯2z¯2 + 3t2u¯z¯ − tu¯− tz¯ = 0.
By the proof of Lemma 3.22 both X∞ and Y∞ are ordinary double points of QP ;
hence, they both are the center of two linear places of K(u¯, z¯).
Lemma 3.23. Let γ1 be the linear place of K(u¯, z¯) centered at X∞ with tangent
Y = a/t, and let γ2 be the linear place of K(u¯, z¯) centered at X∞ with tangent
Y = 0. Then
vγ1(u¯) = −1, vγ1(z¯) = 0,
and
vγ2(u¯) = −1, vγ2(z¯) > 0.
Proof. We keep the notation of Section 1.3. Here, the role of x¯ and y¯ is played
by u¯ and z¯, respectively. Then
(3.17) vγ1(z¯ − a/t) + eγ1 = j2(γ1),
(3.18) vγ1 (u¯) + eγ1 = 0,
(3.19) vγ1(z¯) + eγ1 = 1.
From here one can easily deduce that vγ1(z¯) = 0. In fact, if vγ1(z¯) > 0, then vγ1(z¯−
a/t) = 0, and hence eγ1 = j2(γ1); also, (3.19) implies j2(γ1) < 1, a contradiction.
On the other hand, if vγ1(z¯) < 0, then vγ1(z¯ − a/t) = vγ1(z¯); hence, (3.17) and
(3.19) yield that j2(γ1) = 1, a contradiction. Consequently, from (3.19) it follows
that eγ1 = 1; then vγ1(u¯) = −1 is obtained from (3.18).
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As far as γ2 is concerned, note that
(3.20) vγ2(z¯ − a/t) + eγ2 = 1,
(3.21) vγ2 (u¯) + eγ2 = 0,
(3.22) vγ2(z¯) + eγ2 = j2(γ2).
Then the assertion about γ2 can be easily obtained in a similar way to the assertions
on γ1, taking into account that j2(γ2) > 1. 
As QP is left invariant by the transformation X 7→ Y , Y 7→ X , the following result
is obtained at once.
Lemma 3.24. Let γ3 be the linear place of K(u¯, z¯) centered at Y∞ with tangent
X = a/t, and let γ4 be the linear place of K(u¯, z¯) centered at Y∞ with tangent
X = 0. Then
vγ3(u¯) = 0, vγ3(z¯) = −1,
and
vγ4(u¯) > 0, vγ4(z¯) = −1.
Let Q1 = (0, a/t) and Q2 = (a/t, 0). It is easily seen that both Q1 and Q2 are simple
points of QP , and hence they both are the center of precisely one linear place of
K(u¯, z¯).
Lemma 3.25. Let γ5 be the place of K(u¯, z¯) centered at Q1, and let γ6 be the place
of K(u¯, z¯) centered at Q2. Then
div(u¯) = γ4 + γ5 − γ1 − γ2,
and
div(z¯) = γ2 + γ6 − γ3 − γ4.
Proof. Clearly, γ5 is a zero of u¯, whereas γ6 is a zero of z¯. From (3.16), the
number of zeros (and poles) of either u¯ or z¯ is 2. Then the assertion follows from
Lemmas 3.23 and 3.24. 
We now consider the extension K(u¯, z¯)(y¯) of K(u¯, z¯) defined by the equation y¯m = z¯.
Clearly, K(u¯, z¯, y¯) = K(u¯, y¯) holds. By Lemma 3.25, (1.3) of Theorem 1.22 holds,
so K(u¯, y¯) is a Kummer extension of K(u¯, z¯) and for a place γ of K(u¯, z¯)
(3.23) rγ =
{
1, if γ ∈ {γ2, γ3, γ4, γ6}
m, otherwise
,
where rγ is defined as in (1.4). Also, by Theorem 1.22, the genus of K(u¯, y¯) is equal
to
1 +m(g − 1) + 1
2
· 4(m− 1) = m(g − 1) + 2m− 1,
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where g denotes the genus of QP . Since QP is a quartic with two double points,
g ≤ 1 holds and hence the genus of K(u¯, y¯) is less than or equal to 2m−1. The places
of K(u¯, z¯) which ramify in the extension K(u¯, y¯) : K(u¯, z¯) are precisely γ2, γ3, γ4, γ6,
as the ramification index is equal to
(3.24) e(γ′|γ) =
{
m, if γ ∈ {γ2, γ3, γ4, γ6}
1, otherwise
,
by (3.23), where γ′ is a place of K(u¯, y¯). For i ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6} let γ¯i be the only place of
K(u¯, y¯) lying over γi; also, let γ¯
1
1 , . . . , γ¯
m
1 be the places of K(u¯, y¯) lying over γ1 and
let γ¯15 , . . . , γ¯
m
5 be the places of K(u¯, y¯) lying over γ5. Taking into account Lemma
3.25 and Definition 1.15-ii), the divisor of u¯ in K(u¯, y¯) can be easily computed.
Lemma 3.26. In K(u¯, y¯),
div(u¯) = mγ¯4 +
m∑
i=1
γ¯i5 −mγ¯2 −
m∑
i=1
γ¯i1.
We can now apply Theorem 1.22, together with Lemma 3.26, in order to deduce
that the extension K(u¯, y¯)(x¯) = K(x¯, y¯) of K(u¯, y¯) defined by the equation x¯m = u¯
is a Kummer extension of K(u¯, y¯). Also, note that the places γ¯ of K(u¯, y¯) which
ramify in the extension field K(x¯, y¯) are precisely γ¯i1, γ¯
i
5, for i = 1, . . . , m, as
rγ¯ =
{
1, if γ¯ ∈ {γ¯i1, γ¯i5}i=1,...,m
m, otherwise
,
and
(3.25) e(γ¯′|γ¯) =
{
m, if γ¯ ∈ {γ¯i1, γ¯i5}i=1,...,m
1, otherwise
.
Hence, by Theorem 1.22 the genus of K(x¯, y¯) is equal to
1 +m(g′ − 1) + 1
2
(m− 1)2m,
where g′ is the genus of K(u¯, y¯). Taking into account that g′ ≤ 2m−1, the following
result is obtained.
Lemma 3.27. The genus of K(x¯, y¯) is at most 3m2 − 3m+ 1.
Proposition 3.28. Assume that a 6= 0 and either a3 6= −1 or b 6= 1 − (a − 1)3.
Then the curve CP is an absolutely irreducible curve defined over Fq with genus less
than or equal to 3m2 − 3m+ 1.
Proof. Suppose that fa,b,t,m(X, Y ) admits a non-trivial factorization
fa,b,t,m(X, Y ) = g1(X, Y )
m1 · · · gs(X, Y )ms .
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By construction, fa,b,t,m(x¯, y¯) = 0 holds and hence there exists i0 ∈ {1, . . . , s} such
that gi0(x¯, y¯) = 0. Clearly, either degX(gi0) < 2m or degY (gi0) < 2m holds. To get
a contradiction, it is then enough to show that the extensions K(x¯, y¯) : K(x¯) and
K(x¯, y¯) : K(y¯) have both degree 2m.
From the diagram
K(x¯, y¯)
m
m
m
2 2
m
✏✏
✏✏
✏✏
✏✏✏
K(u¯, z¯)
K(x¯)
❛❛❛❛
 
 
 
  
K(u¯, z¯, y¯) = K(u¯, y¯)
K(y¯)
K(u¯)
✏✏
✏✏
✏✏
✏✏✏
PPPPPPPPP
K(z¯)
it follows that [K(x¯, y¯) : K(u¯)] = [K(x¯, y¯) : K(z¯)] = 2m2; hence both [K(x¯, y¯) :
K(y¯)] = 2m and [K(x¯, y¯) : K(x¯)] = 2m hold.
Then K(x¯, y¯) is the function field of CP , and the assertion on the genus follows from
Lemma 3.27. 
3.2.1.3. a = 0.
Lemma 3.29. The plane quartic curve QP : gP (X, Y ) = 0 with equation
gP (X, Y ) = −bt2XY − t4X2Y 2 + 3t2XY − tX − tY
is absolutely irreducible of genus g ≤ 1.
Proof. Both X∞ and Y∞ are cuspidal double points of QP , with tangent lines
Y = 0 and X = 0 respectively. Also, QP does not admit any linear component
as X divides gP (X, Y ) if and only if Y divides gP (X, Y ) and gP (X, Y ) 6= X2Y 2.
The intersection multiplicity of QP and Y = 0 at X∞ is equal to 3 and similarly
I(Y∞,QP ∩ {X = 0}) = 3. Therefore, precisely one irreducible component C of
QP passes through Y∞. Note that Y∞ is a double point of C and the generic order
sequence of a place γ centered at Y∞ is (0, 2, j2(γ)), with j2(γ) ≥ 3. Consequently,
by Theorem 1.31 and (1.6) of Section 1.3, there is only one place of K(C) centered at
Y∞, which is the place of the tangent line Y = 0, with order sequence (j0, j1, j2) =
(0, 2, 3). Then C is a curve of degree greater than 2. Since QP does not have any
linear component, the only possibility is that the degree of C is four, that is, C = QP .
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This shows that QP is absolutely irreducible. As QP is a quartic with at least two
singular points, its genus g is less than or equal to 1 by Proposition 1.28. 
Let K(u¯, z¯) be the function field of QP . Here, u¯ and z¯ are rational functions on QP
such that
(3.26) −bt2u¯z¯ − t4u¯2z¯2 + 3t2u¯z¯ − tu¯− tz¯ = 0.
Let γ1 be the only place of K(u¯, z¯) centered at the (simple) point of QP with coor-
dinates (0, 0). From the proof of Lemma 3.29 there is precisely one place of K(u¯, z¯)
centered at Y∞. As QP is left invariant by the transformation X 7→ Y , Y 7→ X , the
same holds for X∞. Arguing as in the proofs of Lemmas 3.23, 3.24 and 3.25, the
following lemma can be proved.
Lemma 3.30. Let γ2 and γ3 be the linear places of K(u¯, z¯) centered at Y∞ and X∞
respectively, with tangents X = 0 and Y = 0. Then
vγ2(u¯) = 1, vγ2(z¯) = −2,
and
vγ3(u¯) = −2, vγ3(z¯) = 1.
Proof. We keep the notation of Section 1.3. Taking into account that the order
sequence of γ2 is equal to (0, 2, 3), we obtain
(3.27) vγ2(z¯) + eγ2 = 0,
(3.28) vγ2 (u¯) + eγ2 = 3,
(3.29) vγ2 (u¯− 1) + eγ2 = 2.
From here one can easily deduce that vγ2(u¯ − 1) = 0. In fact, if vγ2(u¯ − 1) > 0,
then vγ2(u¯) = 0, and hence (3.29), (3.28) yield that 2 > eγ2 = 3 a contradiction.
On the other hand, if vγ2(u¯ − 1) < 0, then vγ2(u¯ − 1) = vγ2(u¯) that yields again
a contradiction by comparing (3.28) and (3.29). Consequently, eγ2 = 2 and the
assertions on the valuations on γ2 holds by (3.28) and (3.27).
As QP is left invariant by the transformation X 7→ Y , Y 7→ X , the valuations on
γ3 is obtained at once. 
Consequently, the divisors of both u¯ and z¯ can be computed. Clearly, γ1 is a zero
of u¯ and z¯ and from (3.26), the number of zeros (and poles) of either u¯ or z¯ is 2.
Then the subsequent result follows from Lemma 3.30.
Lemma 3.31. In K(u¯, z¯),
div(u¯) = γ1 + γ2 − 2γ3, div(z¯) = γ1 + γ3 − 2γ2.
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Let K(u¯, z¯)(y¯) be the extension of K(u¯, z¯) defined by the equation y¯m = z¯. Clearly,
K(u¯, z¯, y¯) = K(u¯, y¯) holds. By Lemma 3.31 and Theorem 1.22, K(u¯, y¯) is a Kummer
extension of K(u¯, z¯). As m is odd, by Lemma 3.31 we have that
rγ =
{
1, if γ ∈ {γ1, γ2, γ3}
m, otherwise
.
By Theorem 1.22, the genus of K(u¯, y¯) is equal to
(3.30) g′ = 1 +m(g − 1) + 1
2
· 3(m− 1),
where g ∈ {0, 1} denotes the genus of QP . Also, the places of K(u¯, z¯) which ramify
in the extension K(u¯, y¯) : K(u¯, z¯) are precisely γ1, γ2, γ3 as their ramification index
is m. For i ∈ {1, 2, 3} let γ¯i be the only place of K(u¯, y¯) lying over γi. Taking into
account Lemma 3.31 and Definition 1.15-ii), the divisors of both u¯ and y¯ in K(u¯, y¯)
can be easily computed.
Lemma 3.32. In K(u¯, y¯),
div(u¯) = mγ¯1 +mγ¯2 − 2mγ¯3, div(y¯) = γ¯1 + γ¯3 − 2γ¯2.
We now consider the extension K(u¯, y¯)(x¯) = K(x¯, y¯) of K(u¯, y¯) such that x¯m = u¯.
In order to apply Theorem 1.22, we need to determine whether the rational function
u¯ is an e-th power in K(u¯, y¯), for some divisor e of m.
Lemma 3.33. The rational function u¯ is not an e-th power in K(u¯, y¯) for any divisor
e > 1 of m.
Proof. Assume that u¯ = v¯e, with e a non-trivial divisor of m. Then
div(v¯) =
m
e
γ¯1 +
m
e
γ¯2 − 2m
e
γ¯3.
Consider the rational function v¯y¯i for −m
e
≤ i ≤ (m
e
− 1)/2. The pole divisor of v¯y¯i
is
(
2m
e
− i)γ¯3, which shows that the Weierstrass semigroup H(γ¯3) at γ¯3 contains
3m
2e
+
1
2
,
3m
2e
+
3
2
, . . . ,
3m
e
,
and hence every integer greater than or equal to 3m
2e
+ 1
2
, as the integer interval
[3m
2e
+ 1
2
; 3m
e
] is of type [n; 2n− 1] for n = 3m
2e
+ 1
2
∈ N and
∪∞j=1[jn; (j + 1)n− 1] = N \ {1, . . . , n− 1}.
As g′ is equal to the number of gaps in H(γ¯3) we have
g′ ≤ 3m
2e
− 1
2
;
by (3.30) this can only happen when both e = 3 and g′ = (m− 1)/2 hold. But this
is impossible as (m, 6) = 1 is assumed. 
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As a consequence of Lemma 3.33, K(x¯, y¯) is a Kummer extension of K(u¯, y¯) defined
by the equation x¯m = u¯ and by Theorem 1.22, we obtain the following estimate for
the genus of such an extension.
Lemma 3.34. The genus of K(x¯, y¯) is at most 3m
2−3m+2
2
.
Proof. As all the places of K(u¯, y¯) do not ramify in the extension field K(x¯, y¯)
by Lemma 3.32, i.e. the extension K(x¯, y¯) : K(u¯, y¯) is unramified according to
Definition 1.18, then by Theorem 1.22 the genus of K(x¯, y¯) is equal to 1+m(g′−1),
where g′ ≤ 3m−1
2
by (3.30), by whom the assertion holds. 
Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.28, the following result is obtained.
Proposition 3.35. Assume that a = 0. Then the curve CP is an absolutely irre-
ducible curve defined over Fq with genus less than or equal to
3m2−3m+2
2
.
In the three-dimensional space over K, fix an affine coordinate system (X, Y, Z) and
for any c ∈ K, c 6= 0, let YP,c be the curve defined by
(3.31) YP,c :
{
fa,b,t,m(X, Y ) = 0
c(a− tXm)(a− tY m) = Z2 .
The existence of a suitable Fq-rational point of YP,c will guarantee that P is bicovered
by the arc comprising the points of a coset of index m in the abelian group of the
non-singular Fq-rational points of a nodal cubic; see Section 3.2.2. Here we prove
the existence of an absolutely irreducible component of the curve YP,c, in order to
apply the Hasse–Weil bound to guarantee the existence of such a point.
Proposition 3.36. Let a, b ∈ Fq be such that ab 6= (a−1)3. For each c ∈ Fq, c 6= 0,
the space curve YP,c has a component defined over Fq with genus less than or equal
to 6m2 − 4m+ 1.
Proof. We distinguish a number of cases.
Case 1: a3 = −1 and b = 1− (a− 1)3.
Notation here is as in Section 3.2.1.1. The function field of an Fq-rational irreducible
component C of CP is K(x¯, y¯) with
a2 + t2x¯my¯m − atx¯m = 0.
By the results on generalized Fermat curves presented in [24], the genus of C is
(m2 − 3m + 2)/2; also there are m places, say γ11 , . . . , γm1 of K(x¯, y¯) centered at
X∞, and m places, say γ12 , . . . , γ
m
2 of K(x¯, y¯) centered at Y∞. Let γ
1
3 , . . . , γ
m
3 denote
the places centered at the m simple affine points of C with coordinates (v, 0) with
vm = a/t. We have
div(x¯) = γ12 + . . .+ γ
m
2 − (γ11 + . . .+ γm1 ),
div(y¯) = γ13 + . . .+ γ
m
3 − (γ12 + . . .+ γm2 ).
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Then it is easy to see that
div(a− tx¯m) = m(γ13 + . . .+ γm3 )−m(γ11 + . . .+ γm1 ),
div(a− ty¯m) = m(γ11 + . . .+ γm1 )−m(γ12 + . . .+ γm2 ),
whence
div
(
(a− tx¯m)(a− ty¯m)) = m(γ13 + . . .+ γm3 )−m(γ12 + . . .+ γm2 ).
As m is odd, this yields that (a − tx¯m)(a − ty¯m) is not a square in K(x¯, y¯). By
Corollary 1.26 and Remark 1.27 applied to u = c(a− tx¯m)(a− ty¯m), for each c ∈ Fq,
c 6= 0, the space curve with equations{
a2 + t2XmY m − atXm = 0
c(a− tXm)(a− tY m) = Z2
has an irreducible component defined over Fq which is a double cover of C. The
genus of such a component is equal to 2g − 1 +m = m2 − 2m + 1, where g is the
genus of C. The claim then follows as such curve is contained in YP,c as well.
Case 2: a 6= 0 and either a3 6= −1 or b 6= 1− (a− 1)3.
We keep the notation of Section 3.2.1.2. By Lemma 3.26, the only places of K(u¯, y¯)
which ramify in the extension K(x¯, y¯) : K(u¯, y¯) are γ¯11 , . . . , γ¯
m
1 and γ¯
1
5 , . . . , γ¯
m
5 and
their common ramification index is m as shown in (3.25). Therefore, for each j =
1, . . . , 6, the ramification index of γj in the extension K(x¯, y¯) over K(u¯, z¯) is equal
to m, and no other place of K(u¯, z¯) is ramified by (3.25), (3.24) and the transitivity
of the ramification indexes (cfr. Proposition 1.19). For j = 1, . . . , 6, let γ¯1j , . . . , γ¯
m
j
denote the places of K(x¯, y¯) lying over the place γj of K(u¯, z¯).
From Equations (3.17)–(3.22), together with Lemma 3.25, we deduce that
div(a− tz¯) = div(z¯ − a/t) = γ1 + γ5 − γ3 − γ4
holds in K(u¯, z¯); similarly,
div(a− tu¯) = div(u¯− a/t) = γ3 + γ6 − γ1 − γ2.
This implies that in K(x¯, y¯)
(3.32) div
(
(a− tx¯m)(a− ty¯m)) = m( m∑
i=1
(γ¯i5 + γ¯
i
6 − γ¯i4 − γ¯i2)
)
holds. As m is odd, this yields that (a − tx¯m)(a − ty¯m) is not a square in K(x¯, y¯).
By Corollary 1.26 and Remark 1.27 applied to u = c(a − tx¯m)(a − ty¯m) ∈ K(x¯, y¯),
for each c ∈ Fq, c 6= 0, the curve YP,c has an irreducible component defined over Fq,
which is a double cover of the curve CP , with genus at most 6m2 − 4m+ 1.
Case 3: a = 0 We keep the notation of Section 3.2.1.3. The curve CP is absolutely
irreducible, and for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3} the ramification index of γi in the extension
K(x¯, y¯) over K(u¯, z¯) is equal to m. By Lemma 3.31 the divisor of u¯z¯ in K(u¯, z¯)
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is 2γ1 − γ2 − γ3. Hence, in K(x¯, y¯), the rational function t2x¯my¯m = t2u¯z¯ has m
zeros with multiplicity 2m (the places of K(x¯, y¯) lying over γ1) and 2m poles with
multiplicity m (the places of K(x¯, y¯) lying over γ2 and γ3). As m is odd and a = 0,
this yields that (a − tx¯m)(a − ty¯m) is not a square in K(x¯, y¯). Also, by Corollary
1.26 and Remark 1.27 applied to u = c(a− tx¯m)(a− ty¯m) ∈ K(x¯, y¯), for each c ∈ Fq,
c 6= 0, the curve YP,c has an irreducible component defined over Fq, which is a double
cover of the curve CP , with genus at most 3m2 − 2m+ 1.

3.2.2. Bicovering arcs from nodal cubics. If X is a singular plane cubic
defined over Fq with a node and at least one Fq-rational inflection, then a canonical
equation for X is XY = (X−1)3 (see Proposition 1.32 in Section 1.4). If the neutral
element of (G,⊕) is chosen to be the affine point (1, 0), then (G,⊕) is isomorphic
to (F∗q , ·) via the map v 7→ (v, (v − 1)3/v).
Let K be the subgroup of G of index m with (m, 6) = 1, and let Qt = (t, (t− 1)3/t)
be a point in G \K. Then the coset Kt = K ⊕Qt is an arc. In order to investigate
the bicovering properties of the arc Kt it is useful write Kt in an algebraically
parametrized form:
(3.33) Kt =
{(
twm,
(twm − 1)3
twm
) | w ∈ F∗q}.
For a point P = (a, b) in AG(2, q) \ X , let fa,b,t,m(X, Y ) = 0, defined as in (3.15).
Proposition 3.37. The point P is collinear with two distinct points in Kt if and
only if there exist x˜, y˜ ∈ F∗q with x˜m 6= y˜m such that fa,b,t,m(x˜, y˜) = 0.
Proof. Two distinct points P1 =
(
v1,
(v1−1)3
v1
)
, P2 =
(
v2,
(v2−1)3
v2
)
in X are
collinear with P if and only if
det

 v1
(v1−1)3
v1
1
v2
(v2−1)3
v2
1
a b 1

 = 0.
As P1 6= P2, this is equivalent to
a(v21v2 + v1v
2
2 − 3v1v2 + 1)− bv1v2 − v1v2(v1v2 − 3)− (v1 + v2) = 0.
When P1, P2 are elements ofKt, both v1 = tx˜
m and v2 = ty˜
m hold for some x˜, y˜ ∈ F∗q,
whence the assertion. 
Proposition 3.38. If
(3.34) q + 1− (12m2 − 8m+ 2)√q ≥ 8m2 + 8m+ 1,
then every point P in AG(2, q) off X is bicovered by Kt.
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Proof. We only deal with the case where a 6= 0 and either a3 6= 1 or b 6=
1− (a− 1)3, the proof for the other cases being analogous. Fix a non-zero element
c in Fq and let YP,c be as in (3.31). Let K(x¯, y¯, w¯) be the function field of YP,c, so
that {
fa,b,t,m(x¯, y¯) = 0
w¯2 = c(a− tx¯m)(a− ty¯m)
We argue as in the proof of Proposition 3.14. Let E be the set of places γ of
K(x¯, y¯, w¯) for which at least one of the following holds:
(1) γ is either a zero or a pole of x¯;
(2) γ is either a zero or a pole of y¯;
(3) γ is either a zero or a pole of w¯;
(4) γ is a zero of x¯m − y¯m.
We are going to show that the size of E is at most 8m2 + 8m. It has already been
noticed in the proof of Proposition 3.36–Case 2, that the only places of K(u¯, z¯) which
ramifies in K(x¯, y¯) are the places γj for j = 1, . . . , 6, and their common ramification
index is m. Also, by (3.32), the degree-2 extension K(x¯, y¯, w¯) over K(x¯, y¯) ramifies
precisely at the places of K(x¯, y¯) lying over γ2, γ4, γ5, γ6. Let Ωj be the set of places
of K(x¯, y¯, w¯) lying over γj. Note that |Ω1| = |Ω3| = 2m and |Ωj | = m for each j in
{2, 4, 5, 6}. From Lemma 3.25 we have that
div(x¯) =
∑
γ∈Ω4∪Ω5
2γ −
∑
γ∈Ω2
2γ −
∑
γ∈Ω1
γ,
div(y¯) =
∑
γ∈Ω2∪Ω6
2γ −
∑
γ∈Ω4
2γ −
∑
γ∈Ω3
γ,
in K(x¯, y¯, w¯). Also, by (3.32),
div(w¯) = m
( ∑
γ∈Ω5∪Ω6
γ −
∑
γ∈Ω2∪Ω4
γ
)
.
As x¯m − y¯m = u¯ − z¯, it is easily seen that in K(u¯, z¯) the rational function u¯ − z¯
has at most 4 distinct zeros; hence, the set E ′ of zeros of x¯m − y¯m in K(x¯, y¯, w¯) has
size at most 8m2. Clearly any place of E is contained either in E ′ or in Ωj for some
j = 1, . . . , 6, whence |E| ≤ 8m2 + 8m.
Our assumption on q and m, together with the Hasse–Weil bound, ensures the
existence of at least 8m2 + 8m + 1 Fq-rational places of K(x¯, y¯, w¯); hence, there
exists at least one Fq-rational place γc of K(x¯, y¯, w¯) not in E. Let
x˜ = x¯(γc), y˜ = y¯(γc), w˜ = w¯(γc).
Note that Pc = (x˜, y˜) is an Fq-rational affine point of the curve with equation
fa,b,t,m(X, Y ) = 0. Therefore, by Proposition 3.37, P is collinear with two distinct
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points
P1,c =
(
tx˜m,
(tx˜m − 1)3
tx˜m
)
, P2,c =
(
ty˜m,
(ty˜m − 1)3
ty˜m
)
∈ Kt.
If c is chosen to be a square, then P is external to P1,cP2,c; on the other hand, if c
is not a square, then P is internal to P1,cP2,c. This proves the assertion. 
As m > 2 the coset Kt cannot bicover all the Fq-rational affine points in X . There-
fore, unions of distinct cosets need to be considered.
Proposition 3.39. Let Kt′ be a coset of K such that Kt ∪Kt′ is an arc. Let P0 be
an Fq-rational affine point of X not belonging to Kt ∪Kt′ but collinear with a point
of Kt and a point of Kt′. If (3.34) holds, then P0 is bicovered by Kt ∪Kt′.
Proof. Let P0 = (u0, (u0− 1)3/u0) with u0 6= 0. Note that when P ranges over
Kt, then the point Q = ⊖(P0 ⊕ P ) is collinear with P0 and ranges over Kt′ . Recall
that P belongs to Kt if and only if
P =
(
txm,
(txm − 1)3
txm
)
,
for some x ∈ F∗q. In this case
Q =
( 1
u0txm
,
(1− u0txm)3
(u0txm)2
)
.
Let x¯ be a transcendental element over K. In order to determine whether P0 is
bicovered by Kt∪Kt′ we need to investigate whether the following rational function
η(x¯) = (u0 − tx¯m)
(
u0 − 1
u0tx¯m
)
=
(u0 − tx¯m)(u20tx¯m − 1)
u0tx¯m
is a non-square in K(x¯). Let γ0 and γ∞ be the zero and the pole of x¯ in K(x¯),
respectively. Note that both γ0 and γ∞ are poles of η(x¯) of multiplicity m, since
γ∞ is a pole of order m of (u0 − tx¯m), (u20tx¯m − 1), and u0tx¯m; hence, vγ∞(η(x¯)) =
−m−m− (−m) = −m. Also, γ0 is a zero of u0tx¯m of multiplicity m. As m is odd,
η(x¯) is not a square in K(x¯). Then Corollary 1.26 applies to cη(x¯) for each c ∈ F∗q.
Since η(x¯) has exactly two poles, and the number of its zeros is at most 2m, the
genus of the Kummer extension K(x¯, w¯) of K(x¯) with w¯2 = cη(x¯) is at most m.
Our assumption on q, together with the Hasse–Weil bound, yields the existence of
an Fq-rational place γc of K(x¯, w¯) which is not a zero nor a pole of w¯. Let x˜ = x¯(γc),
w˜ = w¯(γc). Therefore, P0 is collinear with two distinct points
P (c) =
(
tx˜m,
(x˜m − 1)3)
tx˜m
)
∈ Kt, Q(c) =
(
1
u0tx˜m
,
(1− u0tx˜m)3
(u0tx˜m)2
)
∈ Kt′ .
If c is chosen to be a square, then P0 is external to P (c)Q(c); on the other hand, if
c is not a square, then P0 is internal to P (c)Q(c). 
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In order to construct bicovering arcs contained in X , the notion of a maximal 3-
independent subset of a finite abelian group is needed, (see Definition 2.18). Let
M be a maximal 3-independent subset of the factor group G/K containing Kt. By
Proposition 2.21 applied to the canonical projection π : G → G/K, the union A
of the cosets of K corresponding to M is a good maximal 3-independent subset of
(G,⊕). In geometrical terms, since three points in G are collinear if and only if their
sum is equal to the neutral element, A is an arc whose secants cover all the points
in G. By Propositions 3.38 and 3.39, if K is large enough with respect to q, then A
is a bicovering arc as well, and the following result holds.
Theorem 3.40. Let m be a proper divisor of q − 1 such that (m, 6) = 1 and (3.34)
holds. Let K be a subgroup of G of index m. For M a maximal 3-independent subset
of the factor group G/K, the point set
A =
⋃
Kti∈M
Kti
is a bicovering arc in AG(2, q) of size #M · q−1
m
.
3.2.3. Small complete caps from nodal cubics. We use Theorem 3.40,
together with the results in Section 2.3 in order to construct small complete caps in
affine spaces AG(N, q). Note that (3.34) holds when
√
q ≥ 6m2 − 4m+ 1 +
√
36m4 − 48m3 + 36m2 + 1,
which is clearly implied by m ≤ 4
√
q
3.5
.
Corollary 3.41. Let m be a proper divisor of q − 1 such that (m, 6) = 1 and
m ≤ 4
√
q
3.5
. Assume that the cyclic group of order m admits a maximal 3-independent
subset of size s. Then
(i) there exists a bicovering arc in AG(2, q) of size s(q−1)
m
;
(ii) for N ≡ 0 (mod 4), N ≥ 4, there exists a complete cap in AG(N, q) of size
s(q − 1)
m
q
N−2
2 .
In the case where a group G is the direct product of two groups G1, G2 of order at
least 4, neither of which elementary 3-abelian, there exists a maximal 3-independent
subset of G of size less than or equal to (#G1)+ (#G2); see Theorem 2.20 in Section
2.4. Then Theorem 3.42 below follows at once from Corollary 3.41.
Theorem 3.42. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime, and let m be a proper divisor of
q−1 such that (m, 6) = 1 and m ≤ 4
√
q
3.5
. Assume that m = m1m2 with (m1, m2) = 1.
Then
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(i) there exists a bicovering arc in AG(2, q) of size less than or equal to
(m1 +m2)(q − 1)
m1m2
;
(ii) for N ≡ 0 (mod 4), N ≥ 4, there exists a complete cap in AG(N, q) of size
less than or equal to
(m1 +m2)(q − 1)
m1m2
q
N−2
2 .
3.2.4. Comparison with previous results. We distinguish two possibilities
for the integer h such that q = ph.
3.2.4.1. h ≤ 8. The best previously known general construction of complete
caps in AG(N, q) is that given in [3], providing complete caps of size approximately
qN/2/3. It is often possible to choose m1, m2 as in Theorem 3.42 in such a way that
the value (m1 +m2)/m1m2 is significantly smaller than 1/3.
This happens for instance for all q = ph such that p − 1 has a composite divisor
m < 4
√
p/3.5 with (m, 6) = 1.
For p > 3 generic, when h = 8 a possible choice for m is m = (p2− 1)/(2s3k), where
2s ≥ 4 is the highest power of 2 which divides p2 − 1, and similarly 3k ≥ 3 is the
highest power of 3 which divides p2 − 1. Assume first that 3 divides p− 1, so that
(3, p + 1) = 1. Then m = m1m2 where m1 = (p − 1)/(2s13k) and m2 = (p + 1)/2s2
with s1 + s2 = s. Then Theorem 3.42 provides complete caps in AG(N, q) of size
approximately at most
(2s2 + 2s13k)q
N
2
− 1
8 .
If 3 divides p + 1 a similar bound can be obtained.
3.2.4.2. h > 8. The smallest known complete caps in AG(N, q) have size ap-
proximately
2qN/2/p⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋;
see Theorem 3.20 of Section 3.1.4. Theorem 3.42 provides an improvement on such
bound whenever it is possible to choose m1, m2 so that
(3.35) (m1 +m2)/m1m2 < 2/p
⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋.
This certainly happens for instance when h ≡ 0 (mod 8) and p is large enough. Let
2s ≥ 4 be the highest power of 2 which divides 4√q − 1, and similarly 3k ≥ 3 the
highest power of 3 which divides 4
√
q− 1. Then it is easy to see that one can choose
m1, m2 so that
m1 +m2
m1m2
∼ (2s2 + 2s13k)q− 18 ,
with s1 + s2 = s. On the other hand, 2/p
⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋ = 2pq−
1
8 .
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Another family of q’s for which (3.35) happens is q = p12, with p ≡ 1 (mod 12) and
(p2 + 1)/2 a composite integer. Assume that (p2 + 1)/2 = v1v2 with v1, v2 > 1 and
v1 < v2. Then, choosingm1 = v1(p+1)/2 andm2 = v2, this gives (m1+m2)/m1m2 <
2/p.
3.3. Isolated double point case
3.3.1. Further properties of the family of curves of Section 3.2.1.
Throughout this section q = ph for some prime p > 3, let m be a proper divi-
sor of q + 1 with (m, 6) = 1. Also, t¯ is a non-zero element in Fq2 which is not an
m-th power in Fq2 . Let A,B ∈ Fq2 with AB 6= (A− 1)3. An important role for the
present investigation is played by the curve
(3.36) CA,B,t¯,m : fA,B,t¯,m(X, Y ) = 0,
where fA,B,t¯,m(X, Y ) is defined as in (3.15). The curve CA,B,t¯,m, with A,B, t¯,m in
Fq was thoroughly investigated in Section 3.2.1.
Proposition 3.43 (Proposition 3.28 in Section 3.2.1.2). Let A,B ∈ Fq2 such that
AB 6= (A− 1)3; if
• A 6= 0;
• either A3 6= −1 or B 6= 1− (A− 1)3.
Then the curve CA,B,t¯,m is absolutely irreducible of genus g ≤ 3m2 − 3m+ 1.
Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.43, let x¯ and y¯ denote the rational functions
associated to the affine coordinates X and Y , respectively. Then K(CA,B,t¯,m) =
K(x¯, y¯) with fA,B,t¯,m(x¯, y¯) = 0. Let u¯ = x¯
m and z¯ = y¯m. The following results from
Section 3.2.1 about the function field extension K(x¯, y¯) : K(u¯, z¯) will be needed.
Proposition 3.44 (Lemma 3.25 in Section 3.2.1.2). In the function field K(u¯, z¯),
there exist six places γj, j = 1, . . . , 6, such that
div(u¯) = γ4 + γ5 − γ1 − γ2, div(z¯) = γ2 + γ6 − γ3 − γ4.
The following propositions hold from the results in Section 3.2.1.
Proposition 3.45 (Case 2 in Section 3.2.1). For each j = 1, . . . , 6, the ramification
indexes of the places over γj in the extension K(x¯, y¯) over K(u¯, z¯) are all equal to
m and no other place is ramified.
We keep the notation of Case 2 of Section 3.2.1 and denote by γ¯1j , . . . , γ¯
m
j the places
of K(x¯, y¯) lying over the place γj of K(u¯, z¯), for j = 1, . . . , 6.
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Proposition 3.46 (Case 2 of Section 3.2.1). In K(x¯, y¯),
div ((A− tx¯m)(A− ty¯m)) = m
(
m∑
i=1
(γ¯i5 + γ¯
i
6 − γ¯i4 − γ¯i2)
)
.
In order to investigate the bicovering properties of a coset of index m in the abelian
group of the non-singular Fq-rational points of a cubic with an isolated double point
we need to establish whether the rational function
(A− t¯x¯m)(A− t¯y¯m)
(1− t¯x¯m)(1− t¯y¯m)
is a square in K(x¯, y¯).
Lemma 3.47. Assume that A and B satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.43. For
c ∈ K, c 6= 0, let
η = c
(A− tx¯m)(A− ty¯m)
(1− tx¯m)(1− ty¯m) .
If A 6= 1, then:
i) the divisor of η is
m
m∑
i=1
(
γ¯i5 + γ¯
i
6 + γ¯
i
1 + γ¯
i
3
)− D¯,
where D¯ is a divisor of degree 4m2 whose support consists of places not
lying over any place γj of K(u¯, z¯), for j = 1, . . . , 6;
ii) the function field K(x¯, y¯, ω¯) with ω¯2 = η is a Kummer extension of K(x¯, y¯);
iii) the genus of the function field K(x¯, y¯, ω¯) is less than or equal to 8m2−4m+1.
Proof. By Proposition 3.44 it is easy to deduce that
div∞(1− tu¯) = −γ1 − γ2,
while the degree-2 divisor D1 of the zeros of 1 − tu¯ does not contain the places γj,
with j = 3, 4, 5, 6, as γ3 and γ4, γ5 are the zeros of the rational functions A− tu¯ and
u¯ respectively, with A 6= 1. Similarly,
div∞(1− tz¯) = −γ3 − γ4
and the degree-2 divisor D2 of the zeros of 1 − tz¯ does not contain the places γj,
with j = 1, 2, 5, 6. Hence, in K(u¯, z¯) we have
div((1− tu¯)(1− tz¯)) = −(γ1 + γ2 + γ3 + γ4) +D,
where D = D1 +D2 is an effective 4-degree divisor whose support does not contain
{γj | j = 1, . . . , 6}. Therefore, by Proposition 3.45,
div((1− tx¯m)(1− ty¯m)) = m
m∑
i=1
−(γ¯1 + γ¯2 + γ¯3 + γ¯4) + D¯,
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where D¯ is a divisor of degree 4m2 whose support is disjoint from the set of places
lying over {γj | j = 1, . . . , 6}. Then, i) holds by Proposition 3.46.
Since m is odd, η is a non-square in K(x¯, y¯), as there exist at least one place of
div(η) having odd valuation. So by Theorem 1.22, assertion ii) and iii) holds, as the
number of places of div(η) with odd valuation are at most 4m+ 4m2. 
3.3.2. A family of curves defined over Fq. For a, b ∈ Fq with b(a2−β2) 6= 1,
let P = (a, b) be the point in AG(2, q) \ X and let
gP (X, Y ) := bX
2Y 2 − (bβ2 + 1)(X2 + Y 2)−XY + a(X + Y ) + β2(bβ2 + 1).
Under the assumptions of Section 3.3.1, a crucial role for the investigation of the
covering properties of a coset of index m in the abelian group of the non-singular
Fq-rational points of a cubic with an isolated double point is played by the curve
(3.37) LP : ℓa,b,t¯,m(X, Y ) = 0,
where
(3.38) ℓa,b,t¯,m(X, Y ) = (t¯X
m − 1)2(t¯Y m − 1)2gP
(
β
t¯Xm + 1
t¯Xm − 1 , β
t¯Y m + 1
t¯Y m − 1
)
,
The curve LP actually belongs to the family described in Section 3.3.1.
Lemma 3.48. Let
A =
a+ β
a− β , B =
8bβ3
a− β .
Then
ℓa,b,t¯,m(X, Y ) = −2β(a− β)fA,B,t¯,m(X, Y )
where fA,B,t¯,m is defined as in (3.15).
Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation. 
Henceforth,
√−3 will denote a fixed square root of −3 in Fq2 .
Lemma 3.49. If
(3.39) P /∈
{
(0,− 9
8β2
), (β
√−3, 0), (−β√−3, 0)
}
then LP is an absolutely irreducible curve with genus less than or equal to 3m2 −
3m+ 1.
Proof. For A,B as in Lemma 3.48, let CA,B,t¯,m be as in (3.36). By Lemma
3.48, the curve ℓa,b,t¯,m(X, Y ) = 0 is actually CA,B,t¯,m. Note that m divides q2 − 1
and that each coefficient of fA,B,t¯,m(X, Y ) lies in Fq2 . Then by Proposition 3.43 the
curve CA,B,t¯,m is absolutely irreducible of genus g ≤ 3m2 − 3m + 1, provided that
none of the following holds:
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(1) AB = (A− 1)3;
(2) A = 0;
(3) A3 = −1 and B = 1− (A− 1)3.
Case (1) cannot occur as b(a2−β2) 6= 1. Also, a ∈ Fq implies a+β 6= 0, which rules
out (2). Assume then that (3) holds. Then A3 = −1 implies a(a2 + 3β2) = 0. From
B = 1− (A− 1)3 we deduce
b = 3
a2 + 3β2
8β2(βa− β2) .
Then either P = (0,− 9
8β2
) or P = (±β√−3, 0), a contradiction. 
Remark 3.50. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime. Then −3 is a non-square in Fq if
and only if h is odd and p ≡ 2 (mod 3); see e.g. [26, Lemma 4.5].
In order to show that if (3.39) holds then P is collinear with two distinct points of
a coset of index m in the abelian group of the non-singular Fq-rational points of a
cubic with an isolated double point, we need to ensure the existence of a point (x, y)
of the curve LP . Unfortunately, Hasse-Weyl bound cannot be directly applied, as
LP is not defined over Fq. To this end, it is useful to consider a curve which is
birationally equivalent to LP , but, unlike LP , is defined over Fq. Let
(3.40) MP : ma,b,t¯,m(R, V ) = 0,
where
(3.41) ma,b,t¯,m(R, V ) := (R− β)2m(V − β)2mℓa,b,t¯,m
(R + β
R − β ,
V + β
V − β
)
= 0.
Lemma 3.51. If (3.39) holds, thenMP is an absolutely irreducible curve birationally
equivalent to LP .
Proof. Let K(x¯, y¯) be the function field of the curve LP , so that ℓa,b,t¯,m(x¯, y¯) =
0. Both the degrees of the extensions K(x¯, y¯) : K(x¯) and K(x¯, y¯) : K(y¯) are equal to
2m. Let
r¯ := β
x¯+ 1
x¯− 1 , v¯ := β
y¯ + 1
y¯ − 1 .
Then ma,b,t¯,m(r¯, v¯) = 0. As
x¯ =
r¯ + β
r¯ − β , y¯ =
v¯ + β
v¯ − β ,
we have
K(x¯, y¯) = K(r¯, v¯), K(x¯) = K(r¯), K(y¯) = K(v¯).
Therefore, both the degrees of the extensions K(r¯, v¯) : K(r¯) and K(r¯, v¯) : K(v¯) are
equal to 2m. As the degrees of ma,b,t¯,m(R, V ) in both R and V are also equal to 2m,
the polynomial ma,b,t¯,m(R, V ) cannot be reducible. 
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Lemma 3.52. The curve MP is defined over Fq.
Proof. We are going to show that up to a scalar factor in K∗ the coefficients
of ma,b,t¯,m(R, V ) lie in Fq. Consider the following polynomials in Fq2 [Z]:
θ1(Z) = (Z + β)
m + (Z − β)m, θ2(Z) = 1
β
((Z + β)m − (Z − β)m),
Let
(3.42) t = β
t¯ + 1
t¯− 1 ,
As both t and β2 belong to Fq by (3.47), the polynomials
(3.43) h(Z) = tθ1(Z) + β
2θ2(Z), l(Z) = θ1(Z) + tθ2(Z)
actually lie in Fq[Z]. Taking into account (3.42), a straightforward computation
gives
(3.44) t¯
(Z + β
Z − β
)m
=
h(Z)
l(Z)
+ β
h(Z)
l(Z)
− β
.
Whence,
t¯
(Z + β
Z − β
)m
+ 1 =
2h(Z)
h(Z)− βl(Z) and t¯
(Z + β
Z − β
)m
− 1 = 2βl(Z)
h(Z)− βl(Z) .
We then have that ma,b,t¯,m(R, V ) coincides with
(R− β)2m(V − β)2m
( 2βl(R)
h(R)− βl(R)
)2( 2βl(V )
h(V )− βl(V )
)2
gP
(
h(R)
l(R)
,
h(V )
l(V )
)
.
From
h(Z)− βl(Z) = 2(t− β)(Z − β)m
we obtain
ma,b,t¯,m(R, V ) =
β4
(t− β)4 l(R)
2l(V )2gP
(
h(R)
l(R)
,
h(V )
l(V )
)
,
whence the assertion. 
In order to investigate the bicovering properties of a coset of index m in the abelian
group of the non-singular Fq-rational points of a cubic with an isolated double point
we need to consider the rational function
(
a − h(r¯)
l(r¯)
)(
a − h(v¯)
l(v¯)
)
in the function field
of the curve MP , where h(Z) and l(Z) are defined as in (3.43).
Lemma 3.53. Let a, b ∈ Fq satisfying (3.39), with b(a2 − β2) 6= 1, and let K(r¯, v¯)
be the function field of MP , so that ma,b,t¯,m(r¯, v¯) = 0. Then the rational function
ν =
(
a− h(r¯)
l(r¯)
)(
a− h(v¯)
l(v¯)
)
is not a square in K(r¯, v¯).
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Proof. Let x¯ and y¯ be as in the proof of Lemma 3.51, so that K(r¯, v¯) = K(x¯, y¯)
with fA,B,t¯,m(x¯, y¯) = 0. Then, by (3.44),
h(r¯)
l(r¯)
= β
t¯x¯m + 1
t¯x¯m − 1 ,
h(v¯)
l(v¯)
= β
t¯y¯m + 1
t¯y¯m − 1 .
Consequently, as a = βA+1
A−1 by Lemma 3.48, then after some computation(
a− h(r¯)
l(r¯)
)
=
2β(t¯x¯m − A)
(A− 1)(t¯x¯m − 1)
(
a− h(v¯)
l(v¯)
)
=
2β(t¯y¯m − A)
(A− 1)(t¯y¯m − 1)
from whom
(3.45)
(
a− h(r¯)
l(r¯)
)(
a− h(v¯)
l(v¯)
)
=
4β2(t¯x¯m − A)(t¯y¯m − A)
(A− 1)2(t¯x¯m − 1)(t¯y¯m − 1) .
Then, the assertion follows from Lemma 3.47. 
The hypothesis of Corollary 1.26 are satisfied by the curve C = MP and by the
rational function u = ν. So, we deduce the following result by applying Corollary
1.26 and Remark 1.27, taking into account (3.45).
Proposition 3.54. Let a, b ∈ Fq satisfying (3.39), with b(a2 − β2) 6= 1. For each
c ∈ Fq(K?), c 6= 0, the space curve
YP,c :
{
ma,b,t¯,m(R, V ) = 0
c(a− tRm)(a− tV m) = Z2(1− tRm)(1− tV m)
has a component defined over Fq with genus less than or equal to 8m
2 − 4m+ 1.
3.3.3. Complete arcs from cubics with an isolated double point.
Throughout this section we fix an element β in Fq2 \ Fq such that β2 ∈ Fq. If
X is a singular plane cubic defined over Fq with an isolated double point and at
least one Fq-rational inflection, then a canonical equation for X is
Y (X2 − β2) = 1,
(see Proposition 1.32 in Section 1.4). The point Y∞ is an isolated double point with
tangents X = ±β, and X∞ is an inflection point with tangent Y = 0. We choose
X∞ as the neutral element of the abelian group (X \ {Y∞},⊕) of the non-singular
points of X .
A non-standard parametrization for the points of X \ {Y∞} is taking into account.
For v ∈ K \ {0, 1}, let Qv be the point with affine coordinates
(
v+1
v−1β,
(v−1)2
4vβ2
)
; it is
easily seen that Qv ∈ X as
(v − 1)2
4vβ2
=
1(
v+1
v−1β
)2 − β2 .
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Also, let Q0 = Y∞ and Q1 = X∞. Such a parametrization actually defines an
isomorphism between the multiplicative group of K and (X \ {Y∞},⊕), defined by
φ(v) = Qv, for all v ∈ K∗. In fact,
(3.46) Qv ⊕Qw = Qvw,
holds for v, w ∈ K∗. This can be easily proved in few steps by using the collinearity
condition of three distinct affine points Qv, Qw, Qx of X , that is
det


v+1
v−1β
(v−1)2
4vβ2
1
w+1
w−1β
(w−1)2
4wβ2
1
x+1
x−1β
(x−1)2
4xβ2
1

 = 0;
after some computation, this is equivalent to
(v − w)(v − x)(w − x)(xvw − 1)
2vwxβ(w − 1)(v − 1)(x− 1) = 0
that holds if and only if x = 1/vw. Consequently, (3.46) holds, taking into account
that ⊖Qx = Q1/x = Qvw.
For u ∈ K \ {±β}, let Pu =
(
u, 1
u2−β2
)
be the standard parametrization of an affine
point on X ;
Remark 3.55. The point Pu coincides with Qv if v =
u+β
u−β or equivalently if u =
β v+1
v−1 , i.e. it is possible to pass from the trivial to the non standard parametrization
of the points of X through the invertible application u 7→ u+β
u−β , where u ∈ K \ {0, 1},
in fact
Qu+β
u−β
=

 u+βu−β + 1u+β
u−β − 1
β,
(
u+β
u−β − 1
)2
4u+β
u−ββ
2

 =
(
2u
u−β
2β
u−β
β,
4β2
(u−β)2
4u+β
u−ββ
2
)
=
=
(
u,
4β2
(u− β)2 ·
u− β
4β2(u+ β)
)
=
(
u,
1
u2 − β2
)
∈ X .
The groupG of the (q+1) non-singular Fq-rational points ofX form a cyclic subgroup
of (X \ {Y∞},⊕). By Remark 3.55, it is easily seen that
G = {Qu+β
u−β
| u ∈ Fq} ∪ {X∞}.
The group G has precisely one subgroup K of index m, with (m, 6) = 1, consisting
of the m-th powers in G. By (3.46),
K =
{
Q(u+β
u−β
)m | u ∈ Fq
} ∪ {X∞}.
Let Pt = Qt¯ be a point in G \K; then, by Remark 3.55
(3.47) t = β
t¯+ 1
t¯− 1 ∈ Fq
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and let
(3.48) Kt¯ = K ⊕Qt¯ =
{
Qt¯(u+β
u−β
)m | u ∈ Fq
} ∪ {Qt¯}.
be a coset of K in G.
Remark 3.56. By definition, the X-coordinate of the point Qt¯( z+β
z−β
)m in Kt¯ is u =
β(t¯( z+β
z−β )
m + 1)/(t¯( z+β
z−β )
m − 1). Then, by (3.44), u = h(z)
l(z)
∈ Fq, as h(Z) and l(Z)
defined as in (3.43) are polynomials in Fq[Z]. Consequently, if z¯ is trascendental
over Fq, then u(z¯) is defined over Fq.
For a point P = (a, b) in AG(2, q) \ X , let ℓa,b,t¯,m(X, Y ) = 0, defined as in (3.38).
Lemma 3.57. Let (x, y) be an affine point of the curve ℓa,b,t¯,m(X, Y ) = 0. If
(t¯xm − 1)(t¯ym − 1)(xm − ym) 6= 0,
then P is collinear with Qt¯xm and Qt¯ym .
Proof. We first note that for u, v distinct elements in K \ {±β}, the point P
is collinear with Pu and Pv if and only if gP (u, v) = 0. In fact,
det

 u
1
u2−β2 1
v 1
v2−β2 1
a b 1


is equal to
1
(u2 − β2)(v2 − β2)(v − u)[bu
2v2 − (bβ2 + 1)(u2 + v2)− uv + a(u+ v) + bβ4 + β2],
that is equal to zero if and only if gP (u, v) = 0, as Pu and Pv are distinct points. Also,
by Remark 3.55, the points Qt¯xm and Qt¯ym coincide with Pu and Pv respectively,
precisely when
u = β
t¯xm + 1
t¯xm − 1 , v = β
t¯ym + 1
t¯ym − 1 .
Then the claim follows by the definition of ℓa,b,t¯,m in (3.38). 
Remark 3.58. If (r, v) is an Fq-rational affine point of the curve MP defined as in
(3.40), such that (r + β
r − β
)m
6=
(v + β
v − β
)m
,
then P = (a, b) is collinear with Qt¯( r+β
r−β
)m and Qt¯( v+β
v−β
)m, which are two distinct points
in Kt¯ by (3.48).
Proposition 3.59. Let P = (a, b) be a point in AG(2, q) off X . Assume that (3.39)
holds. If
q + 1− (6m2 − 6m+ 2)√q ≥ 4m2 + 8m+ 1
then P is collinear with two distinct points of Kt¯.
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Proof. Let K(r¯, v¯) be the function field of the curve MP , so that
Ma,b,t¯,m(r¯, v¯) = 0 holds. Let E be the set of places γ of K(r¯, v¯) for which at least
one of the following holds:
(1) γ is a pole of either r¯ or v¯;
(2) γ is a pole of either
(
r¯+β
r¯−β
)
or
(
v¯+β
v¯−β
)
;
(3) γ is a zero of
(
r¯+β
r¯−β
)m
−
(
v¯+β
v¯−β
)m
.
As both degrees of the extensions K(r¯, v¯) : K(r¯) and K(r¯, v¯) : K(v¯) are equal to 2m,
the number of places satisfying (1) is at most 4m. According to the proof of Lemma
3.51, we have that
x¯ =
r¯ + β
r¯ − β , y¯ =
v¯ + β
v¯ − β
satisfy fA,B,t¯,m(x¯, y¯) = 0. Therefore, by Propositions 3.44 and 3.45 the number
places satysfying (2) is 4m. Also, by Proposition 3.44 follows that in K(u¯, z¯) the
rational function u¯− z¯ has at most 4 distinct zeros; hence, the set of zeros of x¯m− y¯m
in K(x¯, y¯) has size less than or equal to 4m2. This shows that E comprises at most
4m2+8m places. Our assumption on q and m, together with the Hasse–Weil bound,
ensures the existence of at least 4m2 + 8m+ 1 Fq-rational places of K(r¯, v¯); hence,
there exists at least one Fq-rational place γ0 of K(r¯, v¯) not in E. Let r˜ = r¯(γ0)
and v˜ = v¯(γ0). By Remark 3.58, P = (a, b) is collinear with Qt¯( r˜+β
r˜−β
)m and Qt¯( v˜+β
v˜−β
)m ,
which are two distinct points in Kt¯. 
The following technical variant of Proposition 3.59 will also be needed.
Proposition 3.60. Let P = (a, b) be a point in AG(2, q) off X . Assume that (3.39)
holds. If
(3.49) q + 1− (6m2 − 6m+ 2)√q ≥ 8m2 + 8m+ 1
then P is collinear with two distinct points of Kt¯ \ {Qt¯}.
Proof. One can argue as in the proof of Proposition 3.59. We need to ensure
that neither Qt¯( r˜+β
r˜−β
)m or Qt¯( v˜+β
v˜−β
)m coincides with Qt¯. This is equivalent to γ0 not
being a zero of either ( r¯+β
r¯−β )
m − 1 or ( v¯+β
v¯−β )
m − 1 in the function field K(r¯, v¯). By
Proposition 3.44, in K(u¯, z¯) both rational functions u¯ − 1 and z¯ − 1 have at most
two distinct zeros. Therefore, there are at most 4m2 places that need to be ruled
out. 
If (3.39) is not satisfied, then P is not collinear with any two points of Kt¯. Actually,
a stronger statement holds.
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Proposition 3.61. If
P ∈
{
(0,− 9
8β2
), (β
√−3, 0), (−β√−3, 0)
}
.
Then the point P = (a, b) is not collinear with any two Fq-rational affine points of
X .
Proof. We recall that by the proof of Lemma 3.57, the point P is collinear
with (u, 1
u2−β2 ) and (v,
1
v2−β2 ), with u, v ∈ Fq, if and only if gP (u, v) = 0. If (a, b) =
(0,− 9
8β2
) then
gP (X, Y ) = − 1
8β2
(9X2Y 2 − β2(X2 + Y 2) + 8β2XY + β4) =
= − 1
8β2
(3XY −Xβ + Y β + β2)(3XY +Xβ − Y β + β2).
If gP (u, v) = 0, then either
(3.50) 3uv − uβ + vβ + β2 = 0 or 3uv + uβ − vβ + β2 = 0.
If (u, v) ∈ Fq, then both u and v are fixed by the Frobenius map over Fq, and hence
both equalities in (3.50) hold. This easily implies u = v. Then no two distinct
Fq-rational affine points of X can be collinear with (a, b).
Note that (a, b) = (±β√−3, 0) can only occur when −3 is a non-square in Fq,
otherwise ±β√−3 /∈ Fq. In this case, (
√−3)q = −√−3 holds; also,
gβ
√−3,0(X, Y ) = −(X2 + Y 2)−XY + β
√−3(X + Y ) + β2 =
= −
(
X +
1 +
√−3
2
Y +
−β√−3 + β
2
)(
X +
1−√−3
2
Y +
−β√−3 − β
2
)
and
g−β√−3,0(X, Y ) = −(X2 + Y 2)−XY − β
√−3(X + Y ) + β2 =
= −
(
X +
1−√−3
2
Y +
β
√−3 + β
2
)(
X +
1 +
√−3
2
Y +
β
√−3− β
2
)
The assertion for (a, b) = (±β√−3, 0) then follows by the same arguments used for
(a, b) = (0,− 9
8β2
). 
In order to cover the points on X , union of distinct cosets need to be considered and
the notion of a maximal 3-independent subset as defined in Section 2.4 is funda-
mental. Assume that S is a good maximal 3-independent subset of G. Since three
points in G are collinear if and only if their sum is equal to the neutral element, S
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is an arc whose secants cover all the points in G. If m and (q + 1)/m are coprime,
Theorem 2.20 can be applied to G.
Proposition 3.62. Assume that m and (q + 1)/m are coprime. Let H be the
subgroup of G of order m, so that G is the direct product of K and H. Fix two
elements R ∈ K and R′ ∈ H of order greater than 3, and let T = R′ ⊖ 2R. Then
A = Kt¯ \ {T}
⋃
(H ⊕ R) \ {⊖2R′ ⊕R}
is a good maximal 3-independent subset of G.
Let E denote the set of points P in AG(2, q) \ X whose affine coordinates (a, b) do
not satisfy (3.39). By Remark 3.50, the size of E is 3 precisely when h is odd and
p ≡ 2 (mod 3); otherwise, E consists of the point with coordinates (0,− 9
8β2
).
Let A be as in Proposition 3.62. We use Propositions 3.60, 3.61, and 3.62 in order
to construct small complete arcs in Galois planes. Note that (3.49) is implied by
m ≤ 4
√
q√
6
.
Theorem 3.63. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime. Let m be a divisor of q + 1 such
that (m, 6) = 1 and (m, q+1
m
) = 1. If m ≤ 4
√
q√
6
, then
• if either h is even or p ≡ 1 (mod 3), the set A ∪ E is a complete arc in
AG(2, q) of size m+ q+1
m
− 2;
• if h is odd and p ≡ 2 (mod 3), the set A ∪ E contains a complete arc in
AG(2, q) of size at most m+ q+1
m
.
3.3.4. Bicovering arcs from cubics with an isolated double point.
Throughout this section q = ph with p a prime, p > 3. Also, X , G, m, K and
Kt¯ are as in Section 3.3.3. With a similar proof to that of Propositions 3.59 and
3.60, it can be proved that every point off X is bicovered by Kt¯.
Proposition 3.64. Let P = (a, b) be a point in AG(2, q) off X . Assume that (3.39)
holds. If
(3.51) q + 1− (16m2 − 8m+ 2)√q ≥ 16m2 + 24m+ 1
then P is bicovered by the points of Kt¯.
Proof. LetK(r¯, v¯) be the function field of the curveMP , so thatma,b,t¯,m(r¯, v¯) =
0. By Lemma 3.47 and Lemma 3.53, for every c ∈ F∗q the equation
w¯2 = c
(
a− h(r¯)
l(r¯)
)(
a− h(v¯)
l(v¯)
)
defines a Kummer extension K(r¯, v¯, w¯) of K(r¯, v¯) with genus less than or equal to
8m2 − 4m+ 1. Let E be as in the proof of Proposition 3.59, and let E ′ be the set
of places of K(r¯, v¯, w¯) that either lie over a place in E or over a zero or a pole of
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a − h(r¯)
l(r¯)
)(
a − h(v¯)
l(v¯)
)
. Then, by Lemma 3.47 together with the proof of Proposition
3.59,
|E ′| ≤ 2|E|+ 2(4m2 + 8m) ≤ 16m2 + 24m
and an upper bound for the size of E ′ is 16m2 + 24m. Our assumption on q and
m, together with Theorem 1.30, ensures the existence of at least 16m2 + 24m + 1
Fq-rational places of K(r¯, v¯, w¯); hence, there exists at least one Fq-rational place γc
of K(r¯, v¯, w¯) not in E ′. Let
r˜ = r¯(γc), v˜ = v¯(γc), w˜ = w¯(γc).
As K(r¯, v¯, w¯) is the function field of some irreducible component of the curve YP,c,
defined as in Proposition 3.54, then Pc = (r˜, v˜) is an Fq-rational affine point of the
curve MP . Therefore, by Remark 3.58, P is collinear with two distinct points
P1,c = Qt¯( r˜+β
r˜−β
)m , P2,c = Qt¯( v˜+β
v˜−β
)m ∈ Kt¯.
According to whether c is a non-zero square or not, then the point P is external or
internal to the segment P1,cP2,c. This proves the assertion. 
In the final part of this section we deal with points in X . Actually, all the Fq-rational
points of X but one are bicovered by the union of two distinct coset.
Proposition 3.65. Let Kt¯′ be a coset of K such that Kt¯∪Kt¯′ is an arc. For u ∈ Fq,
let Pu = (u,
1
u2−β2 ) be an Fq-rational affine point of X not belonging to Kt¯ ∪Kt¯′ but
collinear with a point of Kt¯ and a point of Kt¯′.
(i) If u 6= 0 and (3.51) holds, then Pu is bicovered by Kt¯ ∪Kt¯′.
(ii) The point P0 = (0,− 1β2 ) is not bicovered by Kt¯ ∪Kt¯′. It is internal (resp.
external) to every segment cut out on Kt¯ ∪Kt¯′ by a line through P0 when
q ≡ 1 (mod 4) (resp. q ≡ 3 (mod 4)).
Proof. Note that when P ranges over Kt¯, then the point Q = ⊖(Pu⊕P ) ranges
over Kt¯′ and is collinear with Pu and P . Recall that P belongs to Kt¯ if and only if
P =
(
e, 1
e2−β2
)
with
e = β
t¯(x+β
x−β )
m + 1
t¯(x+β
x−β )
m − 1
for some x ∈ Fq, (see Remark 3.56). In this case, Q =
(
s(e), 1
s(e)2−β2
)
with
s(e) = −ue+β2
u+e
. Also, for an element x¯ transcendental over K, the rational func-
tion describing the X-coordinate of the point P is given by
e(x¯) = β
t¯( x¯+β
x¯−β )
m + 1
t¯( x¯+β
x¯−β )
m − 1 =
βt¯(x¯+ β)m + β(x¯− β)m
t¯(x¯+ β)m − (x¯− β)m ∈ K(x¯).
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In order to determine whether Pu is bicovered by Kt¯ ∪ Kt¯′ we need to investigate
whether the rational function
η(x¯) = (u− e(x¯))(u− s(e(x¯))) = u− e(x¯)
u+ e(x¯)
(u2 + 2ue(x¯) + β2)
is a square inK(x¯). Let γ be a zero of t¯( x¯+β
x¯−β )
m−1 inK(x¯). Note that since (m, p) = 1,
the polynomial tZm− 1 has no multiple roots in K[Z]. Then the valuation vγ(e(x¯))
of e(x¯) at γ is −1. If in addition u 6= 0, then vγ(η(x¯)) = vγ(e(x¯)) = −1, whence
η(x¯) is not a square in K(x¯) and Proposition 1.26 applies to cη(x¯) for each c ∈ F∗q.
Since the number of poles of η(x¯) is at most 2m, the genus of the Kummer extension
K(x¯, w¯) of K(x¯) with w¯2 = cη(x¯) is at most 2m− 1.
Our assumption on q, together with the Hasse–Weil bound, yield the existence of an
Fq-rational place γc of K(x¯, w¯) which is not a zero nor a pole of w¯. Let x˜ = x¯(γc),
w˜ = w¯(γc),
e˜ = β
t¯( x˜+β
x˜−β )
m + 1
t¯( x˜+β
x˜−β )
m − 1 and s(e˜) = −
ue˜+ β2
u+ e˜
.
Therefore, if u 6= 0, then Pu is collinear with two distinct points
P (c) =
(
e˜,
1
e˜2 − β2
)
∈ Kt¯ Q(c) =
(
s(e˜),
1
s(e˜)2 − β2
)
∈ Kt¯′ .
If c is chosen to be a square, then Pu is external to P (c)Q(c); on the other hand, if
c is not a square, then Pu is internal to P (c)Q(c).
Assume now that u = 0. First note that P0 coincides with Q−1, and hence belongs
to K. Therefore, as m is odd, P0 cannot be collinear with any two points from the
same coset of K. Assume then that P0 is collinear with P = (e,
1
e2−β2 ) ∈ Kt¯ and
Q =
(
s(e), 1
s(e)2−β2
) ∈ Kt¯′ . It is straightforward to check that (u − e)(u − s(e)) =
e · s(e) = −β2. Since β2 is not a square in Fq, the assertion follows from the
well-known fact that −1 is a square in Fq precisely when q ≡ 1 (mod 4). 
Let M be a maximal 3-independent subset of the factor group G/K containing Kt¯.
Then the union
S =
⋃
Kt¯i∈M
Kt¯i
of the cosets of K corresponding to M is a good maximal 3-independent subset of
G; (see Proposition 2.21 in Section 2.4). It has already been noticed that S is an
arc whose secants cover all the points in G. Note also that K is disjoint from S,
and hence the point P0 = (0,− 1β2 ) does not belong to S.
If either h is even or p ≡ 1 (mod 3), by Propositions 3.61, 3.64, and 3.65, then
S ∪{(0,− 9
8β2
)} is an almost bicovering arc with center P0, provided that m is small
enough with respect to q, or equivalently that (3.51) holds.
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Theorem 3.66. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime, and assume that either h is even or
p ≡ 1 (mod 3). Let m be a proper divisor of q + 1 such that (m, 6) = 1 and (3.51)
holds. For M a maximal 3-independent subset of the factor group G/K, the point
set
(3.52) B =
( ⋃
Kt¯i∈M
Kt¯i
)⋃
E
is an almost bicovering arc in AG(2, q) with center P0 = (0,− 1β2 ). The size of B is
#M · q+1
m
+ 1.
When h is odd and p ≡ 2 (mod 3) a further condition on M is needed in order to
ensure that B as in (3.52) is an almost bicovering arc. Note that by Proposition 3.61,
there is precisely one point in G collinear with any two points in E . In particular,
a point Q1 in G is collinear with (0,− 98β2 ) and (β
√−3, 0); similarly, only one point
Q2 in G is collinear with (0,− 98β2 ) and (−β
√−3, 0). Consequently, it is sufficient to
require the set S not to contain the cosets having as representatives these points of
G, in order to obtain an almost bicovering arc.
Theorem 3.67. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime. Assume that h is odd and p ≡ 2
(mod 3). Let m be a proper divisor of q + 1 such that (m, 6) = 1 and (3.51) holds.
Let Q1 denote the only point in G collinear with (0,− 98β2 ) and (β
√−3, 0); similarly,
let Q2 ∈ G be collinear with (0,− 98β2 ) and (−β
√−3, 0). For M a maximal 3-
independent subset of the factor group G/K not containing K⊕Q1 nor K⊕Q2, the
point set
B =
( ⋃
Kt¯i∈M
Kt¯i
)⋃
E
is an almost bicovering arc in AG(2, q) with center P0 = (0,− 1β2 ). The size of B is
#M · q+1
m
+ 3.
3.3.5. Small Complete caps from cubics with an isolated double point.
We use Theorems 3.66 and 3.67, together with Theorem 2.16, in order to con-
struct small complete caps in affine spaces AG(N, q). Assume that m = m1m2 with
(m1, m2) = 1. Then the factor group G/K is the direct product of two subgroups
of order m1 > 4 and m2 > 4, and the aforementioned construction by Szo˝nyi (see
Theorem 2.20) of a maximal 3-independent set M of size m1 +m2 − 3 applies. It
is easily seen that M can be chosen in such a way that it does not contain any two
fixed cosets of K. As (3.51) is implied by m ≤ 4
√
q
4
, the following result holds.
Theorem 3.68. Let q = ph with p > 3, and let m be a proper divisor of q + 1 such
that (m, 6) = 1 and m ≤ 4
√
q
4
. Assume that m = m1m2 with (m1, m2) = 1. Then
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(i) there exists a bicovering arc in AG(2, q) of size less than or equal to
(m1 +m2 − 3) · q + 1
m
+ 3;
(ii) for N ≡ 0 (mod 4), N ≥ 4, there exists a complete cap in AG(N, q) of size
less than or equal to(
(m1 +m2 − 3) · q + 1
m
+ 3
)
q
N−2
2 .
3.4. Bicovering arcs and complete caps for m a prime
By Corollary 3.41, Theorem 3.66 and Theorem 3.67, when q is large enough with
respect to m, bicovering arcs of size roughly sq/m can be constructed provided that
a maximal-3-independent subset of size s in the cyclic group Cm of order m exists.
In both Theorems 3.42 and 3.68, m is assumed to be a composite integer in order
to apply the explicit construction of maximal 3-independent subsets provided by
Szo˝nyi (see Theorem 2.20 in Section 2.4). As to the prime case, it was shown in
[78] that if m > 7 is a prime, then there exists a maximal 3-independent subset
of size s ≤ (m + 1)/3 in Cm; this gives rise to bicovering arcs of size less than q/3
and complete caps of size less than 1
3
qN/2. In [33] maximal sets M in Cm with the
property that x1 + x2 + x3 6= 0 for pairwise distinct x1, x2, x3 ∈M are constructed.
The following result based on [33, Theorem 3.4] can be proved by straightforward
computation.
Proposition 3.69. Let m > 3 be a prime. For an odd divisor m′ ≥ 7 of m+ 5, let
k = (m+ 5)/m′ > 4. Then
{1, . . . , k − 2} ∪ {lk − 2 | l = 2, . . . , m′ − 2} ∪ {lk − 3 | l = 2, . . . , m
′ − 1
2
}
is a maximal-3-independent subset of the cyclic group Zm.
Now let m > 3 be a prime divisor of q2 − 1 such that m ≤ 4
√
q
4
, and assume that
m + 5 = m1m2 for m1 ≥ 7 odd and m2 > 4. Then by Proposition 3.69, together
with Corollary 3.41, Theorem 3.66 and Theorem 3.67, complete caps in AG(N, q)
with approximately (m2 + (3/2)m1
m1m2
)
qN/2
points can be constructed. This shows that, apart from the constant 3/2, Theorems
3.42 and 3.68 remain valid for m a prime, and m1, m2 suitable divisors of m+ 5.
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3.5. Complete caps and quasi-perfect linear codes
In this section we keep the notation of Section 1.5 and we will survey some appli-
cations of complete caps to Coding theory. In fact, a complete cap (see Definition
2.1) is the geometrical counterpart of a code with covering radius R = 2 and d = 4,
i.e. a quasi-perfect linear code that is both 1-error correcting and 2-error detecting.
Interestingly, the points of a complete cap in the finite projective space PG(s−1, q)
can be considered as the columns of a parity check matrix of an [n, n − s, 4]q2-
code. Consequently, the problem of constructing small complete caps in a given
projective space PG(s− 1, q) translates into the language of covering codes as that
of constructing quasi-perfect codes with covering radius 2 and small density, as the
following result holds.
Proposition 3.70.
(3.53) l(s, 2, q)4 = min{n | there exists a complete cap of size n in PG(s− 1, q)}.
This makes it possible to use methods from both Galois Geometries and Algebraic
Geometry in order to investigate covering-radius-2 codes with small density.
Here, we are going to discuss some recently obtained upper bounds on l(s, 2, q)4
which are valid for arbitrarily large values of q, based on the results of this chapter.
In fact, results on complete caps in projective spaces can be deduced from results on
complete caps in affine spaces, and conversely. The affine space AG(s, q) is embedded
in the projective space PG(s, q). Also, for any hyperplane H∞ of PG(s, q), the affine
space obtained by removing the points of H∞ is isomorphic to AG(s, q). A complete
k-cap C in PG(s, q) can then be viewed as a complete cap in AG(s, q), provided that
there exists a hyperplane containing no point of C. Conversely, for any embedding
of AG(s, q) in PG(s, q), it is always possible to obtain a complete cap in PG(s, q)
from a complete cap of AG(s, q) by adding some points on the hyperplane at infinity.
Therefore, taking into account equality (3.53), the following relation holds:
l(s+ 1, 2, q)4 ≤ t(AG(s, q)) + L(s, 2, q)4.
Here L(s, 2, q)4 denotes the maximal length n of a quasi-perfect [n, n− s, 4]q2-code
with codimension s and order q (or, equivalently, the maximal size of a complete
cap in PG(s− 1, q)).
Based on this assumptions and equality (3.53), here we reformulate Theorems 3.20,
3.42 and 3.68 of Chapter 3, translated into the language of codes.
Theorem 3.71. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime, h > 8. Let N ≡ 0 (mod 4), N ≥ 4.
Let υh be the integer in {1, . . . , 8} such that υh ≡ h (mod 8), and let th be the integer
in {1, . . . , 4} such that th ≡ h (mod 4). Assume that pth > 144. Then
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l(N + 1, 2, q)4 <
(
2p
h−⌊(⌈h/4⌉−1)/2⌋
)
q
N−2
2 + L(N, 2, q)4 ≤
≤ 2pυh8 qN2 − 18 + L(N, 2, q)4 ≤ 2pqN2 − 18 + L(N, 2, q)4.
In particular,
l(5, 2, q)4 < 2pq
15
8 + q2 + 1.
Theorem 3.72. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime, N ≡ 0 (mod 4), N ≥ 4, and let
m be a proper divisor of q − 1 such that (m, 6) = 1 and m ≤ 4
√
q
3.5
. Assume that
m = m1m2 with (m1, m2) = 1. Then
l(N + 1, 2, q)4 <
m1 +m2
m
(
q
N
2 − qN2 −1
)
+ L(N, 2, q)4.
In particular,
l(5, 2, q)4 <
(
1 +
m1 +m2
m
)
q2 − m1 +m2
m
q + 1.
Theorem 3.73. Let q = ph with p > 3 a prime, N ≡ 0 (mod 4), N ≥ 4, and let
m be a proper divisor of q + 1 such that (m, 6) = 1 and m ≤ 4
√
q
4
. Assume that
m = m1m2 with (m1, m2) = 1. Then
l(N + 1, 2, q)4 <
(
(m1 +m2 − 3) · q + 1
m
+ 3
)
q
N−2
2 + L(N, 2, q)4.
In particular,
l(5, 2, q)4 <
((m1 +m2 − 3)
m
+ 1
)
q2 +
((m1 +m2 − 3)
m
+ 3
)
q + 1.
CHAPTER 4
Small complete arcs in PG(N, q)
Let K be the algebraic closure of Fq and assume that the characteristic of Fq is
p > 3. Then let
(4.1) E : Y 2 −X3 −AX − B = 0
be the elliptic plane curve defined over Fq, with 4A
3 + 27B2neq0, and denote by
G the set of its Fq-rational points. In analogy to the case of singular cubic curves
taken into account in Chapter 3, it is possible to define a binary operation ⊕ on the
set G in such a way that (G,⊕) is an abelian group having the flex O = (0 : 0 : 1)
of the elliptic curve as neutral element. The key property here is that three distinct
points are collinear if and only if their sum is equal to O. Any plane elliptic curve
defined over Fq and with at least one Fq-rational point of inflection is projectively
equivalent to (4.1).
In this chapter we assume that G is a cyclic group with G = Zm ×K, for m > 3 a
prime. This allows us to obtain plane arcs contained in G in a rather easy way. The
proof is analogous to that of Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 4.1 ([80]). Any non-trivial coset S = K ⊕ P of K in G is an arc.
The plane arcs of Proposition 4.1 were investigated in [3, 23, 26, 28, 43, 68, 77,
78]. For the dimension N > 2, infinite families of complete arcs other than the
normal rational curve have rarely appeared in the literature so far (see e.g. [71,
Remark 5], [20, Remark 1]), and the natural idea to try to use some kind of lifting
methods for plane arcs usually does not work. Here we show how it is possible to
obtain arcs in PG(N, q) with N > 2, by considering non-trivial cosets of the abelian
group of the Fq-rational points of an elliptic curve in the space.
Let K(E) = K(x, y) be the function field of E , with x, y ∈ K(E) satisfying y2 =
x3 + Ax+B, and let ΦN denote the morphism E → PG(N,K) defined by
(4.2) ΦN = (1 : φ1 : φ2 : . . . : φN),
where φ0, φ1, . . . , φN form an Fq-basis of L((N +1)O). From now on, we will assume
that this basis is chosen by setting φ0 = 1 and, for any integer i = 1, . . . , N ,
φi :=


yj if i = 3j − 1, j ≥ 1 ,
xyj if i = 3j + 1, j ≥ 0 ,
x2yj if i = 3j + 3, j ≥ 0 .
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Note that ΦN (O) = (0 : 0 : . . . : 0 : 1). As ΦN is a birational map, X = ΦN (E) is
an elliptic curve of PG(N, q) and denote by G¯ the set of its Fq-rational points. It is
possible to consider the abelian group (G¯,⊕) on X , having O¯ = ΦN (O) as neutral
element. We introduce the notation:
• K¯ := ΦN (K),
• P¯ := ΦN (P ) ∈ G¯, with P ∈ G.
Clearly, ΦN induces a natural isomorphism from G to G¯, and the key property of G
naturally extends to G¯.
Proposition 4.2. Let P¯1, . . . , P¯N+1 ∈ G¯. Then there exists a hyperplane H of
PG(N, q) such that P¯i ∈ H, for i = 1, . . . , N +1, if and only if P¯1⊕ . . .⊕ P¯N+1 = O¯.
Proof. Let K(X ) denote the rational function field of X and let H :
F (X0, . . . , XN) = 0 be the hyperplane of PG(N, q) such that P¯i ∈ H, for
i = 1, . . . , N + 1 by assumption. Let
α =
F + I(X )
X0 + I(X ) ∈ K(X ),
where H∞ : X0 = 0 is a hyperplane such that H∞ ∩ X = {O¯}. Then
div(α) = P¯1 + . . .+ P¯N+1 − (N + 1)O¯
is the principal divisor associated to α. Consequently, in Pic0(X ) :=
Div0(X )/P(X ),
[P¯1 + . . .+ P¯N+1 − (N + 1)O¯] = [P¯1 − O¯]⊕ . . .⊕ [P¯N+1 − O¯] = O¯
from which the assertion.
Conversely, let H be a hyperplane containing P¯1, . . . , P¯N . Suppose that Q ∈ X is
the point such that H ∩ X = {P¯1, . . . , P¯N , Q¯}. Then, by the necessary condition,
P¯1 ⊕ . . .⊕ P¯N ⊕ Q¯ = O¯, and from our hypothesis P¯N+1 = Q¯ holds. 
Proposition 4.3. If (N + 1, m) = 1, then ΦN (S) is an arc.
Proof. By contradiction, assume that R¯1, . . . , R¯N+1, are distinct points in K¯
such that
(R¯1 ⊕ P¯ )⊕ . . .⊕ (R¯N+1 ⊕ P¯ ) = O.
Then in the factor group G¯/K¯
K¯ ⊕ (N + 1)P¯ = K¯
holds. This implies P¯ ∈ K¯, as (N + 1, m) = 1; but this is a contradiction. 
Remark 4.4. In general, the arc ΦN (S) of Proposition 4.3 is not complete. By
Proposition 4.2, necessary conditions for a subset T of G¯ to be a complete arc in
PG(N, q) are:
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(i) the sum of N + 1 distinct points in T is never zero;
(ii) every point in G¯ \ T is the sum of N distinct points in ⊖T .
In order to find a subset T of G¯, satisfying properties (i) and (ii) in Remark 4.4, it
is useful to present a general construction of such a subset of a cyclic group G of
composite orders, as we will see in the next section.
4.1. Maximal k-independent subsets in cyclic groups of composite
orders
According to Remark 4.4, in this section we investigate subsets A of a finite abelian
group G such that the sum of k elements in A is never zero and every element in
G \ A is the sum of k − 1 elements in A.
For a subset A of a finite abelian group G and for an integer s ≥ 1, let sA denote
the s-fold restricted sumset of A, that is
s∧A = {y1 + . . .+ ys | y1, . . . , ys ∈ A, yi 6= yj for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ s}.
Also, let 0∧A = {0}.
Definition 4.5. For an integer k ≥ 3, a k-indipendent subset of G is a subset A such
that 0 /∈ k∧A. An element g ∈ G \ A is said to be covered by A if 0 ∈ k∧(A ∪ {g}),
or, equivalently, if −g ∈ (k − 1)∧A. If every element in G \ A is covered by A then
A is said to be a maximal k-indipendent subset.
Remark 4.6. Note that the condition 0 /∈ k∧A precisely means that the sum of k
pairwise distinct elements of A is always different from 0, whereas 0 ∈ k∧(A ∪ {g})
holds if and only if there exist k−1 pairwise distinct elements of A having sum equal
to −g.
The proof of the following statement is straightforward.
Lemma 4.7. Let A be a k-indipendent subset of a finite abelian group G. If n is
the number of elements not covered by A, then there exists a maximal k-independent
subset of G containing A with at most |A|+ n elements.
4.1.1. Pre-independent Subsets of Zm. In [68] Szo˝nyi described a particular
construction of a maximal 3-independent subset of an abelian group G beeing the
direct product of two non-elementary abelian 3-groups A and B (see Theorem 2.20
in Section 2.4). The natural idea is that of trying to extend this construction to
maximal k-independent subsets. Unfortunately, the naive modification
(4.3) T1 = {(a, x)|x ∈ B, x 6= −(k − 1)b}, T2 = {(y, b)|y ∈ A, y 6= −(k − 1)a}.
does not work, since T = T1 ∪ T2 is not k-independent. In order to overcome this
difficulty, the notion of a pre-independent subset of a cyclic group Zm is introduced.
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Definition 4.8. For an integer k ≥ 4, a subset A of Zm is said to be k-pre-
independent if
(k − ℓ) /∈ ℓ∧A for every ℓ = 1, . . . , k − 2.
We show that k-pre-independent subsets of Zm give rise to k-independent subsets
of groups G = Zm ×H , with H not elementary k-abelian and m a prime.
Proposition 4.9. Let 4 ≤ k < m, with m a prime, and let G = Zm × H, with
H not elementary k-abelian. For a k-pre-independent subset A of Zm, and for an
element b ∈ H such that ord(b) > k, let
T1 = {(−1, x)|x ∈ H, x 6= −(k − 1)b}, T2 = {(y, b)|y ∈ A}.
Then TA := T1 ∪ T2 is a k-independent subset of G.
Proof. Let R ∈ k∧TA. Then R = P1 + · · · + Pk−ℓ + Q1 + · · · + Qℓ for some
0 ≤ ℓ ≤ k, and for pairwise distinct elements P1, . . . , Pk−ℓ ∈ T1 and Q1, . . . , Qℓ ∈ T2.
Then,
R =
(
ℓ− k +
ℓ∑
i=1
yi, ℓb+
k−ℓ∑
i=1
xi
)
,
with yi ∈ A and xi ∈ H \ {−(k − 1)b}. We prove that R 6= 0. If either ℓ = 0 or
ℓ = k this follows from −k 6= 0 6= kb. When ℓ = k − 1, the condition is implied by
x1 6= −(k − 1)b. Finally, A being k-pre-independent ensures ℓ− k +
∑ℓ
i=1 yi 6= 0 for
each ℓ ∈ [1, . . . , k − 2]. 
This section is devoted to the construction and the investigation of k-pre-
independent subsets of groups Zm. Let m be a prime and let k ≥ 4 be an integer
with m > max{ (k−2)3
2
, 3k
2−k−12
2
}. Let
A := A1 ∪A2 ∪ {0} ⊂ Zm
with
(4.4) A1 := {⌈k/2⌉ − 1, ⌈k/2⌉ , . . . , k − 3} , A2 := {k, k + 1, . . . , ak,m} ,
where ak,m denotes the maximum integer such that
(4.5)
k−3∑
i=0
(ak,m − i) ≤ m+ 1.
(see Figure 1).
Figure 1. The set A
0
⌈
k
2
⌉− 1 k − 3 k ak,m
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It is straightforward to check that
ak,m =
⌊
m+ 1
k − 2 +
k − 3
2
⌋
.
Proposition 4.10. The set A is a k-pre-independent subset of Zm.
Proof. Clearly both (k − 1) /∈ 1∧A and (k − 2) /∈ 1∧A hold. For an integer ℓ
with 3 ≤ ℓ ≤ k − 2, let s be an element in ℓ∧A. Then it is easily seen that
k − 1 ≤ s ≤ m+ 1,
and hence (k − ℓ) ∈ {2, . . . , k − 3} cannot be equivalent to s mod m. 
Next we determine what elements z of Zm can be written as the difference of the
integer k − 1 − j and the sum of j pairwise distinct elements of A, for some j =
0, . . . , k − 3. This is needed in order to investigate the number of elements of G
that are covered by the k-independent subset TA constructed from A in Proposition
4.16. The more z’s satisfy the above request, the more elements are covered by the
k-independent subset. The proof of the following Proposition does not involve deep
mathematical concepts, but unfortunately requires a large number of straightforward
inequalities.
Proposition 4.11. Let m be a prime and let k ≥ 4 be an integer with m >
max{ (k−2)3
2
, 3k
2−k−12
2
}. Let A := A1 ∪A2 ∪ {0} ⊂ Zm, with Ai as in (4.4). Then the
set
A˜ :=
k−3⋃
j=0
(
(k − 1− j)− j∧A
)
contains all the integers in[
0, k −
⌈
k
2
⌉
− 1
]⋃
[k − 2, k − 1]
⋃[
m+ 2− (k − 3)
(
ak,m − k − 4
2
)
, m− 2
]
for k ≥ 5, whereas for k = 4
A˜ = {1, 2, 3, (m+ 3)/2, . . . , m− 3, m− 2}.
Proof. Assume first that k ≥ 5. Note that {k − 1, k − 2} ∈ A˜ since
k − 1 ∈ (k − 1)− 0∧A and k − 2 ∈ (k − 2)− 1∧A.
The set 2∧A contains all the integers in the intervals
[⌈k/2⌉ − 1, . . . , k − 3], [k, . . . , ak,m], [2k + 1, . . . , 2ak,m − 1].
Note that m > max{ (k−2)3
2
, 3k
2−k−12
2
} implies ak,m > 2k. Therefore,
A1 ∪ {k, . . . , 2ak,m − 1} ⊆ 2∧A,
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and hence (see also Figure 2)
(4.6) (k− 3)− 2∧A ⊇ {m+ k− 2− 2ak,m, . . . , m− 3} ∪
{
0, 1, . . . , k − 2−
⌈
k
2
⌉}
.
Figure 2. Subset of (k − 3)− 2∧A
0 k − 2−
⌈
k
2
⌉
m+ k − 2− 2ak,m m− 3
Next we show that
(4.7)
{
2ak,m + 4− k, . . . ,
k−4∑
i=0
(ak,m − i)
}
⊆ (k − 3)∧A.
It is easy to see that
(4.8) (k − 3)∧A2 =
{
k−4∑
i=0
(k + i), . . . ,
k−4∑
i=0
(ak,m − i)
}
⊆ (k − 3)∧A.
Let bk,m be the sum of the (k−3) distinct integers a ∈ A such that a ≤
(⌈
k
2
⌉
+ k − 4).
Then
bk,m = (k − 2)
(⌈
k
2
⌉
+
k − 7
2
)
− 1.
From m > 3k
2−k−12
2
it follows that ak,m > 2k, and hence it is easily seen that
(k − 3)∧A contains all the integers in the interval[
bk,m,
⌈
k
2
⌉
− 1 +
k−5∑
i=0
(ak,m − i)
]
.
Note that ⌈
k
2
⌉
− 1 +
k−5∑
i=0
(ak,m − i) ≥
k−4∑
i=0
(k + i).
Also, from m > (k−2)
3
2
it follows bk,m ≤ 2ak,m+4−k, and hence, taking into account
(4.8), we have that (4.7) holds. Therefore (see also Figure 3),
2−(k−3)∧A ⊇
{
γ = m+ 2− (k − 3)
(
ak,m − k − 4
2
)
, . . . , m+ 2− (2ak,m + 4− k)
}
.
Figure 3. Subset of 2− (k − 3)∧A
γ m+ k − 2− 2ak,m
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Taking into account (4.6), it follows that
A˜ ⊇
{
m+ 2− (k − 3)
(
ak,m − k − 4
2
)
, . . . , m− 3
}
.
To complete the proof it is enough to note that (see also Figure 4)
(k−2)−1∧A = k−2−A ⊇
{
1, . . . , k −
⌈
k
2
⌉
− 1
}⋃
{m−ak,m+k−2, . . . , m−2}.
The above information is summarized in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Subset of (k − 2)− 1∧A
1 k −
⌈
k
2
⌉− 1 m+ k − 2− ak,m m− 2
Figure 5. Subset of A˜
(k − 3)− 2∧A
2− (k − 3)∧A
(k − 2)− 1∧A
A˜
When k = 4,
A = {0, 1, 4, . . . , (m+ 1)/2},
and the proof of (ii) is straightforward. In fact,
(k − 2)− 1∧A ⊇ {1 = 2− 1, 2 = 2− 0, (m+ 3)/2, . . . , m− 3, m− 2},
and
(k − 1)− 0∧A = {3}.

In the following we also study the sets 1−(k−2)∧A and −(k−1)∧A; this information
will be used in Proposition 4.16.
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Proposition 4.12. Let A be as in Proposition 4.11. Then the set
1− (k − 2)∧A
contains all the integers in the interval[
m+ 1−
k−3∑
i=0
(ak,m − i), m+ 1− (k − 3)
(
ak,m − k − 4
2
)]
.
for k ≥ 5, whereas for k = 4
1− 2∧A = {0, 1, . . . , m− 3}.
Proof. The proof for k = 4 is straightforward. Assume then that k ≥ 5.
Clearly {
k−3∑
i=0
(k + i), . . . ,
k−3∑
i=0
(ak,m − i)
}
⊆ (k − 2)∧A,
whence 1− (k − 2)∧A contains all the integers in the interval[
m+ 1−
k−3∑
i=0
(ak,m − i), m+ 1−
k−3∑
i=0
(k + i)
]
.
The claim then follows from
k−3∑
i=0
(k + i) = (k − 2)
(
k +
k − 3
2
)
≤ (k − 3)
(
ak,m − k − 4
2
)
.

Proposition 4.13. Let A be as in Proposition 4.11. Then the set −(k − 1)∧A
contains −1.
Proof. We need to show that 1 ∈ (k − 1)∧A. Note that every integer in
I := [(k − 1)(3k − 2)/2,
k−2∑
i=0
(ak,m − i)]
belongs to (k − 1)∧A2 ⊆ (k − 1)∧A. By definition,
∑k−3
i=0 ((ak,m + 1) − i) > m + 1.
Also, ak,m ≥ 2k − 5 is implied by m > (k − 2)3/2. Therefore,
k−2∑
i=0
(ak,m − i) =
k−3∑
i=0
(ak,m − i) + (ak,m − (k − 2)) ≥ k − 3 +
k−3∑
i=0
(ak,m − i) ≥ m+ 1.
On the other hand, m > (k − 2)3/2 yields
(k − 1)(3k − 2)/2 ≤ m+ 1,
whence
1 ∈ I.
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
Finally, we summarize the information on A in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.14. Let A and A˜ be as in Proposition 4.11. Then
(i) the size of Zm \ (A˜ ∪ {−1}) is at most m+1k−2 − 1;
(ii) the size of Zm \ (A˜ ∪ (1− (k − 2)∧A) ∪ {−1}) is at most ⌈k/2⌉ − 2.
Proof. Let
I :=
{
1, . . . , k −
⌈
k
2
⌉
− 1
}
∪{k−2, k−1}∪
{
m+ 2− (k − 3)
(
ak,m − k − 4
2
)
, . . . , m− 1
}
and
I ′ =
{
0, k −
⌈
k
2
⌉
− 1
}
∪{k−2, k−1}∪
{
m+ 1− (k − 2)
(
ak,m − k − 3
2
)
, . . . , m− 1
}
.
By Propositions 4.11 and 4.12 we have I ⊆ A˜ and I ′ ⊆ (A˜∪ (1− (k−2)∧A)∪{−1}).
(i) Let
ck,m := m+ 1− (k − 3)
(
ak,m − k − 4
2
)
.
The set Zm \ I contains Zm \ A˜ and consists of 0 together with the non-
negative integers x with
k −
⌈
k
2
⌉
≤ x ≤ ck,m, x /∈ {k − 1, k − 2}.
By definition of ak,m we have
ck,m ≤ k − 3
2
+
m+ 1
k − 2 ,
whence the assertion.
(ii) The proof is analogous to that of (ii). Here I is replaced by I ′, and the
claim follows from
m− (k − 2)
(
ak,m − k − 3
2
)
≤ k − 3.

4.1.2. Maximal k-independent subsets. Throughout this section G = Zm×
H is a cyclic group, with m a prime, and k ≥ 4 is an integer such that m >
max{ (k−2)3
2
, 3k
2−k−12
2
}. We first prove an elementary result for which we could not
find a reference.
Lemma 4.15. Assume that |H| ≥ max{7, k+3}. Let B := H \{h0} for some h0 6= 0.
Then ℓ∧B = H for each ℓ = 2, . . . , k − 1.
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Proof. Let B′ = B \ {0}. Then clearly both ℓ∧B′ ⊆ ℓ∧B and ℓ∧B′ ⊆ (ℓ+1)∧B
hold. For each h in H , there exist at most 2 elements b ∈ B′ with h = 2b, and at
most other two elements b′ ∈ B′ such that h − b′ /∈ B′. Since |H| > 6, we have
that 2∧B′ = H , whence the claim for ℓ = 2. Assume that ℓ > 2 is even. For each
h ∈ H there exist distinct h1, h2 ∈ B′ with h1 + h2 = h. Since |B′| ≥ k+1 > ℓ, and
since there is at most one involution in B′, it is possible to choose (ℓ− 2)/2 distinct
elements a1, . . . , a(ℓ−2)/2 ∈ B′ \ {±h1,±h2} such that 2ai 6= 0, ai 6= −ai′ for i 6= i′.
Then
h = h1 + h2 + a1 + . . .+ a(ℓ−2)/2 + (−a1) + . . .+ (−a(ℓ−2)/2) ∈ ℓ∧B′.
Whence H = ℓ∧B′ = ℓ∧B. The claim for ℓ odd follows from ℓ∧B′ ⊆ (ℓ+ 1)∧B. 
This proposition shows the connection between k-pre-independent subsets of Zm
introduced in the previous section and k-independent subsets in G.
Proposition 4.16. Let 4 ≤ k < m. For a k-pre-independent subset A of Zm, let
A˜ =
k−3⋃
j=0
(k − 1− j)− j∧A.
For an element b ∈ H such that ord(b) > k let
(4.9) T1 = {(−1, x)|x ∈ H, x 6= −(k − 1)b} T2 = {(y, b)|y ∈ A}.
Then
(i) TA := T1 ∪ T2 is a k-independent subset of G;
(ii) every element in
(4.10){
(α, β)|α ∈ A˜, β ∈ H
}⋃
{(α, β)|α ∈ 1− (k − 2)∧A, β ∈ H \ {b}}
⋃
{(−1,−(k − 1)b)}
is covered by TA.
Proof. (i) This is Proposition 4.9.
(ii) We first prove that (−1,−(k−1)b) is covered by TA. By Proposition 4.13, there
exist distinct y1, . . . , yk−1 ∈ A with
−1 = −(y1 + . . .+ yk−1),
whence
(−1,−(k − 1)b) +
k−1∑
i=1
(yi, b) = (0, 0).
Consider an element (α, β) ∈ G\TA, with α ∈ A˜. Then there exist pairwise distinct
y1, . . . , yj ∈ A such that y1 + · · ·+ yj = (k − 1− j)− α, for some j = 0, . . . , k − 3.
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If j > 0 then 2 ≤ k − 1− j ≤ k − 2 and hence by Lemma 4.15 it is possible to find
pairwise distinct x1, . . . , xk−1−j ∈ H\{−(k−1)b} such that x1+. . .+xk−1−j = −β−jb
. Then
(α, β) +
k−1−j∑
i=1
(−1, xi) +
j∑
i=1
(yi, b) = (0, 0)
and (α, β) is covered by TA.
If j = 0 then α = 1 − k; again by Lemma 4.15 there exist distinct x1, . . . , xk−1 ∈
H \ {−(k − 1)b} such that x1 + . . .+ xk−1 = −β, and hence
(1− k, β) + (−1, x1) + . . .+ (−1, xk−1) = (0, 0).
Assume now that (α, β) ∈ G \ TA, with α ∈ 1 − (k − 2)∧A, β ∈ H \ {b}. Then
there exist pairwise distinct y1, . . . , yk−2 ∈ A such that y1 + · · · + yk−2 = 1 − α.
The element x = −β − (k − 2)b is different from (−(k − 1)b) as β 6= b, whence
(−1, x) ∈ T1. Clearly,
(α, β) + (−1, x) +
k−2∑
i=1
(yi, b) = (0, 0)
holds. 
Finally, we prove the existence of a maximal k-independent subset in G of small
size. Also, Proposition 4.17(ii) is a technical request which will be used in the
construction of small complete arcs in Section 4.2.
Proposition 4.17. Let k ≥ 4 and m be a prime with m > max{ (k−2)3
2
, 3k
2−k−12
2
}.
For A as in Proposition 4.11, let T1, T2, TA be as in Proposition 4.16. Then
(i) there exists a maximal k-independent subset of Zm × H containing TA of
size at most
|A|+ (⌈k/2⌉ − 1)(|H| − 1) + m+ 1
k − 2 − 1;
(ii) there exist pairwise distinct elements P1, . . . , Pk−4, Q1, Q2, Q3 ∈ T2 such that
for each R ∈ T1 ∪ {(−1,−(k − 1)b)} and for each i = 1, 2, 3,
3R + P1 + . . .+ Pk−4 +Qi 6= (0, 0).
Proof. Note that the only element of type (−1, β) not belonging to TA is
(−1,−(k − 1)b); it is covered by TA by Proposition 4.16. Then by Corollary 4.14
and Proposition 4.16 the number of elements in Zm×H that are not covered by TA
is at most (⌈k/2⌉ − 2)|H|+ m+1
k−2 − 1− (⌈k/2⌉ − 2). Therefore, by Lemma 4.7 there
exists a maximal k-independent subset of Zm ×H containing TA of size at most
(|H| − 1) + |A|+ (⌈k/2⌉ − 2)|H|+ m+ 1
k − 2 − 1− (⌈k/2⌉ − 2).
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Then (i) follows from straightforward computation.
In order to prove (ii), fix pairwise distinct y1, . . . , yk−4 ∈ A and for each i = 1, 2, 3
choose y˜i ∈ A such that
(y1 + . . .+ yk−4) + 3 6= −y˜i.
Let Pi = (yi, b) for i = 1, . . . , k − 4, and Qi = (y˜i, b) for i = 1, 2, 3. Note that for
each R ∈ T1 ∪ {(−1,−(k − 1)b)}, the element −3R is (−3,−3x) for some x ∈ H .
Then clearly 3R + P1 + . . .+ Pk−4 +Qi 6= 0 for each i = 1, 2, 3. 
4.2. The construction
This section is devoted to the construction of a complete arc containing the set T
of Remark 4.4.
We keep the notation at the beginning of Chapter 4. The following result can be
obtained by applying Proposition 4.17 to the case G = G¯, H = ΦN(K), k = N + 1.
Proposition 4.18. Assume that m > max{ (N−1)3
2
, 3N
2+5N−10
2
}. Then
i) there exists a maximal (N+1)-independent subset T of G¯ containing ΦN (S\
{P}) whose size is at most
(⌈(N + 1)/2⌉ − 1)(|S| − 1) + 2m+ 1
N − 1 −
3
2
;
ii) there exist P¯1, . . . , P¯N−3, Q¯1, Q¯2, Q¯3 ∈ T \ ΦN (S) such that for each R in
S and for each i = 1, 2, 3,
3R¯⊕ P¯1 . . .⊕ P¯N−3 ⊕ Q¯i 6= O¯.
Henceforth, T , P¯1, . . . , P¯N−3, Q¯1, Q¯2, Q¯3 are as in Proposition 4.18. For i = 1, 2, 3,
let Wi be the subspace generated by P¯1, . . . , P¯N−3, Q¯i. Note that dim(Wi) = N − 3.
Fix a plane σi such that Wi ∩ σi = ∅.
For i = 1, 2, 3, consider the projections
πi : X \Wi −→ σi
U¯ 7−→< Wi, U¯ > ∩σi,
from Wi onto the plane σi, and denote by ψi := πi ◦ ΦN : E → PG(2, q) the
composition of πi and ΦN .
Next section is devoted to the proof of the following result, which is needed in order
to apply Proposition 2.23 to the elliptic curve ψi(E).
Proposition 4.19. The curve ψi(E) has an Fq-rational inflection point.
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4.2.1. Existence of a rational inflection point for ψi(E). Set ψ := ψi,
σ := σi, π := πi, W := Wi, Q¯ := Q¯i, for i = 1, 2, 3. Without loss of generality
assume that σ has equations
σ :


Xi1 = 0
... ij ∈ {0, . . . , N}.
XiN−2 = 0
For the sake of simplicity, assume also ij = j + 2 whence (X0 : X1 : X2) are
homogeneous coordinates for the plane σ. For j = 0, 1, 2, let W (j) =< W, rj > be
the hyperplane generated by W and the line rj : Xj = 0, X3 = 0, . . . , XN = 0. Also,
set R0 = r0 ∩ r1, R1 = r1 ∩ r2, R2 = r0 ∩ r2. Note that
(4.11) W =
⋂
j=0,1,2
W (j).
Assume that Lj(X0, . . . , XN) = 0 is an equation of W
(j).
Lemma 4.20. Let U¯ be an affine point of X \W . Then
π(U¯) = (L0(U¯) : L1(U¯) : L2(U¯)).
Proof. If π(U¯) = Rj for some j = 1, 2, 3, then without loss of generality we
can assume that π(U¯) = R0. Consequently U¯ ∈ W (1)∩W (2), which implies L1(U¯) =
L2(U¯) = 0 and L0(U¯) 6= 0.
Otherwise, U¯ = ηR¯0 + ǫR¯1 + λR¯2, where π(R¯j) = Rj ; thus, by the previous case
π(U¯) = π(ηR¯0 + ǫR¯1 + λR¯2) = ηπ(R¯0) + ǫπ(R¯1) + λπ(R¯2) =
= η(L0(R¯0) : L1(R¯0) : L2(R¯0))+ǫ(L0(R¯1) : L1(R¯1) : L2(R¯1))+λ(L0(R¯2) : L1(R¯2) : L2(R¯2)) =
= (ηL0(R¯0)+ǫL0(R¯1)+λL0(R¯2) : ηL1(R¯0)+ǫL1(R¯1)+λL1(R¯2) : ηL2(R¯0)+ǫL2(R¯1)+λL2(R¯2)) =
= (L0(ηR¯0 + ǫR¯1 + λR¯2) : L1(ηR¯0 + ǫR¯1 + λR¯2) : L2(ηR¯0 + ǫR¯1 + λR¯2)).

The rational map ψ has coordinates ψ = (L0(1, x, y, . . .) : L1(1, x, y, . . .) :
L2(1, x, y, . . .)). Let R¯ ∈ G¯ be such that −3R¯ = P¯1 ⊕ . . . P¯N−3 ⊕ Q¯. Then, by
Proposition 4.2, there exists a linear polynomial fR¯(X0, . . . , XN) such that the zero
divisor of fR¯(1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φN) is
(4.12) (fR¯(1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φN))0 = 3R¯ + P¯1 + . . .+ P¯N−3 + Q¯.
Also, by Proposition 4.18,
(4.13) R /∈ S.
Lemma 4.21. There exists j ∈ {0, 1, 2} such that R¯ /∈ W (j).
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Proof. Assume on the contrary that R¯ ∈ W (0) ∩ W (1) ∩ W (2). Then R¯ ∈
W by (4.11). Let S¯0 be a point in X \ W . Then T1 =< W, S¯0 > is such that
dim(T1) = N − 2. If S¯1, S¯2 are two distinct points in X \ T1, then Z1 =< T1, S¯1 >
and Z2 =< T2, S¯2 > are two different hyperplanes. Thus, by Proposition 4.2,
P¯1 ⊕ . . .⊕ P¯N−3 ⊕ Q¯⊕ R¯⊕ S¯0 ⊕ S¯1 = O¯,
P¯1 ⊕ . . .⊕ P¯N−3 ⊕ Q¯⊕ R¯⊕ S¯0 ⊕ S¯2 = O¯,
from which S¯1 = S¯2, a contradiction. 
From now on, assume that R¯ /∈ W (0) and let
u =
X1 + I(ψ(E))
X0 + I(ψ(E)) , v =
X2 + I(ψ(E))
X0 + I(ψ(E))
be the rational functions of the affine coordinates of the plane σ. So, let K(u, v) be
the rational function field of the curve ψ(E) and ψ∗ : K(u, v) → K(E) denote the
pullback of ψ. Let
(4.14) ξj = Lj(1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φN), j = 0, 1, 2.
Then clearly
(4.15) ψ∗(u) =
L1(1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φN)
L0(1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φN)
=
ξ1
ξ0
,
(4.16) ψ∗(v) =
L2(1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φN)
L0(1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φN)
=
ξ2
ξ0
.
Proposition 4.22. Let R = Φ−1N (R¯), then ψ(R) is an Fq-rational inflection point
of ψ(E).
Proof. In order to show that ψ(R) is an inflection point for ψ(E) we need to
show that a linear function in u, v has valuation equal to 3 at ψ(R). Note that
W ⊆ HR¯ : fR¯(X0, . . . , XN) = 0 by construction and π(HR¯) is a line of equation
λL0(X0, . . . , XN) + ǫL1(X0, . . . , XN) + ηL2(X0, . . . , XN) = 0.
Denote by β the rational function associated to π(HR¯); thus
β = λL0(1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φN) + ǫL1(1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φN) + ηL2(1, φ1, φ2, . . . , φN).
Taking into account (4.14),
β = λξ0 + ǫξ1 + ηξ2 = ξ0
(
λ+ ǫ
ξ1
ξ0
+ η
ξ2
ξ0
)
.
As ΦN is a birational map, vR(β) = vR¯(Φ
∗−1
N (β)) = 3 by (4.12); also, as ψ is a
birational map, from R¯ /∈ W (0) and taking into account (4.15)-(4.16), it follows
3 = vR(β) = vR(ξ0) + vR
(
λ+ ǫ
ξ1
ξ0
+ η
ξ2
ξ0
)
= vR
(
λ+ ǫ
ξ1
ξ0
+ η
ξ2
ξ0
)
=
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= vψ(R)
(
ψ∗−1
(
λ+ ǫ
ξ1
ξ0
+ η
ξ2
ξ0
))
= vψ(R)(λ+ ǫu+ ηv).
In conlusion λ + ǫu + ηv is a linear function whose valuation at ψ(R) is equal to
3. 
4.2.2. Complete Arcs in PG(N, q). Let (G˜,⊕) be the abelian group on the
set of the Fq-rational points of ψi(E), having as neutral element Oψi(E) := ψi(R), for
i = 1, 2, 3, where R is uniquely determined in Section 4.2.1. Let ψ˜i be the following
map
ψ˜i : E → PG(2, q)
P 7→ ψ˜i(P ) := ψi(P ⊕ R);
then ψ˜i(O) = ψi(R) and consequently, ψ˜i is a birational map and also an isogeny.
Let S be as in Proposition 4.1; note that by (4.13), S ⊖ R is a coset that does not
contain the neutral element O ∈ E . Thus, the following Proposition holds.
Proposition 4.23. The set ψ˜i(S ⊖ R) = ψi(S) is an arc, for i = 1, 2, 3.
Consequently, ψi(S \ {P}) is an arc as well and, by [3, Theorem 4], the following
assertion holds.
Theorem 4.24. Under the assumptions of Propositions 2.23 and 4.18, let T be as
in Proposition 4.18. Then a complete arc in PG(N, q) can be obtained from T by
adding at most N − 1 points. In particular, there exists a complete arc in PG(N, q)
of size at most
(⌈(N + 1)/2⌉ − 1)(|S| − 1) + 2m+ 1
N − 1 +N −
5
2
.
Proof. As T is a maximal (N + 1)-independent subset, every point in X \ T
belongs to some hyperplane generated by N points of T .
Let D be a point off X . If there exists i¯ ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that πi¯(D) /∈ ψi¯(E) then,
by a consequence of Proposition 2.23 applied to the arc ψi¯(S \ {P}), there exist two
points V1, V2 ∈ ψi¯(S \ {P}) collinear with πi¯(D). Let R¯1, R¯2 be their counterimages
by πi¯; then D ∈ < P¯1, . . . , P¯N−3, Q¯i¯, R¯1, R¯2 >, where < P¯1, . . . , P¯N−3, Q¯i¯, R¯1, R¯2 >
is a hyperplane, generated by N points of T .
Otherwise, if πi(D) ∈ ψi(E), for i = 1, 2, 3, note that for i 6= j, the subspaces
< Wi,Wj, D > of PG(N, q) are hyperplanes that contain at least N −1 points of T .
Also, there exists R¯i ∈ X such that πi(D) = πi(R¯i), for i = 1, 2, 3. Consequently,
such points R¯i of X are such that
R¯i, R¯j ∈< Wi,Wj , D > , for i 6= j.
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Thus, by Proposition 4.2, the following relations hold
R¯i ⊕ R¯j ⊕ Q¯i ⊕ Q¯j ⊕ P¯1 . . .⊕ P¯N−3 = O¯, for i 6= j,
from which
2R¯i = ⊖2Q¯i ⊖ P¯1 . . .⊖ P¯N−3, for i = 1, 2, 3.
As the size of G¯ is odd, the R¯i’s are uniquely determined by the Wi’s and D ∈⋂
i=1,2,3
< Wi, R¯i >, which is a subspace of dimension at most N − 2. So, in order
to cover the point D it would be necessary to add at most N − 1 points of such a
subspace to T . 
Corollary 4.25. Let m be a prime divisor of q − 1 with 7 < m < 1
8
4
√
q. Assume
that m > max{ (N−1)3
2
, 3N
2+5N−10
2
}. Then for some integer i0, with
1 ≤ i0 − ⌊
q − 2√q + 1
m
⌋ ≤ 31,
there exists a complete arc in PG(N, q) with size at most
(4.17) (⌈(N + 1)/2⌉ − 1)(i0 − 1) + 2m+ 1
N − 1 +N −
5
2
.
Proof. It has been shown in [3, Section 1, p. 389] that for a prime divisor m
of q − 1 such that 7 < m < 1
8
4
√
q there exist an integer i0 not divisible by m in the
interval [
⌊q − 2
√
q + 1
m
⌋+ 1, ⌊q − 2
√
q + 1
m
⌋ + 31
]
,
and an elliptic curve E , such that the size of the set E(Fq) of Fq-rational points is
i0m and the associated group (E(Fq),⊕) is cyclic. Let K be the subgroup of G of
size i0. As i0 and m are coprime, G is isomorphic to Zm×K. Then the claim follows
from Theorem 4.24. 
4.2.3. Comparison with previous results. In conclusion, we have obtained
a complete arc of of size n in PG(N, q) with q3/4 < n < q
N2
, for dimensions N greater
than 2 and as large as 12
√
q. We note that the order of magnitude of n only depends
on the factorization of the integer q − 1 into prime factors. In particular, whenever
q − 1 has a prime divisor less than 1
8
4
√
q but of the same order of magnitude as 4
√
q,
complete arcs with roughly q3/4 points are obtained.
We briefly compare this results with the few constructions of complete arcs for
N > 2 available in the literature. In [65] the author investigates the existence of
small complete arcs in projective spaces PG(N, q) having many points in common
with a normal rational curve. All the complete arcs in PG(N, q) constructed in [65]
have size n ' q/N [65, Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5]; clearly this can
be close to our bound (4.17) only for very large geometrical dimensions N , namely
N ' q1/4. In [66, 67] the authors investigate the largest possible intersection of
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an arc with the normal rational curves in PG(N, q). If q is odd and the dimension
is three, they find a subset K of the normal rational curve L of size roughly q/2
that can be completed only adding some points of L ∪ ℓ, where ℓ is a real or an
imaginary bisecant of L; see [66, Theorem 3.8]. For large q’s, they also describe
arcs in PG(N, q) with 4 ≤ N ≤ 0.09q + 2.59 if q is even, 3 ≤ N ≤ 0.09q + 2.09 if
q is odd, having at least 0.41q + N − 1.59 points in common with a given normal
rational curve; see [66, Theorem 4.1] and [67, Theorem 4.1].
4.3. Complete arcs and MDS elliptic codes
In this section we keep the notation of Section 1.5 and we will use the well-known
connection between finite geometries and MDS codes, in order to present the main
result of this chapter in the language of covering codes. The geometric problem
of finding an n-arc of PG(s − 1, q) can be looked at as the problem of finding an
[n, n− s, s+1] MDS code. The coordinates of the points of the arc are the columns
of a parity check matrix for the code. Since the covering radius ρ is the least integer
such that every syndrome is a linear combination of some ρ or fewer columns of the
parity check matrix, we have that ρ = s−1 holds precisely when the arc is complete,
(see Definition 2.1).
First we briefly introduce elliptic codes.
We keep the notation at the beginning of Chapter 4. Let P1, P2, . . . , Pn be Fq-
rational points of E , and let D be the divisor P1 + P2 + . . . + Pn. For an integer
N ≥ 2, the AG code C(D, (N + 1)O) of length n over Fq is the image of the linear
map α : L((N + 1)O) → Fnq defined by α(f) = (f(P1), f(P2), . . . , f(Pn)). If n is
bigger than N + 1, then α is an embedding, and the dimension of C(D, (N + 1)O)
is equal to N + 1. The dual code C⊥(D, (N + 1)O) of C(D, (N + 1)O) is an AG
code with dimension n− (N + 1).
As a matter of terminology, we give the following definition.
Definition 4.26. The code C⊥(D, (N +1)O) is called an (n,N)-elliptic code asso-
ciated to E .
A parity check matrix M of an (n,N)-elliptic code is
(4.18) MP1,...,Pn =


φ0(P1) . . . φ0(Pn)
... . . .
...
φN(P1) . . . φN(Pn)

 ,
where φ0, φ1, . . . , φN form an Fq-basis of L((N + 1)O). Throughout this section,
we will assume that this basis coincides with the coordinates of the morphism ΦN ,
defined in (4.2). As a consequence of Proposition 4.2, the following characterization
of MDS elliptic codes holds (see also [49, Sect. 2]).
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Corollary 4.27. An (n,N)-elliptic code with parity check matrix MP1,...,Pn is an
MDS code if and only if for every 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < . . . < iN+1 ≤ n,
Pi1 ⊕ . . .⊕ PiN+1 6= O.
In the case where the point set {P1, . . . , Pn} coincides with the arc S of Proposition
4.1, we have the following result, which is equivalent to Proposition 4.3, translated
into the language of codes and a direct consequence of Corollary 4.27 and Proposition
4.2.
Proposition 4.28. The (n,N)-elliptic code associated to the points of S is an MDS
code.
In the case where the point set {P1, . . . , Pn} coincides with the subset T of G¯ of
Proposition 4.18, the (n,N)-elliptic code associated to the points of T is an MDS
code too. We note that the MDS code associated to the complete arc in Theo-
rem 4.24, is obtained from the (|T |, N)-elliptic code associated to T by applying a
lengthening procedure not more than N − 1 times.
Taking into account the above discussion, we can reformulate Corollary 4.25 into
the language of covering codes. In particular, to find a complete arc of of size n in
PG(N, q) with q3/4 < n < q
N2
, where the dimension N is greater than 2 and as large
as 12
√
q, is equivalent to find some MDS elliptic codes that give rise to MDS codes
with covering radius ρ = N , and a length n roughly q3/4 < n < q
N2
. More precisely,
our main result is the following.
Theorem 4.29. Let q = ph, with p > 3 a prime. Let m be a prime divisor of q − 1
with 7 < m < 1
8
4
√
q. Assume that m > max{ (N−1)3
2
, 3N
2+5N−10
2
}. Then there exists
an MDS code over Fq with redundancy N +1, covering radius N , and length n with
⌊q − 2
√
q + 1
m
⌋ ≤ n ≤ (⌈(N + 1)/2⌉ − 1)(⌊q − 2
√
q + 1
m
⌋ + 30) + 2m+ 1
N − 1 +N −
5
2
.
In terms of the length function l(N+1, N ; q)N+2 introduced in Section 1.5, Theorem
4.29 can be read as follows.
Corollary 4.30. Let q = ph, with p > 3 a prime, and N > 2 an integer. Let m
be a prime divisor of q − 1 with 7 < m < 1
8
4
√
q and m > max{ (N−1)3
2
, 3N
2+5N−10
2
}.
Then
l(N + 1, N ; q)N+2 ≤ (⌈(N + 1)/2⌉ − 1)(⌊
q − 2√q + 1
m
⌋+ 30) + 2m+ 1
N − 1 +N −
5
2
.
CHAPTER 5
Complete caps in AG(3, q) from elliptic curves
Since the 80’s, elliptic curves, and more generally cubic curves, have played an
important role in the construction of small complete caps, both in the plane [26,
71, 72, 68, 75, 78] and in higher dimensions via inductive constructions [1, 2,
3, 27, 28, 32]. Let AG(3, q) be the three-dimensional affine space over Fq. Here
we show that the set X of Fq-rational affine points of an elliptic curve in AG(3, q)
is a cap. By using arguments from algebraic geometry, we are able to provide a
significant lower bound on the number of points of AG(3, q) that are collinear with
two points of X ; see Proposition 4.1. Interestingly, X can be extended to a (larger)
cap of size 2q by adding the Fq-rational affine points of another elliptic curve, called
its quadratic twist; see Proposition 5.2. For q ≤ 349 these caps are not complete;
however, by adding some extra points they can be extended to complete caps in
AG(3, q) of size with the same order of magnitude as the trivial lower bound. For
97 < q ≤ 349 these are the smallest complete caps in AG(3, q) known in the literature
(for q ≤ 97 smaller examples were obtained in [15, 50]).
5.1. The construction
Let (X, Y, Z) denote the coordinates of the Galois affine space AG(3, q), where q = ph
and p 6= 2 is a prime. Let C : X2−Z = 0 be a cone of AG(3, q) and F be the family
of lines of AG(3, q)
F = {ℓk | k ∈ Fq},
where ℓk has equations X = k, Z = k
2. Clearly, C can be viewed as the union of the
(pairwise disjoint) lines in F .
Lemma 5.1. Let S be a subset of C. If every line of F contains at most two points
of S, then S is a cap.
Proof. Assume on the contrary that there exists a line ℓ /∈ F containing three
distinct points Pi = (xi, yi, x
2
i ) ∈ S, for i = 1, 2, 3. Note that x1 6= x2, otherwise
ℓ has equations X = x1, Z = x
2
1 and belongs to F . Therefore, ℓ is the only line
through P1 and P2, and hence it is contained in the plane with equation
(X − x1)/(x2 − x1) = (Z − x21)/(x22 − x21).
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From P3 ∈ ℓ it follows
(x3 − x1)/(x2 − x1) = (x23 − x21)/(x22 − x21),
which holds if and only if x1 = x3 or x2 = x3, as x1 6= x2 by assumptions. But then
ℓ has equations X = x2, Z = x
2
2 or X = x3, Z = x
2
3, a contradiction. 
FixA,B ∈ Fq with 4A3+27B2 6= 0 and such that the polynomial T 3+AT+B ∈ Fq[T ]
has no roots in Fq. Let E be the plane elliptic curve with affine equation E : Y 2 −
X3−AX−B = 0. Fix a non-square C in Fq and let ET : Y 2−C(X3+AX+B) = 0
be a quadratic twist of E . We define the following subsets of C:
X := {(x, y, x2) ∈ AG(3, q) | (x, y) ∈ E},
X T := {(x, y, x2) ∈ AG(3, q) | (x, y) ∈ ET}.
Note that X∩X T = {(x, 0, x2) ∈ AG(3, q) | x3+Ax+B = 0}; as T 3+AT+B ∈ Fq[T ]
has no roots in Fq, X and X T are disjoint.
Proposition 5.2. The set S = X ∪ X T is a cap of size 2q.
Proof. Since S is a subset of C, by Lemma 5.1 it is enough to show that every
line in F contains exactly two points in S. The intersection of a line ℓk and S
consists of points (k, t, k2) where t is such that either
(5.1) t2 − (k3 + Ak +B) = 0, or
(5.2) t2 − C(k3 + Ak +B) = 0.
Recall that by construction k3+Ak+B 6= 0 for each k ∈ Fq. Also, when k3+Ak+B
is a square in Fq, then (5.1) holds for two values of t ∈ Fq and (5.2) has no solutions.
Similarly, when k3 +Ak +B is a non-square in Fq, then (5.1) holds for no values of
t ∈ Fq, whereas (5.2) has two solutions. In either case, #S ∩ ℓk = 2. 
Let (G,⊕) denote the abelian group of the Fq-rational points of E , defined by choos-
ing the only ideal point O of E as the neutral element. Here we repeat the construc-
tion of Chapter 4, for N = 3. Let φ be the rational map on E defined as in (4.2),
with affine coordinates φ(x, y) = (x, y, x2), and φ(O) = Z∞, where Z∞ is the ideal
point of the Z-axis. Also, let X˜ be the union of X and {Z∞}; then the restriction
φ|G : G → X˜ of the map φ to the set G of the Fq-rational points of E is clearly a
bijection. Next proposition is Proposition 4.2, for N = 3.
Proposition 5.3. Let P1, P2, P3, P4 ∈ E , then
φ(P1), φ(P2), φ(P3), φ(P4) are coplanar ⇔ P1 ⊕ P2 ⊕ P3 ⊕ P4 = O.
Proposition 5.4. Any point P off X belongs to at most 2 distinct secants of X .
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Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exist three distinct secants rj of X
passing through P , for j = 1, 2, 3, i.e., there exist six distinct points Pi in G such
that P, φ(P1), φ(P2) ∈ r1, P, φ(P3), φ(P4) ∈ r2 and P, φ(P5), φ(P6) ∈ r3. Then by
Proposition 5.3 

P1 ⊕ P2 ⊕ P3 ⊕ P4 = O
P3 ⊕ P4 ⊕ P5 ⊕ P6 = O
P1 ⊕ P2 ⊕ P5 ⊕ P6 = O
,
whence, 

2(P1 ⊕ P2) = O
2(P3 ⊕ P4) = O
2(P5 ⊕ P6) = O
.
Note that in G there is no point with Y = 0. This implies that in G there is no
involution, and hence for each i ∈ {1, 3, 5} we have Pi⊕Pi+1 = O. By the definition
of the group operation ⊕, this implies φ(Pi) = (x˜i, y˜i, x˜2i ) and φ(Pi+1) = (x˜i,−y˜i, x˜2i ),
for some x˜i, y˜i ∈ Fq; whence, for j = (i+1)/2 the line rj is actually the line ℓx˜i ∈ F .
This contradicts P ∈ rj for each j, as the lines in F are pairwise disjoint. 
By a standard double-counting argument Proposition 5.4 yields that the number
of points in AG(3, q) belonging to some secant of X is at least q#X (#X − 1)/4.
Actually a stronger result can be proved.
Proposition 5.5. At least
#X + 1
2
#X (#X − 1)
(
q − 2− #X − 2
4
)
points of AG(3, q) are collinear with two points of X .
Proof. Let c denote the number of points in AG(3, q) belonging to some secants
of X . For i = 1, 2, let Ai be the set of ordered pairs (P, r) such that r is a secant
of X , P is a point on r \ X , and i is the number of secants of X through P . Then
clearly
c = #X +#A1 + 1
2
#A2.
For a secant r of X let N(r) be the number of points of r \ X belonging to two
secants of X . Then
#A1 =
∑
r secant of X
(q − 2−N(r)), #A2 =
∑
r secant of X
N(r),
and hence
c = #X
(
1 +
q − 2
2
(#X − 1)
)
− 1
2
∑
r secant of X
N(r).
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To prove the assertion we show that N(r) ≤ (#X −2)/2 for each secant r of X . Let
φ(P1) and φ(P2) be the two points of X ∩ r, and let R be the opposite of P1⊕P2 in
G. If a point Q ∈ r belongs to another secant of X , then there exist P3, P4 ∈ G such
that the points φ(P3) and φ(P4) are collinear with Q. Then φ(P1), φ(P2), φ(P3),
and φ(P4) are coplanar. By Proposition 5.3 P3 ⊕ P4 = R; clearly, this happens for
(#X − 2)/2 unordered pairs {P3, P4} with P3, P4 ∈ G \ {P1, P2, O}, P3 6= P4. 
Corollary 5.6. At least
q +
3
8
q(q − 1)(q − 2)
points of AG(3, q) are collinear with two points of X ∪ X T .
Proof. If #X ≥ q, then the claim follows from Proposition 5.5. Otherwise it
is enough to apply the same argument to #X T , since #X T = 2q −#X > q. 
5.2. New examples of complete caps
For q ≤ 349 the cap X ∪X T has been extended to a complete cap by computer. Our
rough algorithm can be described as follows: set K := X ∪ X T ; then check every
point P of AG(3, q) \ (X ∪ X T ), and let K := K ∪ {P} whenever P is not covered
by a secant of K. Clearly such an approach is not effective for large values of q’s.
We were able to go as far as q = 349, because we used some geometrical remarks in
order to speed up the test of collinearity of P and two distinct points in X ∪X T . The
GAP programme that we used can be downloaded from http://goo.gl/4RyvM9.
In the following table we describe the new complete caps that we obtained. The
column n indicates the size of the complete cap in AG(3, q) obtained from the elliptic
curve E defined over Fq with affine equation Y 2 = X3 + ωiX + ωj, where ω is the
primitive element of Fq chosen by GAP, and q, i and j can be read from the table. In
the equation of ET , C = ω is chosen. As a matter of notation, here we put ω−∞ = 0.
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q i j n
5 0 0 14
7 −∞ 1 24
9 0 1 33
11 0 2 39
13 −∞ 1 46
17 0 1 61
19 −∞ 1 73
23 0 4 88
25 −∞ 1 96
27 15 2 110
29 0 2 116
31 −∞ 1 126
37 −∞ 1 152
41 0 0 169
43 −∞ 1 180
47 0 8 198
49 −∞ 1 208
53 0 3 225
59 0 0 258
61 −∞ 1 263
67 −∞ 1 296
71 0 0 319
73 −∞ 1 330
79 −∞ 1 359
81 2 2 367
83 0 3 374
89 0 2 404
q i j n
97 −∞ 1 450
101 0 0 463
103 −∞ 1 476
107 0 0 499
109 −∞ 1 514
113 0 0 529
121 −∞ 1 569
125 2 2 591
127 −∞ 1 602
131 0 3 619
137 0 2 650
139 −∞ 1 667
149 0 7 710
151 −∞ 1 733
157 −∞ 1 759
163 −∞ 1 790
167 0 3 817
169 −∞ 1 810
173 0 4 844
179 0 2 882
181 −∞ 1 883
191 0 0 936
193 −∞ 1 954
197 0 2 973
199 −∞ 1 983
211 −∞ 1 1052
q i j n
223 −∞ 1 1121
227 0 3 1132
229 −∞ 1 1148
233 0 0 1160
239 0 3 1196
241 −∞ 1 1215
243 125 4 1219
251 0 2 1259
257 0 0 1298
263 0 2 1334
269 0 3 1362
271 −∞ 1 1369
277 −∞ 1 1414
281 0 0 1425
283 −∞ 1 1450
289 −∞ 1 1478
293 0 2 1492
307 −∞ 1 1570
311 0 0 1601
313 −∞ 1 1603
317 0 0 1637
331 −∞ 1 1704
337 −∞ 1 1743
343 −∞ 2 1765
347 0 3 1802
349 −∞ 1 1809
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